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' The readers oſ Plato will obſerve, that beſore each oſ his dialogues the names-oſ the ſpeaken

in it are recited, not in the order either oſ their real dignity, or oſ their importance to the dia

logue, as the manner is of modern poets before their tragedies and comedies ; but according to

the order in which hcy ſeverally make their first appearance ; and, ſince in every ſcene oſ con

verſation two or more must appear at the ſame time together, theſe are named according to the

order in which they first ſpeak z after the manner we find the perſons of the drama enumerated

before all the dramatic Vtrſſltidgs oſ the antients.

3 Apollodorus was a diſciple oſ Socrates, but of no long standing at this time. His character,

therefore, in the dialogue is properly marked by the vehemence oſ his attachment to philoſophy',

and admiration oſ his master.

3 This friend is not mentioned by name: a circumstance which alone ſeems to have induced.

ſome to imagine, that by the friend oſ Apollodorus Plato here meant himſelf.

4 Iſ this be the ſame Glauco who was brotner to Plato, and Plato be the friend hcrc introduced,

it ſeems strange that Apollodorus ſhould ſpeak of Plato's brother to Plato himſelf, as of one utterly

unknown to Plato, mentioning his name, afterwards, only as it were by accident.

5 Aristodemus was a constant, humble follower oſ Socrates.

4 For the characters of all the following perſons we reſc' to the first part of the preceding In'

troduction.

7 The ſcene oſ converſation between Apollodorus and his friend, the only dramatic part oſ the

dialogue, and where all the rest of it is introduced in the way of narrative, appears to be the houſe

oſ this ſriend; as proper a place as any ſor ſo long a recital as Apollodorus hadvto make him t and

the most proper where to come to him with that intention. 'ſhe way from Phalerus to Athens'

along walk, is, with no leſs propriety, made the ſcene oſ the converſation related by Ap ollodorus

between himſelf and Glauco; to whom, he ſays, he then made the ſame long recital. The ſcene

of the ſhort diſcourſe next related between Aristodemus and Socrates is made the street; by

which piece of conduct, the breaking it off ſo abruptly is ſuitable to the decorum of place. And

Agatho's houſe is the grand ſcene of the principal part, the ſpeeches at the entertainmcnt.-S.

7 APOL.
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APOLLODORUS.

THE affair concerning which ye inquire I. think myſelf now not quite

unprepared to relate to you. For it happened ' a few days ſince, as I was

walking up to the city from my houſe at Phalerus ', that an acquaintance

of mine, who was going the ſame way, ſeeing me at a conſiderable distance

before him, called out to me; and by way of joke 3 at the ſame time ſaid,

Apollodorus, you Phalerean, will not you stop a while till I come up to you?

Upon which I stopped, and flayed for him. As ſoon as he had joined me,

Apollodorus, ſaid he, I was just now inquiring after you; from a deſire I

have to be thoroughly acquainted with what paſſed in the converſation be

tween Agatho, and Socrates, and Alcibiades, and the rest who were of the

party, at an entertainment where the ſubject of their diſcourſe was Love. I

ſhould be glad to be informed by you what was ſaid on the occaſion. For

the perſon who gave me ſome account of it, ſuch as he received from Phtenix

the ſon of Philippus, told me that you knew every particular : but that, as to

himſelf, he did not pretend to be at all perfect or exact in his relation. Do

you then give me an account ofit yourſelf; for you have the best right to

relate a converſation in which an intimate friend of your own had the most

distinguiſhed ſhare. But first, ſaid he, tell me, were you yourſelf one of

the company P-It appears plainly, ſaid l, indeed, that your author by no

means gave you an exact account of the circumstances of that converſation,

if you ſuppoſe it paſſed ſo lately as to admit a poſſibility of my being oſ the

company.-Really I imagined ſo, replied he.-How Could it be, ſaid I,

' The word ape-my, which the older editions give us in this place, is, careleſsly as it ſeems,

omitted in that of Stephens; which error, as well as many others, we the rather take notice of,

to prevent a repetition of the ſame in any future edition oſ Plato where the text of Stephens is

likely ':0 be made the standard.-S.

1 Phalerus was a ſea-port town, between four and five miles from the city of Athens; where

frequently were furniſhed out, by way of ſpectacles of entertainment to the people, pompous caval

cades, iſſuing probably from thence, and marching to the city. See Xenophon in Hipparchic.

p. 560. ed. 2da Steph.-S.

3 What the joke is, will eaſily be diſeerned by help of the preceding note. For it lies in a hu

morous oppoſition between the haste with which Apollodorus ſeems to have been walking, agree

ably to hie character, and the flowneſs uſual in cavalcades of pomp, with the frequent stopping

of thoſe who are ſoremoſt, till the more dilatory train behind them is come up.-S.

Glauco P
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Glauco? Do you not know that Agatho has not been at Athens for theſe

many years? whereas it is not yet three ſince I first became a follower of

Socrates, and began, as I have continued ever ſinCe, daily to obſerve and

study all his ſayings and actions. Before that time, running about here and

there, wherever chance led me, and fancying myſelf all the while well em

ployed, no mortal was in ſo wretched a condition as l: it was ſuch as you

are in at preſent, who give every study and every purſuit the preference to

that of philoſophy.-Leave off railing, ſaid he, and tell me when that conver

ſation happened.-Bef0re we wrote ourſelves men, replied I. It was at the

time when Agatho brought his first tragedy upon the stagc, and won the prize

with it. It was the very next day after that himſelfand his chrous-ſingers '

had offered the uſual thankſgiving-ſacriſice for his victory.-It is then, ſaid

he, a long time ſince, it ſeems. But who was it, continued he, that related

the converſation to you? Was it Socrates himſelfP-Not Socrates, by Ju

piter, replied I ; but the ſame perſon who related it to Phoenix. It was one

Aristodemus, a Cydathenian ', a man of remarkably low stature *, who al<

ways

* Thoſe who acted and ſung the chorus parts in his playe-es.

I ln all the editions of the Greek we here read Knfl'aflnmz: but it ought certainly to be printed

Kuiaflnmiwg; as appears from Stephanus de Urh. and from an old inſcription on a pillar at Athens

publiſhed in Spon. de Pagis Attic. voce Kuflwmmov. See alſo Meurſius de Pop. Attie. in eadem

'oce.-S.

3 Xeuophon informs us, that Aristodcmus was ſurnamed tlw Little. This circumstance, there

fore, ſerves to aſcertain the man. From the ſame author we learn. that this little man was alſo

one of the minute philoſophers of that nge, till better taught by Socrates. For Xenophon repre

ſents him as ov'r: 9110an rot; Seat; ynxavwwro", ours [war-rup Xpw/J-EVO', aMa xar w;- miow-ruv num: 'LaTa'YE

Nor-m. We quote the very words of this paſſage, for the ſake of propoſing to our learned reader'

an emendalion of the word pnxawarvov. For we are not ſatisfied with [41172 rvxmmv, the conjec

ture of H. Stephens, nor with the owe wxoysvov of Leunclavius; becauſe ſacrifice to the Gods,

we apprehend, always implied either petition or thanſgiving : nor can we acquieſce in retaining

the word mxamunrvov, making it to ſignify, uſant be mule-'1001.- any flying, and accordingly ſuppoſing,

with Erncllus, the word 'ſi to be tacitly understood; becauſe the ſuppoſition ſeems not agreeable >

to any idiom of the Greek l.inguage. We approve rather the prudence of Beſſarion, who, in his

Latin tranſlation of this paſſage, took no notice at all of the word pnxavamsvov. But, as we must

not make ſo bold with thc original, we propoſe, instead of that word, to be read as in a parcn.

lhcſis, [LH &nor-re: im- au': by which alteration the ſenſe will be this, that Aristodemus offered no

ſacrifices to the Gods, m voluntary out: at len , but in compliance only with custom, or in obedi

roL. iu. 3 L encc
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ways went barefoot '. He was of the party; being one of thoſe who

at that time were the most attached to the perſon and company of Socrates,

Not but that I aſked Socrates him-ſelf concerning ſome of the particulars re

ported by Aristodemus; and he allowed they were reported justly. Why

then, ſaid Glauco, ſhould not you ſavour me' with that relation ? The way

to the city is perfectly convenient for people to converſe together, as they go

along-Upon which we reſumed our walk, and entered into the relation

which my friend deſired. So that l am now, as I ſaid, not quite unprepared

upon the ſubject. If then I am to relate that affair over again to you, ſo it

must be. Beſides, I must own, that when I am diſcourſing myſelf, or hear

ing the diſcourſe of others, upon philoſophical ſubjects, abstracted from the
conſideration of improvement, ſiI am beyond meaſure delighted. But when

I hear converſation of any other kind, eſpecially the. uſual diſcourſe between

you rich pe0ple, who are still contriving to heap up money, I feel a tediouſ,

neſs in myſelf, and a concern for you my friends, who imagine you are em

ploying your time to good purpoſe, while you are only triflincr. On the

other hand, it is poſſible you may think that I lead an unhappy life ; and I

believe thoſe thoughts of yours are just: but as to you, I do not ſay that I

believe, for I know, the state which you are in to be unhappy.

FRlEND. You are always the ſame man, Apollodorus, always railing at

yourſelf and the whole world. You ſeem to me as if you abſolutely thought

all men wretched, and yourſelf in the first place; eXCepting none but So

crates. Whence you acquired the ſurname of the madman ', for my part I

 

know

ence to the laws. And this may appear to be the true meaning, when we conſider that atheists

in all ages are ready enough to join in public acts of divine worſhip; and, therefore, not the

neglect oſ theſe, but of ſuch as were voluntary, could be any indication to Socrates of the real

ſentiments of Aristodemus. See Xenophon in Memorabil. l. i. c. 4.-3.

* By this circumstance Aristodernus was distinguiſhed, it ſeems, as much as by his littleneſs. It

is probable that, like his ſellow diſciple Antisthenes the cynic, he imitated what appeared the

most rigid and ſevere in his master's way of life, as being best ſuited to the natural roughneſs of

his own temper, and the rudeneſs of his manners; which led him to entertain atheistical notions

oſ the cauſes oſ things, and to ridiculc thoſe who paid real worſhip to' what was divine in nature.

This circumstance recalls to our mind thoſe epithets of rang/1, bard, and unyielding, 'paxna m. au

'ri'ru'og given to atheiſm by.Plutarch at the end oſ his treatiſe mpi FrtvtBaxmv -S.

* Xenophon in his Apology, and Plato in his Phaedo, near the beginning, and again toward the

5 concluſion
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know not: for, in your diſcourſe, you are always the ſame as you are now,

ſevere upon yourſelf and all other people,_-Socrates alone excepted.

APOL. My dearest friend, it is evident enough now, that the entertain

ing ſuch notions of myſelf, and of all you, proves me beyond question out of

my ſenſes and a madman.

FRIEND. lt is not Worth the while, Apollodorus, to diſpute about this at

preſent. Only do whatl deſired of you, and give me an account of the

ſpeeches made at that banquet.

APOL. The ſpeeches then were as followsz-But I had better, I think,

give you the whole hiſlory of that affair from the beginning, just as Aristo

demus gave it me. For he told me, that he met Socrates freſh out of the

bath, and perfectly clean, a condition which he was not in very often; wear

ing on his feet likewiſe a handſome pair of ſlippers ', a part of dreſs which

he uſed only on rare occaſions: and that upon aſking him, whither he was

going, that he had made himſelf ſo ſpruce and fine, Socrates told him, he:

was going to Agatho's houſe to ſup with him. For yesterday 'at the ſacri

fice, ſaid he, I quitted his company, for fear of the crowd ; but promiſed to

be with him to-day. Now thus fine have I made myſelf, that I may viſit

ſo honourable and fine a perſon in a manner not unbecoming. But what

concluſion of it, repreſent Apollodorus as a man ſimple and ſincere, but with ſuch a kind of

weakneſs in his mind, as made him remarkably hasty, negligent of decorum, and apt to' ſpeak in

conſiderately and without diſcretion.-S.

1 Socrates, in his ordinary way of life, accustomed himſelf to endure voluntary hardſhips : from

which he drew this advantage, that he ſuffered leſs than other men when called to bear hardſhip:

that were neeeſſary. In like manner the Cynics and Stoics, in imitation probably of Socrates, did

many things manam; Ema, that is, for the ſake of habituating, through exerciſe, their minds and

bodies to endurance. But Socrates, unlike the Cynics, made all this conſistent with a regard to

the decencies of civil and ſocial life, a due compliance with custom, and eonformity to faſhion.

For he always readily relaxed from his ſeverity, whenever, as on the preſent occaſion, he deemed

the practice oſ it unſeaſonable. This civility distinguiſhes the manners of Socrates from the

ſavage rusticity of Aristodemus before mentioned. And we cannot help thinking, that theſe two,

ſeemingly ſlight circumstances, in the deſcription of theſe two perſons, were mentioned by Plato

ſo near together, on purpoſe to make that distinction the more eaſy to be noted. We learn from

Elian, in Var. Hist. l. iv. c. 18. that Socrates was charged, probably by the Cynics, with being

curious and nice about his houſe, and his bed, and his fine fiippers. Which confirms the truth of

our obſervation in this note-S
3 L 2 ct ' think
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think you, ſaid he, Aristodemus, of going to ſupper there yourſelf, without

imitation? How do you find yourſelf diſpoſed upon that point ?--And I re

plied, ſaid Aristodemus, that I was entirely at his diſpoſal.-Follow me then,

ſaid Socrates; to corrupt the old proverb ', by altering it,-and proving,

that

When made by worthy men are feasts, r

The worthy go, unbidden guests.

Homer, before us, ſeems not merely to have corrupted, but to have offered

violence to the proverb, by reverſing it. For, notwithstanding that he de

ſcribes Agamemnou as a man excellent in all military virtues, and Menelaue

as a man weak in arms, who

- I  
_--_ Failed of manly force

To fling the well-aimed javelin;

yet, on occaſion of a ſacrifice and feast made by Agamemnon, he has brought

' ſi Menelaus

' The proverb here alluded to, Athenaeus, pag. 178. and Zenobius, c.2. 19. have given us

in this verſe, which the latter quotes from Eupolis the comic poet,

Au'rmz'ror F'ayaflar demn nrt dawn; maw.

When made by meaner men arc feaste,

Their betters go, unbidden guests.

That is, when they are pleaſed to honour with their preſence ſuch as could not preſume to invite

them.-S.

3 Mazeamv atmn'rm'. Menelaus is ſo called in the 17th book of the lliad, ver. 588. Athenzus is

very angry with Plato for receiving this character of Menelaus as true; and for not conſidering

that Homer puts it into the mouth of Apollo, a partial friend to the Trojans, and of conſequence

enemy to Menelaus. He, therefore, stands up very stoutly against Apollo and Plato, to prove,by

many instances in Homer, that Menelaus was no coward. But in reality he only proves himſelf ſo

inveterate an enemy to Plato, as, for the ſake oſ abuſing him, to miſinterpret Homer; who, by the

word [un-Gan', meant no more in that paſſage than, as the old ſcholiast rightly explains it, num'

m 'p wzm, Many; and just ſo much Athemeus himſelf confeſſes true of Menelaus, that he wa'

'rpfiamy' xacadscanpog, ſomewhat deficient in strength. Thus much may ſerve to vindicate Plato

in this place against Athenaeus. But a better eriric than Athenzeus, unleſs he were well verſed

in Plato's peculiar manner of writing, would, with more ſhow oſjuſiice, reprehend him here for

the ſeemingly cold and inſipid length of this digreflion about the proverb. And, indeed, were thi'

part merely a digreflion, the criticiſm would in reality be just. But Plato intended it for a part

highly
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Menelaus to the banquet nninvited ', a meaner man to the banquet of his

betters.-Perhaps ltoo, replied Aristodemus, on hearing this, ſhall incur

the imputation ofa conduct, not, Socrates, ſuch a one as you have ſuppoſed,

but like that in Homer, iſ l go to the banquet ofa man of great abilities,

without being intitled to it either by merit or invitation. Will you, there

fore, if you lead me thither, make an apology for ſo doing? for, as to my

ſelf, I ſhall not confeſs my coming without imitation, but ſhall plead that

I was invited by you.-Well, ſays Socrates,

I With ſocial steps, companions of the way,

as we walk along, We will conſult together what ſpeech to make. But

come, let us be goingffl-After this little talk together, he ſaid, on they went.

But in the way, Socrates mnſlng, and attentive to ſomething in his own

mind, was outwalked by him ; and, obſerving him to stop, bid him walk on.

When he was come to Agatho's houſe, the door of which was open, an in

cident, he ſaid, happened, which put him into ſome confuſion. For a ſer

vant, who was coming out, meeting him there upon the ſpot, led him di

rectly to the banqnet-room, where he ſound the company just going to

ſupper', Immediately Agatho, on ſeeing him enter the room, thid,-Aristo

highly important to his dialogue; to guard it against the miſconstruction to which it might be

liab'e from men of ſevere, ſour, and malignant tempers; to ſignify, that not all people were

Worthy, or properly qualified, to partake as it were ofthe banquet he had provided 5 and to point

out, for whom it was partitularly improper to be preſent, ran; [taManot/g, 'no/In, the voluptuous, or

men of effeminate minds and manners: in which ſcnſe the word Warm; is often taken. See par

ticularly Xenophon in Mem. l. iii. c. 11. s lo. where it is applied to libidinous love, and oppoſed

to that which inſpires the ſentiments of friendſhip. Homer, it is true, had a different meaning,

ſuch as we have before explained; and Plato uſes a kind of catachreſis in adapting this paſſage to

his purpoſe. But it was ſufficient for him, if any way it was applicahle. Some paſſage or other in

Homer was here to be introduced, and the reader's mind to be detained on it for ſome time. For

this obſervation will be ſound to hnltl true throughout all Plato's writings, that, whenever he cites

a verſe Out of any poet, eſpecially out of Homer, he does it not, like writers of a lower claſs,

to embellilh the pluinneſs of proſe with ſine rags of poetry; but his view is always either to strike

the mind of his reader more forcibly in the conveying ſome important meaning, and to make it

ſink the deeper in his memory; or clſe to prepare him for ſomething of importance which is to

follow, by uſhering it in with the ſolemnity of verſe, and, what in thoſe days was of much weight,

the authority of the poet-5.

_' See Homer'slliad, b.ii. ver. 408. 7 Iliad, b. x. ver. 224.

demus,

7
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demus,. you are come very opportunely to ſup with us. But iſ any other pur

poſe brings you hither, defer it to another time. I was looking about for you

in the temple yesterday, with intention to deſire your company, and could not

ſee you. But how came you not to bring us Socrates with you P-Upon

which I looked back, ſaid he, but could no where ſee Socrates following me,

as l had imagined. However, l declared I came along with Socrates, upon

his invitation hither to ſuppen-You did well, ſaid Agatho; but where is,

he then himſelfP-He was following me in but just now, ſaid l ; and for my

part, I wonder where he can be.--Boy, ſaid Agatho to one of his ſervants,

will you go and ſee if you can find Socrates, and conduct him in P-Then,

turning to me, Do you, Aristodem'us, ſaid he, take your place next to

Eryximachus. And immediately he ordered a ſervant to come and waſh

my feet clean', that l might take my place upon the couch'. Just then the

. boy

' Thus in the original: Kar on 'on amwtm To' ward-a, in' 'm- are-rumours. The remarkable

enallage, or tranſition here, in ſpeaking of himſelf, from the first perſon to the third, is no unuſual

thing in Plato; but is too bold, and would be a ſoleciſm in Engliſh. For, tranſlated as literally

as poſſible, the ſentence runs in this manner: " Immediately he bid the [proper] ſervant to waſh

off [the dirt] from me, that [ſays he] he may lie down ſomewhere." The words included

within hooks, we have added to complete the ſenſe. The first part of the ſentence, v'e ſee, is

merely narrative, and the latter part repreſent' Agatho ſpeaking. But the word con, having been

uſed just before, though in a different ſenſe, is here omitted, probably to avoid a repetition of it.

Harry-Stephens, not aware of this tranſition, has raiſed doubts about the right reading of this

paſſage; and has endeavoured, without any neceſſity, to amend it, by altering xafaxtowo into

'manam-m. The ſame learned printer and editor has, in a paſſage of the Euthyphro, where

there is a like tranſition, propoſed altering the text in the ſame manner, from want of obſerving

this peculiarity in Plato's style, as Dr. Forster has judicioully remarked in his notes on thoſe five

dialogues, publiſhed by him, pag. 328.-5.

4 In that polite age, luxury and too great a delicacy and ſoftneſs of manners had ſo ſar pre.

vailed even amongst the brave Grecians, that when they made their evening meal, or ſupper,

which was with them the principal meal of the day, as dinner is with us, they uſed not to ſit on

choirs, stools, or benches, at the table, like the modern Europeans, nor to ſit or lie upon mats or

carpets laid over the floor, like ſome of the Eastern nations; but their custom was to recline

themſeves on ſofas, couches, or day-beds; the heads of which being placed at the ſides of the

table, an oblong ſquare, were covered with cuſhions; and on theſe they leaned their elbows. It

was neceſſary, therefore, that Aristodemus ſhould have his dirty feet waſhed before he was ſit

to lie on one of thoſe ſofas. This little incident ſeems thrown in by Plato, to confirm the account

before given of the manners of Ariſiodemus, and to exhibit them in a stronger light, as oppoſite in

this particular to thoſe of Socrates, about whom we ſee no ſuch ceremony uſed, becauſe unneceſſary.

Different
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boy who had been ſent out returned, and told us, that Socrates had with

drawn himſelf into the porch of ſome neighbouring houſe, and was there

standing; and when I called to him, ſaid the boy, he refuſed to come.

Abſurd! ſaid Agatho: go and call him again; and do not leave him in that

manner.--But Aristodemus told me, that he himſelf oppoſed it, and deſired

that Socrates might be let alone, for that it was uſual with him ſo to do. As

he goes along he will ſometimes stop, ſaid he, without regarding where, and

stand ſtill a while. I make no doubt but he will be here preſently. Let me

entreat you, therefore, not to disturb him, but leave him at quiet.-Be it ſo

then, if you think it hest, ſaid Agatho; but let the reſt of us, however, pro

Ceed to ſuppen-Then, turning to his ſervants, Boys, ſaid he, ſerve us up

ſomething or other; it is left to you what, for there is nobody to give you

any particular directions : you know it is not my way on theſe occaſions.

You are now to ſuppoſe me and theſe gentlemen, my friends here, invited

by you to ſupper: entertain us handſomely, therefore, that you may have

our commendations.-Immediately upon this, he ſaid, they Went to ſupper;

but Socrates was still miffing. Agathod', therefore, would every now and

then

Different from either of theſe is the caſe of Alcibiades, further on in the dialogue. For, as he

comes in drunk and dirty, in the midst of his rakehelly rambles about the town, flippers are or

dered to be brought him, and not his feet to be waſhed, as he wore ſhoes. So minute is Plato in

his detail of every circumstance that may contribute to throw light on the characters of thoſe per

ſons he introduces. þWhatever weight there is in this obſervation, be it great or little, ſo much

of importance is there in the blunder committed by all the Latin tranflators, and by the Italian

after them, in making Agatho order water to waſh the hands oſ Aristodemus instead of his feet :

and in the ſame degree is praiſe due to the judgment and accuracy of Monſ. Racine, who, in his

tranſlation of this dialogue into French, corrects this error; and though he might justly be ſup

poſed prejudiced in favour of waſhing the hands before meals, after the modern French faſhion,

as well as the antient Grecian, yet explains rightly the orders of Agatho; as being ſenfible, no

doubt, 'that waſhing the feet of Aristodemus, not his hands, was a proper preparative for his lay

ing up his legs on the ſofa. But he omits this reaſon of Agatho's for giving thoſe orders, though

expreſsly mentioned by Plato; probably becauſe he was at a loſs how to tranſlate the words, being

puzzled by the doubts raiſed about them by Stephens, as mentioned in the preceding note.-S.

' There is none of Plato's dialogues in which Socrates is uſhered in with ſo much ceremony

as in this. In the ſirst place, that recital of the converſation paſſed between Apollodorus and

Glauco, with which the piece ſets out, ſeems introduced only for the ſalte of giving the reader a

high opinion of the character of Socrates. To this purpoſe tend the reflections made by Apollo

dorus upon the ſingular wiſdom of his master. To the ſame end is directed his account oſ the

alteration
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then be giving orders to his people to call Socrates in; but I, ſaid he, cou

stantly oppoſed it. At length Socrates, having staid away, as uſualnnot very

long, entered ; about the time, at farthest, when ſupper was half over.

Agatho then, who lay on the couch at the lower end of the table, alone,

ſaid, Come hither, Socrates, and lay yourſelf down by me; that, by being

cloſe to you, I may have the benefit of that piece of wiſdom ', which you

made a new acquiſition of in the porch. For it is plain that you ſound it, and

are in poſſeſiion ; otherwiſe you would never have defisted from the purſuit.

Socrates then, ſitting down on the couch, ſaid, It would be well, Agatho,

if wiſdom were a thing of ſuch a nature, as to paſs from thoſe who abound

with it into ſuch as want it, when they ſit cloſe to one another, and are in

contact; like water running through the wool ' out of the fuller veſſel into

the

alteration produced in him by studying that wiſdom. And for the ſame reaſon is mention made

oſ the many admirers of that truly admirable man. But all theſe circumstances are made to appear

ſimple and artleſs, the more irreſrstibly to operate their intended effect upon the reader's mind.

The ſhort converſation which follows, between Apollodorus and his friend, carries on the ſame

intention; but goes greater lengths of praiſe in the character there given of Socrates. Then

_comes a narration of ſome little circumstances, immediately previous to the celebrated banquet,

ſerving to prejudice the reader's mind with an idea of the excellence of the company aſſembled at

Agatho'st of this kind is the extraordinary eare which Socrates we ſee has taken of his perſon

and dreſs, as a proper mark of reſpect to that aſſembly; and another of the ſame kind is the

argument which he politely urges to Aristodemus, when he is perſuadiug him to be of 'he party.

The circumstances ſubſequent, the profound meditation of Socrates in his way to Agatho's, his

healing aſide immediately on his coming there, plainly with deſign to finiſh his ſpeculations, his

ſlaying away till ſupper was hall over, and, during that stay, the converſation turning on Socrates,

as the principal perſon wanting, together with the impatience of Agatho at his abtence, are all

contrived on purpoſe to raiſe the expectation of that great figure Socrates is ſoon to make, and of

that high part he is to bear in a converſation where all the ſpeakers ſhine in their ſeveral charac

ters, upon the ſinest and most interesting ſubject in human life._S.

' ln the Greek 6 no vrpovta-rn. Perhaps it ſhould be vrpoae-rzan. Whether Cornarius ſound it

ſo written in the Hcſſenstein manuſcript, he has not told us; but he here tranſlates, as if he had,

gure tibi arcſſt.-S.

* Am 'rou epic-1. It is poſſible this may mean a woollen bag, made in the manner of our flannel

jclly.bags, to strain and puriſy the liquor running through. Or perhaps it means a string oſ

wool lightly twisted, fastened at one end about the mouth of the cock, in a eWer, or other veſſel

out of which the water is to run, and hanging down into ſome baſon, or other receptacle, that

the water, as it runs along, may leave behind it in the happineſs of the wool any dirt or impure

particles with which it may be loaded. This latter conjecture is made the more probable by thC

information
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the emptier. Iſ this quality attend wiſdom, I ſhall ſet a high value npon

partaking oſ your couch : for I ſhall expect to have wiſdom flow into me from

you in great quantity, and of a kind which appears the fairest. As for the

little which Ihave, it must be mean and trivial', doubtful and questionable,

ſeeming but a dream '. But the wiſdom 3 you are master of is ſplendid, and

promiſes a future great increaſe of brightneſs, having already in the morn

ing oſ your age ſhone out with ſo much glory; as more than thirty thou

ſand Grecians, before whom it appeared4 the other day, can witneſs.-You

are a joker, Socrates, ſaid Agatho. But this controverſy between us about

our wiſdoms ſhall be tried by and by, and Bacchus ſhall decide the cauſe. At

preſent, turn your thoughts to the table.-Upon this, he told me, Socrates

information we have from a certain friend, a man of credit and veracity, that in ſome parts of

Wiltſhire the like method is practiſed of purifying water, by letting it run down in the manner

we have deſcribed, along twifled wool, which they there cal] accordingly tbt 'wſ/I. Cornariu'

ſays in his Eclogaz, that he cannot conceive what wool could have to do in the affair; and there.

ſore he ſuppoſes, that instead' of the word 'play ſhould be read maw, meaning, he ſay', a conduit

pipe to convey water out of one cistern, when full, into another. But by this alteration of the

word a very humorous part of the ſimilitude is lost z that which repreſents wiſdom streaming out

of one man into another, as it were, by a strong tranſpiration, through their woollen or cloth

garments being in contact together.-S.

* See the Greater Hippias.

'- Socrates taught that outward things, the objects' of ſenſe, were the images only of thoſe

general ideas which are the objects of mind or intellect; though, like images in dreams, they

ſeemed the very things themſelves; The ſophists of his time, on the other hand, agreed with

the multitude in maintaining that objects of ſenſe were the only realities, and that thoſe idcal

things which Socrates cried up ſo'r' real and true were at best but ſhadows, outline', or ſaint'

images of the former. So that each ſeemed to the other to be as' it Were in a dream', taking the

image for the ſubstance. Accardingly, it was questioned between them, who Was the dreamer,

and who had the perception oſ a man whoſe mind was truly aWake. See a paſſage to this pur

poſe in the Theretetus. See alſo the fifth book oſ the Republic.--S.

3 Plato has in his Writings uſed the word " wiſdom" in two very different general ſenſes : the

one was the philoſophical ſenſe oſ it, as it ſignified th'e knowledge of nature, and ofthe'principl'es

oſ things, the" ſEieuee oſ mind, or ſcience univerſal; the other was the vulgar one; the Word

being at that time'common'ly uſed, as- it is in this place, to ſignify excellence in-every'particular

ſcience or art, any knowledge or ſkill beyond vulgar attainment. See the former part of' Plato"

Theages, and Aristotle's Nicomach'ean Ethics, l.vi. c. 7. After' this obſervation made. it will

every' where'be eaſy to'deterniine, which meaning is intended-5.

* Thoſe who were ſpectators at-the acting of his tragedy;

voe. m. 3 M reclined
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reclined. himſelf, and made his ſupper. After he and the rest of themhad

done, performed their libations, ſung the praiſes of. the God, and gone

through the other uſual ceremonies, they were beginning to ſit-in to drink

ing; when Pauſanias, he ſaid, opened the converſation thus :-Well,j gentle

men, ſaid he, what method ſhall we take to find most pleaſure in our

bottles to-night? pFor my own part, I confeſs to you that last night's de

bauch ſits very heavy upon me, and l want a little reſpite. [imagine too

that many more of us are in the ſame condition, ſuch as were herc at the

entertainment yesterday. Conſider, therefore, what way is the best to make

drinking agreeable and eaſy to us.--Arist0phanes then ſaid, It is a good

propoſal of yours, Pauſanias, in my opinion, this, that we ſhould by all

means procure ourſelves an eaſy drinking-bout. For Iam one of thoſe who

were well ſoaked yesterday.-Upon hearing this, Eryximachus the ſon of

Acumenus ſaid, Both of you ſay well. But I ſhould be glad to be informed

about one other perſon, and that is Agatho; in what condition of strength

he finds himſelf with regard to drinking-I am by no means very strong at

preſent myſelf neither, ſaid Agatho.-lt is lucky for us, ſaid Eryximachus,

for me, and Aristodemus, and Phaedrus, and the rest of us here, if you fail

and are diſabled, you stout men at the bottle. For we are at all times weak

in that reſpect. Socrates, indeed, I except; for he is equally well qualified

to drink, or to let it alone. So that he will be ſatisfied, and ready to comply,

whichever courſe we take. Since none of the company, therefore, ſeem in

clined to drink hard, Ifmay be the leſs diſpleaſing, perhaps, if I ſpeak the

truth about this matter in plain terms. For I have been convinced myſelf,

from the experienceacquired in our profeſſion, that hard drinking is uſually

attended with ill conſequences. For which reaſon, I ſhould neither chooſe
to venture 'fair in drinking myſelf, nor adviſe it to any other-perſon, eſpecially

when oppreſſed with the lead of the last' night's debauchn-Asf'or me, ſaid
P'hzecl'iſſjust addreſſing himſelfto Eryximachus, I am aceustomedſſto hearken

to ſiyour advice in every thing, eſpecially in what relates to yourowu pro

feſſion: but now] find all the rest of the Company are in the ſame comply

ingdiſpoſitionn-This they' all aſſented to, and agreed not to make the pre
ſiſiſctentct meeting a debauch ; to drink',.every man, just as muſich as might lie

agreeable to him-This point, then being determined, ſaid ſſEryximachus,

_ that
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that we are to drink at our own pleaſure, and that no compulſion is to be

uſed; the next thing I have to offer is this, that the piper-girl', who has

I lt was customary with the antients, at or after their feasts and banquets, to entertain their

minds, without the laborious exerciſe oſ thinking, through thoſe noblenſenſes which have a near

aſſmity with the mind; tegaling their ears with vocal and instrumental muſic, and their eyes with

ſpectacles either beautiful or wonderful. The performers, therefore, and exhibiters in theſe

ſeveral ways uſed to attend on thcſc occaſions. Accordingly in the banquet of chophdn one

of each kind is introduced z and after they have all performed their parts the converſation

begins.-Plato has been accuſed oſ want of elegance and politeneſs in not taking the ſame method

in his banquet, but diſmifling the female muſician. ſo roughly. Thoſe who make this objection

ſeem not to diſcern the difference between the banquets deſcribed by theſe two excellent writers;

nor to be ſenſible that they framed theſe, as Well as other of their works; on different plans, though

on the ſame ſubjects. The gueſts at the cntertainment given by Callias, and deſcribed by Xeno

phon, were a mixed company, compoſed partly of Autolycus and his friends, who either them

ſelves ex'cellcd in bodily eſixerciſes, 'or admired moſt the eXCellenciects of that kind iniothersz and

partly of Socrates and his friends, whoſe abilities and excellencies lay rather another way, in the

exerciſcsoſ the mind. Such a promiſcuous aſſembly it was proper to entertain'in the uſual man

ner. But the guests oſ Agatho were' a ſelect party, who had all a high reliſh for the rational

pleaſures o'ſ converſation, good ſenſe, wit and humour; and every one of whom 'probably ex

pected the enjoyment of thoſe pleaſures only that evening, and to be able afterward to ſay to

each other, like our poet Cowley to his friend Harvey,

A We ſpent it not in toys, in lust, or wine,

But ſearch of deep philoſophy,

Wit, eloquence, and poetry,

Arts whichl loved, for they, my friend, were thine.

It ſeems alſo as iſ Agatho had aſſembled them for that very purpoſe-3, for he had the day before
made his grand feast,(asſſit was the custom to do after a thankſgiving ſacrifice,) to which 'not only his

friends and intimates', buta crowd of acquaintance, all ſuch as 'were known to him, had been in

vited; and where, as it appears, they had drunk hard, zind conſequently converſed little. Further ;

at Callias's entertainment, in order to furniſh matter for ſome little ta'llt', a propoſal was made,

that each of the company ſhould declare, on what he mbst valued himſelf, and"why. ' This gave

occaſion t'o much pleaſantry, to marry ingenious and ſhrewd ſayiing's ahd repar'te'es', on Veirious ſub

jects, in few words : after which, Socrates alone'made aidiſcourſe'; oſ no'cflnlidetable length, on

the ſubject oſ Love; to give time for ſome ſhort preparations, mhffing without, for playing an in

terlude of Bacchus and Ariadne. 'ſhe whole is ſhdrt, and-'ends edrly enough for ſome of the com.

pany to take their accustomed evening walk. But the converſation at Agatho's had an air-'oſ

ſolemnity and ſormality; as it conſ'llcd oſ orator-idal 'ſpeeches on one ſubject, but ſo ample and

diverſihcd in matter, ſo prolix, and protracted' to ſo la'tcan hour of the night, that a variety of

other entertainments of a different kind would have been into'nſrstcnt, unneceſſary, improper and

abſurd-s. ' *' ' * > -

- 3 M 2 jufl:
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just entered the room, may be diſmiſſed, to pipe to herſelf', or, if ſhe pleaſes,

to the women in the inner rooms; and that we enjoy one another this

evening in the way of converſation. The manner and the ſubject, I am

ready, if you permit me, to propoſe.-To this they in uuanimouſly gave

conſeut, and deſired him to propoſe accordinglyffl-Eryximachusct'then ſaid,

I ſhall begin my propoſizl after the manner oſEuripides in his prologue

to the Melanippe, for .

The tale I have to tell i' not my own 's

I have it from thdrus here. For Phaedrus is continually ſaying to me,

with an air of indignatiou, Is it not astoniſhing, fiys he. Eryximachus.

' that

* The old Grecian tragedies were .slramatie repreſentations, each, of ſome ſingle event,

uncommon and important, chiefly ſuch an had happened long before, and made a part of thei'

fabulous or antient ſtory; the whole ofwhich, not being then recorded in any. writings, but handed

down through oral tradition, was ſubject to much variety in the telling. This not only pen

mitted the tragic poets great latitude in the choice of their fables, or fabulou. florin, no repn.

but; but allowed room alſo for much invention of their own; eſpecially, with regard w circum

stances, both of thinge and perſons, and what- had happened p'evioue to thoſe ſign] event'

celebrated in their tragedies. Of theſe circumstances, and theſe prior accidents, which the poet

made the ſoundation of his fable, it was neceſſary to inform the audiencez becauſe they might

poflibly have heard thoſe stories related with different circumstances; and must certainly have

been ignorant of ſuch as were ignoſa indjctaq-ue, or of the poet's own invention. This was the

riſe of prologues; in which the audience had the neceſſary information given them. The pro.

logue was ſpoken now and then in the perſon oſ ſome deity, the ſecret cauſe or leader of 'he

great event going. to be negreſented, but more frequentlysin the dramatic character of- one of

the actors in the charm z ineither of which caſes the prologue made a part of, the play. itſelf.

Sometiznes the player ſpoke it in his own proper character of player, according to the modem

custom: and veryzrarely, the-'author ſpoke it himſelf', appearing openly and profeſſedly as author 5

or the player, appearing for. him,_ as h'u repreſentative. An inſtance oſ thi' kind is the caſe here

cited by Plato: and the. reaſon whyfiuripides choſe ſuch a prologue to his Melanippe p'obahly.

was this. He had given, itzſeems, greenoffence to the ladies in thatage, by drawing ſo many-oſ

hie female chataaera had, and) making their-4 infamous actions ſo frequently the ſubject of hie

plays. But none oſ. hi' diaracterg eerpt. that of Phaedra, were likely to be thought more.

injurious to the ſo; thanþthi' quMelanippe- And in fact ſo it proved; for we learn from Aristo

phanes in Owyoþop. that Euripide; incnrred. thediſpleaſure of the ſnir by no plays more than by:

theſe two. When his Melanippo, therefore, waz tq be brought upon the Rage, his buſineſs was

to ward off this blow, as well as he way able, by an apology beforehand. Accordingly, as in his.

prologue tov the Hippolyta', he had artſnlly made Venus take upon herſelf the whole hlame of

thdta's
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that the poets have made hymns and odes in honour oſ ſome other of the

Deities; and yet not one poet, amongst ſo many in every age, has ever

compoſed a panegyric upon Love; but the praiſes of a God ſo powerful, and

of ſo excellent a nature, to this day remain unſung? The ſame complaint

I have to make againſt the ſophists: the best of whom, as you will lind,

have, in their proſaic compoſitions, made encomiums on Hercules, and

other great and illustrious perſons; as the celebrated Prodicus ' has done,

for instance. This, however, is not greatly to be wondered at. But I

have lately met with a treatiſe, written by one of thoſe wiſe men, contain

ing a high panegyric upon ſalt on account of its utility '. And many

other

thdra's unhappy conduct, ſo in his prologue to the Melanippe, as appears by the line here

quoted, (for the prologue and the play are borh lost.) he humorouſly excuſes and exculpates him

ſelf, by declaring, with an air of ſimplicity, that the plot of the play was' ready made to his hands,

and that he had no finger in it; from whence it was to be concluded, that if Melanippe was a bad

woman, he could not help it. The verſe of Euripidcs ſeems to have been this, .

Eye; 13, m 6 meat, 5' maw Men-

Or, if, the my be'addcdby Plato, to weave it into his own style, the-verſe probably was this, -.

'Owflos quoque ran', 5' arm Wills.

'l'he intended'application oſ this paſſage out oſ the poet is as follows z- Eryximaehu's, being'of a

grave profeſſion, thought it incumbent on a man of his character to apologize inthe ſame way

for introducing ſuch a propoſal as this,-.-that Love ſhould be the ſubject of diſcourſe that evening ;

a pmpoſhl.which would ſeem much more decent-to bermade by the youthful and handſome

Phcdrus; ._to whom, therefore, he is pleaſed to-attribute it. That tis, in fine, Plato himſelf with

infinite addreſs,- as uſual, apologizes in this manner for making Love the ſubject of his dialogue.

For, as he always exhibit' his ſubject in every light which it can poſſibly be viewed in, and

thoroughly lifts the nature of it, he could not avoid' introducing here, amongst the rest of the

ſpeeches, thoſe which ſeemed the most exceptionable. At the ſame time, alſo, by beginning like

one of the prologues of Euripides, and with a verſe taken from thence, he ſignifies (to ſuch as

are acquainted with his manner) his intention, that this first. ſpeech of Eryxitnachus ſhould be, or

be taken for, the prologue to the following dramatic entertainment.-S.

' Plato here means the diſſertation of Prodicus, intirled That, ſo often cxhibited, and ſo much

admired; as we learn ſrorn Philostratus in his Lives of the Sophists, and from Xenophon in his Me

moir' of Socrates. The allegorical story, or fable, of the judgment oſ Hercules, related in that diſſer

tation, is recorded by the last-mentioned excellent writer, though, as he tells us himſelf, not in

the pompous words of the original author, but in his own ſimplicity of style, much more elegant. .

Concerning Prmlicus, ſee notes to the Greater Hippias.-S.

I The Greek of this paſſage runs thug-Bihup-n a mea' am, tri-aim sad/Win rzomg ape;

sinnin
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other things of as little worth you may ſee ſet off with great encomiums '.

That ſo much pains ſhould be bestowed upon ſubjects ſo mean, and yet that

no man ſhould ever to this day have undertaken to give Love his due-praiſes,

but that ſo great a God has been neglected to ſuch a degree, is it not asto

niſhing? Now Phaedrus, in all this, which I have repeated from his mouth,

ſeems to me to plead well, I ſhould be glad, therefore, to have him gra

tified, and to contribute my ſhare to his gratification. Beſides that I think

it highly becoming this aſſembly to decorate with all poſſible honours the

Deity of Love. Ifall of you then arc of the ſame opinion with me, we may

ſpend our time agreeably enough to-night in diſcourſing. For_my propoſal

is, that every man of us ſhould deliver an oration in praiſe of Love ', as

proper and handſome a oneas he is able, the right hand way down; and

that Phaedrus ſhould take the lead, as he is at the upper end, and is, beſides,

the father andlfounder of the argument-You may be aſſured, Eryxima

nerre-ay. In tranſlating which words into Engliſh, we have theught it most adviſable to follow

all the tranſlators before us into other languages, just as they ſeem to have followed one another,

down from Ficinus; not becauſe we approve their interpretation, for the Greek words will by no

means bear ſuch a one, but becauſe we are at a loſs for the true meaning, ourſelves: the text in

this place being apparently ſo much corrupted, as to require an abler critic than we deem ourſelves

to be, for the amendment of it.-S.

, *' Eraſmus, inla long list, enumerates many ſuch, ſome asctantient as the time when Plato lived;

which he cites as precedents, in the ſame manner, and for the ſame reaſon, that Plato ſpeaks of

ſome ſuch here, that is, to introduce with the better grace, or perhaps to apologize for, a diſſer
tation of his own of the like kind, A Panegyric on Folly : as may be ſeen in thatſſincornparable

piece of humour, near the beginning, and in his Epiſlle to Sir Thomas More prefixed to it.-S.
i " Ia'rEov, in way-re: it tEven-es, a dom/raw txov'ſa inpwv, out avzu tmna'ta; Sun' 'my away-'V annoy trip-my

tra/Algav' in ?E avoid-art 'ſo 're 'ntv dat/aim rxov na' 'rov svrio-ra'rawra 'ral/ny Stov avopagov. " It is proper to

know that the Greeks held an opinion, that every thing in nature, in which they ſaw any

power (ſorce, or virtue) inherent, exereiſed not its power without the ſuperintendencc of the

'Godsz and alſo, that they called by one and the ſame name that thing which had the power and

that Deity who preſided over it." This ſentence, with which Moſcopulus begins his Commentary

on Heſiorl, will ſerve very properly instead of a preliminary note to all the following ſpeeches

concerning Love-3. v

i It will be neceſſary to add in explanation oſ the above ſentence from Moſcopulus, that, as

according to the Grecian theologists every Deity is the leader of a ſeries which poſſeſſes his cha

racteristic properties, in conſequence of originating from him, and which extends to the last of

things, every link of this ſeries (the golden chain of Homer) was very properly denominated by

them after the fame manner as its monad, or leader. This obſervation, when properly understood,

is, as l have obſerved in my Notes on Pauſanias, the true key to antient mythology.-T.

L;

chus,
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chus, ſaid Socrates, that none oſ us will put a negative on your propoſal.

For by no means cvcr ſhould I, who pretend not to the knowledge of any

other matters than thoſe which belong to Love 'X : neither would Agatho, nor

Pauſanias: no more will Aristophancs, without diſpute; for his whole

time is taken up about Bacchus and Venus: nor indeed will any other

perſon whom I ſce preſent. Wc indeed, who ſit lowest, and are to ſpeak

last, ſhall have the diſadvantagc. However, iſ the prior ſpeakers ſpeak well

and fully to the point, we ſhall deſire nothing more. Let Phaedrus then,

with our best wiſhes to attend him, begin, and make his panegyric upon

LoveL-To this all the rest of the company conſented, and joined with

Socrates in the encoUragiug Phaedrus to begin. i Now what was ſaid by

each of the ſeveral ſpeakers Aristodemus did not perfectlyct remember ;*

neither can I, indeed, all that he told me: but the ſpeeches oſ thoſe whom

I looked on as the most conſiderable perſons, and every thing which I thought

most Worth remembering, I will endeavour to relate to you di-stinctly.

He told me then, that Phaedrus, in compliance' with the request made

him, ſpoke first; and began ſomewhat in this way, with ſaying

THE SPEECH OF PHIEDRUS.

That Love was powerful ' , andiwonderfully great, both on earth and amongst

the Gods: that ſuperior dignity belonged to him on many accounts, but

eſpecially with regard to his getieration.+For to be one of the eldest of the.

Gods, ſaid he, is a circumstance redounding highly to his honour. And that.

he enjoys this advantage, appears in that he had no parents 3 ; and that never

any writer, whether uninſpircd or poet, pretended that he had. But Hefiod

ſays, Chaos

' From the concluſion of the ſpeech, hereafter ſpoken by Socrates, it will appear what his

meaning is in this place-5. . '

p 3 The beginning of Phredrus's ſpeech is not recited in the very words of it, but is related in the

way of narration; by which means the tranſition from the narrative style to the oratorical, and

from the preceding narration to the li'st formal ſpeech, is made the more gentle, eaſy, and ele

gant.-S. .

I Love conſidered according to his highest ſubſistence, i. e. as ſubſisting at the extremity of the

intelligible triad, has not indeed Venus for his mother, becauſe this Goddeſs first ſubſists in the

ſupcrmundane which is ſubordinate to the intelligible order, as will be ſhown in our Notes on

6 the
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Chaotwas first produced; Earth roſe the next,

Wide-boſom'd, a fix'd ſeat ſecure to all

For ever yielding; and with her roſe Love.

Here the poet tells us, that next after Chaos were born theſe two, Earth and

Love. Parmenides relates the generation thus,

Firſt from th' eternal council forth came Love,

First of the Gods.

Acuſilaus ſays the ſame thing with Heſiod. On ſo many different hands ' is

it agreed, that Love is among the most antient of the Gods. And as he is

thus of highest antiquity in the nature of things, ſo is he the cauſe of the

greatest good to human kind. For to young perſons, at their first ſetting

out in life, l know no greater good than love; to the party beloved, if ſhe

has a worthy lover; or to thedover himſelf, if his mistreſs be worthy:

becauſe that, which ſhould be our leading principle in order to, right conduct

in every circumstance of life, conſanguinity has not the power to excite in

us, neither have honours, nor riches, nor aught elſe, ſo effectually as love.

The principle] mean is the ſenſe of ſhame attending a baſe conduct, to

gether with;a ſenſe oſ honour in the doing what is honourable. For, with

out ſuch ;a :principle, no civil community nor private perſon can execute

any thing great or noble. In confirmation of this, I take upon me to aſſert

that if- a man in love be ſound committing a baſe action, or ſuffering baſe

uſage from any, through cowardice, or withoutv taking his revenge, he is not

in ſo much pain at being ſhen by his father, by his intimates, or by any

the Cratylus; but he derives his ſubſistence from the first and ſecond monads of the intelligible

triad, and prior to theſe ſrom the ineffable principle of all things. For a full account of Love ſee

the notes on the ſpeech oſ Socrates.-T.

* This expreſſion may ſeem strange, when only three writers have been cited. But each of

them, on account of his excellence, stands as at the head of a numerous tribe; and may, there

ſore, justly be ſuppoſed, and taken for, the repreſentative oſ that tribe to which he belong:

Heſiod is ſingled out from amongst all the poets, to be cited, as being the best oſ thoſe who

compoſed poems my: Sea-ming, or concerning the generation oſ, the Gods. His beautiful poem

on that ſubject, from whence the quotation here is made, is still extant.-Parmenidcs, a philo

ſopher oſ the ltalic ſect, wrote in verſe, as did alſo most of the diſciplcs of the ſame ſchool z but,

on account of his ſuperior reputation, is choſen to repreſent all his brother philoſophers Who

taught the principles of things.--And Acuſilaus, a writer unfortunatcly lost, treated oſ the first

or most remote antiquities, and the genealogies of the Gods and Heroes.-S.

5 other
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other perſon, as at being ſeen by his mistreſs. The ſame effect we ſee it

has upon the party beloved, to be more aſhamed of her lover's ſight than oſ

the eyes oſ the whole world, if ſhe be diſcovered doing aught diſhonourable.

Iſ, therefore, there could be any contrivance to have a city or an army com

poſed oſlovers and their beloved, the interest of the whole could not be pro

moted by any better way than this ; in which every individual would have a

eare not to behave baſely, and a zeal to behave nobly, excited by a deſire to

gain the good opinion of ſome other. Such a people fighting ſide by ſide in

battle, a handful of them would conquer, I could almost ſay, the world.

For a lover deſerting his rank, or throwing down his arms, would leſs

endure to be ſeen by his beloved than by all mankind. Rather than bear

this, he would chooſe to die a thouſand deaths: ſo would he, rather than

forſake the defence of his beloved ', or rather than forbear flying to her aid,

if ſhe had fallen into danger. There is not any man ſuch a dastard, whom

Love himſelf would not inſpire, and make an enthufiast in virtue: ſo that he

ſhould become equal to a man born with a diſpoſition the most excellent. For

what Homer ſays of certain of his heroes, that ſome God inſpired them

with a force reſistleſs ', this in reality LOVe does to lovers ; ſuch an effect

being produced in them by Love alone. And then to die for another, only

lovers are ready; not only men, but women too. A ſignal instance of this

appears in the daughter oſ Pelias, Alcestis; who, as the story goes among

the Grecians, undertook to reprieve her huſband's life by her own death,

when no other mortal could be found, willing to die for him 3, though he

had

* ln the Greek text of this paſil'ge, xau my c'ymmwa, there is a maniſest omiſſion of- the very

material word Fy, or ſome other equivalent to it, immediately before the word r'yxa'ramrrm.-S.

2 'l'he paſſage particularly alludcd to, S/A'a'vsuo's lum, is in the twentieth book of the Iliad,

ver. 1 lO. But expreſſions of the ſame import occur in many other places of Homer, ſuch as in:

ming, augur [In-05, &th-5.

3 The thought in this ſentence is evidently taken from the Alcestis of Euripides; in the pro

logue to which are theſe lines,

ſlay-m; 3' tumid; 'tal dreEsAOL-Jv enow,

Hanpu, yrpaiav 9' i G'Q, nuns [An-riper,

vaſſ rape avow yuvaxnog, in; wem

Our-m' 'irpa astray

Ilc try'd his ſricnds'all round, their love proſest

VOL. m. 3 N Proving
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had both a father and a mother then living. But Love wrought in her

heart an affection for him ſo far ſurpaffing theirs, that ſhe proved them to

be, in compariſon _with herſelf, strangers to his blood, and in name only his

relations. When, therefore, ſhe had executed her undertaking, the Gods

themſelves, as well as men, deemed the achievement ſo ſingularly noble,

that out of many perſons, eminent for many virtues, ſhe was added to the

number of thoſe ſelect few distinguiſhed by being restored to life again after

death as a reward for their distinguiſhed excellence: for to her alſo was

her departed ſoul ſent back again by the Gods, admiring at the heroic

greatneſs of her reſolution. So much do they encourage us to make love

our care, by bestowing ſuperior honours on all ſuch as exerciſe upon that

ſubject in particular ſuperior virtue. But Orpheus the ſon of Oeager the

Gods diſmiſſed from thoſe inviſible regions, without granting him to ſucceed

in the purpoſe of his journey thither; ſhowing him only the phantom of

his Wife, but not restoring to him the reality: for that he appeared eſſemi

nate and cowardly, ſuitable to his profeſſion, that of a mere fidler; not

dating to die for the ſake of love, like Alcestis; but contriving actually to

go alive to the other world. For this did the Gods aſſign him an adequate

puniſhment, ordaining his death to be by women. In a very different way

diſpoſed they of Achilles, the ſon of Thetis, in ſending him to the iſlands

of the blest: becauſe, though he had heard from the goddeſs his mother ',

that he must ſoon die himſelf after he had ſlain Hector-but that, if he ſlew

not Hector, he ſhould return home and live to a good old age,--he dared to

make death his choice; not only hazarding his life in aid ofhis friend Patroclus,

as ready to die that he might ſave him, but afterwards avenging his death

at the expence of his own life, as reſolute not to ſurvive him. This exalted

Proving how real; his father who begat,

His mother ſond who bore him ; yet found none,

None but the faithful partner of his bed,

Content to die, his dearer life to ſave.

The next ſentence alludes to ſome paſſage' in the ſcene between Admetus and his father Pheres

in the ſame play: to which we refer ſuch of our readers as study oratory, and know the uſeful

neſs of comparing together paſſages in ſine writer', where different turns are given to a thought

fundamentally the ſame.-S.

f See Homer's Iliad, book 18th.

4 virtue
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virtue of his the Gods paidia ſingular regard to; and rewarded with their

choicest favours the regard which he had ſhown to friendſhip, in ſetting ſo

high a value on the man who admired and loved him. For Eſchylus talks

idly, when he ſays that Achilles was the admirer of Patroclus; Achilles,

whoſe ekcellence, though he was but in the dawn of manhood, ſurpaſſed

not only Patroclus, but all th'e other Grecian heroes. True it is, that the

Gods confer ſuperior honours on all virtue, to the exerciſe of which love

and friendſhip minister occaſion : but they more wonder, more approve, and

bestow greater rewards, where the perſon admired feels all the force offriend

ſhip and affection for the admirer, than where the noblest offices of friend

ſhip are performed by the other party. For the admirer has more of divinity

in him than the perſon admired, as being full of the God who inſpires and

poſſeſſes him. For this cauſe did the Gods reward Achilles with a higher

degree of happineſs than they did AAlcestis; for to her they gave only a ſe

cond life on earth, but to the hero they aſſigned his manſion in the iſlauds of

the blest. Thus have I performed my part, in aſſerting Love to be the eldest

in age and of highest dignity amongst the Gods; and to be in a peculiar

manner the author of virtue and happineſs to all of human kind, whilst they

continue in life, and when departed.

Such, Aristodemus told me, was the diſcourſe made by Phaedrus. After

Phaedrus, ſpoke ſome others, whoſe ſpeeches, he ſaid, he did not well re

member: omitting theſe, therefore, he repeated next that of Paufimias, who

began thus :-

THE SPEECH OF PAUSANlAS.

IN my Opinion, Phaedrus, the ſubject was not fairly and distinctly ſet be.

fore us, when it was propoſed in general terms, that we ſhould make enco

miums upon Love. This, indeed, would have been right, were there but one

Love, or iſ Love were but of one kind. But ſince the truth is otherwiſe, the

better way is to declare first, which Love it is our preſent buſineſs to praiſe.

To put this matter, therefore, on a right footing, I ſhall, in the firſt place,

distinguiſh that Love whoſe praiſes we ought to celebrate ; and then do my

best to celebrate them myſelf, in a manner worthy of his Deity. We all

know that it is the office of Love to attend always upon Venus. If then there

3 N 2 were
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were i only one Venus, there had been no occaſion ſor more than one

Love. But ſince there are two Venuses, there must of neceffity be two

Loves. For it is undeniable ,that two different Goddeſſes i there are, each of

whom is a Venus: one of them elder, who had no mother, and was born

only frovaranus, or Heaven, her father ; ſhe is called the celestial Venus':

the other, younger, daughter of Jupiter and Dione ; and to her we give the

name of the vulgar Venus. Agreeably to this account, it is proper to call

that Love who attends on the latter Venus by the name oſ the vulgar Love,

the other by the name of the celestial. All the Gods, indeed, it is our duty

to honour with our praiſes: but we ought to distinguiſh, as well as we are

able, each by his peculiar attributes; that we may give to each his due

praiſe. For every action or operation is attended with this condition : the

doing it, conſidered ſimply in itſelf, is neither baſe nor honourable : as for in

stance, every one of the things' we are now doing, drinking, ſinging, or

diſcourſing, is in itſelf a matter oſindifference ; but the manner of doing it

determines the nature of the thinc. Rightly performed, it is right and ho

nourable; performed in a wrong manner, it is wrong and diſhonourable. So

' This distinction between the two Venuses, laid down by Pauſanias as the foundation of his

argument throughout his ſpeech, is not a fanciful one of his own; but is a part of antient mytho

logy. It is ſufficiently Confirmed and illustrated by the following paſſage in-Xenophon's Sympo

fium; a ſentence which he puts into the mouth of Socrates. El pu- any ma Ea'Ttv AppoZY-rn, r? am,

oupavta 're 'cat ravZ'nuog, owe ridd' (lean 'rup Zeug, 5 auro; daw' man, Tow-a; extant/na; zxgr) fm 7; 'um-o,

xvpi; inn-ripen Bid/lot 're an 'wu me' um Lunat, 13' my War-Frm? fadiovp'yo'rspai, 'rp d' avpanqe &y'orzpag oidz.

rumour; 3' at' xal 'rot/5 spanne; 'rm' an' wxvdnmr 'my 'HIMZTUV Efl'iWE/LWUY, 1'11' 3" oupanav 'rng zþuxn; 'I'E xau 'me

emmxm wv uan tp'ywv. U Now, whether in reality there be one Venus only, or whether there be

two, a celestial Venus and a vulgar one, l know not: (ſor Jupiter alſo, whom l preſume to be

but one and the ſame being, has many ſurnames given him 2) but this l know, that altars are

raiſed, temples built, and ſacrifices offered to each of theſe two Venuses distinctly; to the vulgar

one, ſuch as are common, trivial, and of little worth; to the celestial one, ſuch as are more valu

able, pure, and holy. Agreeably to this, it may be ſuppoſed of the different Loves, that thoſe of

the corporeal or ſenſual kind are inſpired by the vulgar Venus; but that love oſ the mind, and

friendſhip, a delight in fair and comcly deeds, and a deſire of performing ſuch ourſelves, are in

ſpired by Venus the celestial."-S. For a theological account of theſe two Venuses, ſee the

notes on the Cratylus.--T.

* In the Greek, instead of am, 6 vuv Him; 'rowl/new, we ſuppoſe it ought to be rcad, aim', in 'm

I. or' For the ſentence thus proceeds, fi 7ny5w, X also, i FiaAz-yco-Oa', (in every one of which verhs

the article m' ſeems to be implied,) cum ran rovrwv auro me' auro 'tan maden-5.

likewiſe,
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likewiſe, not every Low: is generous or noble, or merits high encomiums;

but that Love only who prompts and impels men to love genefoufiy and

nobly. The attendant of the vulgar Venus is a Love truly vulgar, ſuffering

himſelf to be employed in any the meanest actions : and this Love it is who

inſpires the mean and the worthleſs. Thoſe who are the most addicted to

'this love, are, in the first place, the least diſpoſed to friendſhip; in the next

place, they are more cnamoured of the bodies than of the minds of their

paramours; and beſides, they chooſe from the objects of their paſſion the

filliest creatures they can light on : for, confining their views to the gratifþ

cation of their paffion by the act of enjoyment, they are regardleſs in what

manner they gratify it, whether baſely or honourably. Hence it comes,

that in the purſuit of their loves, and afterwards in the enjoyment, they are

equally ready for any action which offers itſelf, whether good or bad, indif

ferently. For the Love who inſpires them is born of that younger

Venus, in whoſe generation there is a mixture of the male and the female;

whence it is that ſhe partakes of both. But the other Love is ſprung from

the celestial Venus ; from her whoſe properties are theſe z-in the first place,

ſhe partakes not of the female, but of the male only; whence ſhe is the

parent of friendſhip: then, ſhe is in age the elder, and a stranger to brutal

lust; and hence it happens, that as many as are inſpired by this love addict

themſelves to friendſhip, conceiving an affection for that which by nature is

of greater strength and understanding. Now, whether the man who is under

the 'influence of love feels the genuine impulſe of this generous affection, is

eaſy to diſcern. For, if ſo, he fixes not his love on any perſon who is not

arrived at the maturity of her understanding. But, commencing their loves

from this date, one may well preſume them duly qualified, both of them, to

live together throughout life, partners in all things, Nor is the lover likely

in this caſe to act like one who, after diſcovering ſome childiſh folly in the

perſon he has choſen, expoſes her, and turns her into ridicule, forfeits his

faith to her and forſakes her, and attaches himſelf to a new mistreſs. To

preVent this, there ought to be a law, that no man ſhould make choice of

too young a perſon for the partner of his bed ; becauſe, what ſo young a per

ſon may hereafter prove, whether good or bad, either in mind or body, the

event is ſo uncertain. Men oftirtue indeed themſelves to themſelves make

this
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this a law: but upon thoſe vulgar lovers we ſhould put a public restraint of

this kind: in the ſame manner as We restrain them, as much as poſſible,

from entering into amorous intrigues with any women above the rank of

ſervitude. For they are of this ſort of lovers, they who bring upon their

mistreſſes reproach and ſhame; and have given occaſion to that verſe of one

of the poets, in which he has dared to vilify the power of Love, by pro

nouncing,

'Tis loſs of honour to the fair

To yield, and grant the lover's prayer.

But he ſaid this only with a view to lovers of this kind, from ſeeing their un

timely haste and eagerneſs, their ingratitude and injustice. For certainly no

action governed by the rules of justice. and of decency can any way merit

blame. Now, the rules concerning love establiſhed in other states are eaſy

to be understood, as being plain and ſimple; but our own laws, and thoſe of

Sparta upon this head, are complex and intricate. For in Elis ' , and amongst

the Boeotians, and in every other Grecian state where the arts of ſpeaking

flouriſh not, the law ' in ſuch places abſolutely makes it honourable to gra

tify the lover; nor can any perſon there, whether young or old, stain ſuch a.

piece of conduct with diſhonour: the reaſon of which law, I preſume, is to

prevent the great trouble they would otherwiſe have in courting the fair, and

trying to win them by the arts of oratory, arts in which they have no abili

' It is remarkable that Xenophon, in his Banquet, where he distinguiſhes between the virtuous

friendſhip establiſhed among the Sparrans, and the libidinous commerce authotized by faſhion and

common practice amongst the Bceotians and Eleans, cites this Pauſanias as one who had con.

founded them together, and given them equal praiſes. He there likewiſe attributes to Pauſanias

ſome of the ſame ſentiments, and thoſe oſ the most striking kind, which Plato records as delivered

by thdrus in his ſpeech. We cannot help imagining that XenOpIion, in citing Pauſanias, alludes

to what was ſaid at Agatho's entertainment: and if our conjecture be true, that little circumstan

tial difference confirms the account given by Plato in the main, and argues it to have ſome ſoun.

dation at least in real fact.-S.

3 The word law here, and wherever elſe it occurs in this ſpeech, from hence to the end ofit,

means not a written law, a poſitive precept or prohibition in expreſs terms, but custom and

faſhion. For the general aceeptanee of any rule of conduct, whether rational or not, obtain: by

length of time the authority oſ law with the people who follow it 3 as it receives the effimce of

law in a civil ſenſe, from the common conſent which first establiſhed it.--S. s

ties.
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ties. But in Ionia, and many other places *, and in all barbarian countries

univerſally, the' ſame conduct is ordained and held to be diſhonourable. For

the tyrannical governments under which the people of thoſe countries live,

diſcountenance that way of mutual love, and bring it into diſrepnte. But the

ſame ſate in thoſe countries attends philOſophy, or the love of wiſdom; as it

does no leſs the love of manly exerciſes. And the reaſon, l preſume, in all

theſe caſes is the ſame; it is not the interest of the rulers there to have their

ſubjects high-ſpirited or high-minded ; _nor to ſuffer strong friendſhips to be

formed amongst them, or any other ties of a common or joint interest : and

theſe are the uſual and natural effects of love, as wellas of thoſe other studies

and practices prohibited by tyrants. Thoſe who formerly tyrannized over

Athens experienced this to be true. For the firm and stable friendſhip vbe

tween Aristogiton ' and Harmodius was the destruction of their tyranny.

Thus we find, that wherever the ſtricter ties of love and friendſhip are for

bidden or diſcouraged, it is owing to vice, to lust of power, and of whatever

is the private interest of the governor; to want of ſpirit and courage, and

every other virtue, in the governed : and that wherever they are enjoined or

encouraged ſimply and without restriction, it is owing to a littlene-(s and lazi

neſs of ſoul in thoſe who have the making of the laws. But in our own

state the laws relating to this point are put upon a better footing; though,

as I ſaid before, it is not obvious or eaſy to comprehend their meaning.

For, when we conſider, that with us it is reputed honourable for men openly

to profeſs love, rather than to make a ſecret of it; and to fix their best af

fections on ſuch as excel in the accompliſhments of mind, though inferior to

others of their ſex in outward beauty; that every one highly favours and

' The Greek text in this place is greatly corrupted. Stephens has tried to amend it by ſome

alterations, but without ſucceſs: for it d probable that more than a few words are wanting. We

have, therefore, contented ourſelves with the ſenſe of this paſſage; which we think miſrepreſented

by the former tranflators. For, by the U many other places," we imagine that Plato means, be

ſides Sicily, (where in thoſe days tyranny or arbitrary May commonly prevailed,) all thoſe northern

parts of Greece likewiſe, where the government was abſolutely monarchical. For lonia, Sicily,

and all places where the Greek language was ſpoken by the people, Plato would certainly distin

guiſh from thoſe countries where the vulgar language was different; theſe last being by the

Grecians termed barbarians.q*3. ,

' The story is told by ThUCYdithS, and many other antient Writers', do! in 3 manne' the most

agreeable to the mind of out author in this place by Herodotus.-S.

applauds
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applauds the lover, as not thinking him engaged in any deſigns which are baſe

or unbecoming a man ; that ſucceſs in love is held an honour tothc lover;

diſappointment, a diſhonour; and that the law allows the lover liberty to

do his utmost for the accompliſhing his end; and permits ſuch strange actions

to be commended in him, ſuch, as were a man to be guilty of in any other

purſuit than that of love, and as the means of ſucceeding in any other deſign,

he would be ſure oſ meeting with the highest reproaches from philoſophy.

For iſ, with a view either of getting money out of any perſon, or oſattaining

to any ſhare in the government, or of acquiring power oſ any other kind, a

man ſhould ſubmit to do ſuch things as lovers ordinarily practiſe to gain their

mistreſſes, ſupplicating and begging in the humblest manner, making vows

and oaths, keeping nightly vigils at their doors, and voluntarily stooping to

ſuch ſlavery as no ſlave would undergo, both his friends and his enemies

would prevent him from ſo doing ; his enemies reproaching him for his ſere

vility and illiberality; his friends admoniſhing him and aſhamed for him.

But in a lover all this is graccſul; and the law grants him free leave to do it

uncenſured, as a buſineſs highly commendable for him to undertake and ex

ecute. But that which is more than all the rest prodigious is, that the Gods,

though they pardon not the crime of perjury in any beſides, yet excuſe in a

lover the violation oſ his oath, if the opinion of the multitude be true; for

oaths in love, they ſay, are not binding. Thus the Gods, as well as men,

give all kinds of licence to the lover; as ſays the law establiſhed in our

state. Viewing now the affair in this light, a man would imagine that

among us not only love in the lover, but a grateful return likewiſe from the

beloved party, was reputed honourable. But when we ſee the parents ofthe

youthſul fair appointing governeſſes and guardians over them, who have it

in their instructions not to ſuffer them to hold diſcourſe in private with their

lovers; when we ſee their acquaintance, and their equals in age, and other

people beſides, cenſuring them, if they are guilty oſ ſuch a piece oſimpru

dence, and the old folks not oppoſing the cenſurers, nor reprehending them

as guilty of unjust cenſures; in this view, a man would be apt to think that,

on the contrary, we condemned thoſe very things which he might otherwiſe

ſuppoſe we had approved of. But, upon the whole, the caſe, l believe,

stands thus : The affair of love, as I ſaid at ſirst, conſidered ſimply and gene

rally, is neither right nor wrong; but, carried on and accompliſhed with

. honour,
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honour, is fair and honourable; tranſacted in a diſhonourable manner, is

baſe and diſhonourable. Now, it is a diſhonour to a maiden to gratify a.

vicious and bad lover, or to yield to him from baſe and unworthy motives:

but in granting favours to a good and virtuous lover, and complying with his

love from generous and noble vieWS, ſhe does herſelf an honour. The vi

cious lover is he of the vulgar ſort, who is in love with the body rather than

the mind. For he is not a lasting lover, being in love with a thing which is

not lasting; ſince, with the flower of youth ' when that is gone which he

admired, the lover himſelf too takes wing and flies away, ſhaming all his

fine ſpeeches and fair promiſes. But the man who is in love with his miſ

treſs's moral character, when her diſpoſition and manners are ſettled in what

is right, he is alover who abides through life, as being united with that

which is durable and abidino. Our law Wills accordingly, that all lovers

ſhould be well and fairly proved ; and that, after ſuch probation, upon ſome

the favours of the fair ſhould be bestowed, to others they ſhould be constantly

refuſed. It encouragcs, therefore, the lover to purſue, but bids the beloved

party fly: by all ways of trial, and in every kind of combat, making it ap

pear oſ which ſort the lover is, and of which ſort his mistreſs. For this

reaſon it is that the law deems it diſhonourable, in the first place, to be won

ſoon or eaſily; in order that time may be gained; for of the truth of many

things time ſeems to be the fairest test: in the next place, it is held diſho

nourable for the fair one to be won by conſiderations of profit or power;

whether ſhe be uſed ill, or terrified, and therefore yield, through want of

noble endurance; or whether ſhe be flattered with riches or rank, and de

ſpiſe not ſuch kind of obligations. For none of theſe things appear fixed or

durable; much leſs can they give riſe to any generous friendſhip. There

remains then one only way, in which, according to our law, the fair one

may honourably yield, and conſent to her lover's paſſion. For, as any kind

offervitudc which the lover undergoes of his own free choice in the ſervice

' The Greek oſ this paſſage, an: 'rup rga 'rou Uw/La'ſo; a'Ds' M'yov-n, Imrsp 'ry-1, we have tranſlated

according to the ſollouing minute alteration of only one word, time 'my-man, Nrrov-ro; 3v7rsp npa.

'l'hc very next words, mxa'rul aaoa-ramyoq, alludc to a verſe oſ Homer's, the 71st in the ſecond

book of the llind', whcre he ſpeaks oſ the departure of the dream ſent to Agamemnon. By which

alluſion Plato teaches the fair and young, that the promiſes oſ ſuch lovers as are here ſpoken of

are flattering and dcceitſul, and, like that falſe dream, tend only to delude and ruin.-S. -

v0L. in. 3 0 of
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of his mistreſs is not by our law deemed adulation, nor 'accounted a matter

of diſgrace ; ſo, on the other part, there is left only one other ſervitude or

compliance not diſgraceful in the fair; and this is that which is for the ſake

oſ virtue. For it is a ſettled rule with us, that whoever pays any court or

. attendance, whoever yields any ſervice or compliance to another, in cxpecta

tion of receiving by his means improvement in wiſdom, or in any other

branch of virtue, is not by ſuch voluntary ſubjection guilty of ſervility or baſe

adulation. Now theſe two rules are to correſpond one with the other, and

must concur to the ſame end, the rule relating to lovers, and this which con

cerns philoſophy and every other part of virtue, in order to make it honour

able in the fair one to comply with her lover's paſſion. For, when the lover

and his mistreſs meet together, bringing with them their reſpective rules,

each of them; the lover, his-that it is right to minister any way to the ſer

vice of his mistreſs ; the fair one; hers-that it is right to yield any ſervice or

compliance to the perſon who improves her in wiſdom and in virtue; the one

alſo, with abilities to teach and to make better; the other, with a deſire of

instruction and the being bettered ;-then, both thoſe rules thus correſponding

and conſpiring, in theſe circumstances only, and in no other, it falls out, by

a concurrence of all the neceſſary requiſites, to be honourable in the fair one

to gratify her lover. Beſides, in this caſe it is no diſhonour to her to be de

ceived : but, in the caſe of compliance on any other terms, ſhe incurs ſhame

equally, whether ſhe be deceived or not. For if, on a ſuppoſition of her

lover's being wealthy, ſhe yields to him with a view of enriching herſelf,

but is diſappointed, and gets nothing from her paramour, whom at length

ſhe diſcovers to be poor, it is not at all the leſs diſhonourable to her: becauſe

ſuch a woman diſcovers openly her own heart, and makes it appear, that for

the ſake of wealth ſhe would yield any thing to any perſon : and this is highly

diſhonourable and baſe. But if, imagining her lover to be a good man, and

with a view to her own improvement in virtue through the friendſhip of her

lover, ſhe yields to him, and is deceived, finding him a bad man, unpoſſeſſed

of virtue, her diſappointment, however, is still honourable to her: for a diſ

covery has been alſo made of her aims; and it has appeared evident, that as

a means to acquire virtue, and to be made better, ſhe was ready to reſign to

any man her all : and this is of all things the most generous and noble. So

entirely and abſolutely honourable is it in the fair one to comply for the ſake

of
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oſ virtue. This is that Love, the offspring of the celestial Venus, himſelf

celestial; of high importance to the public interest, and no leſs valuable to

private perſons; compelling as Well the lover, as the beloved, with the ut

most care to cultivate virtue. All the other Loves hold of the other Venus,

of her the vulgar. Thus much, thedrus, have I to contribute on this ſud

den call to the ſubject you have propoſed to us, the praiſe of Love.

Pauſanias here pauſing,-ſor I learn from the wiſe to uſe parities ' in ſpeak

ing, and words oſſimilar ſound ; Aristodemus told me, it came next in turn to

Aristophanes to ſpeak: but whether from repletion, or whatever elſe was the

cauſe, he happened to be ſeized with a fit of the hiccups ', and conſequently

became unfit for ſpeech-making. Upon which, as he ſat next to Eryxima

- chus the phyſician, he addreſſed him thus : Eryſiximachus, ſays he, you must

either drive away my hiccups, or ſpeak in my turn till they have leſt me.-

To which Eryximachus replied, Well ; I will do both. I will ſpeak in you-r

turn, and you, when your hiccups are gone, ſhall ſpeak in mine: and while

I am ſpeaking, if you hold your breath for a conſiderable time, your hiccups,

perhaps, will have an end. Should they continue, notwithstanding, then

gargle your throat with water. But if they are very obstinate, take ſome

ſuch thing as this feather, and tickle your noſe till you provoke a ſiieezing.

When you have ſneezed once or twice 3, your hiccups will ceaſe, be they

ever

' Theſe little ornaments of style were introduced into oratory, and taught first by Gorgias;

who, it is probable, had obſerved them there, where every beauty and ornament of ſpeech, great or

little, is to be ſound, that is, in Homer. Iſocrates, who had studied the art oſ oratory under

Gorgias, ſeems to have received from him what his own judgment when mature afterwards rch

jected, the immoderate and ill-timed uſe of thoſe ſuperſicial ornaments. The foregoing ſpeech

oſ Pauſanias, in imitation of Iſocrates, abounds with various kinds of them, and thoſe the most

puerile and petty; which it was impoſſible for us to preſerve or imitate, in tranfiating thoſe paſ

ſages into Engliſh; becauſe, though all languages admit them, yet every language varies from

evcry other in the ſignification oſ almost all thoſe words where they are found. An instance of

this appears in the paſſage now before us, where the Greek Have-away 3: Tavſafltt'au, tranſlated

justly, runs thus, 't When Pauſanias had ceaſed ſpeaking," that is, had ended his ſpeech. But

all ſimilarity oſ ſound would thus entirely be destroyed. As, therefore, it was neceſſary in this

place to prefervc it in ſome meaſure, however imperfectly, we' ſound ourſelves obliged here to

make ſenſe give way to ſound.-S.

3 See the Life of Plato by Olympiodorus, in Vol. I. of this work-T.

3 Hippocrates, in Aphoriſm. ſect. vi. n. 13. and Celſus, in lib. ii. c. 8. aſſure us, that "iſ ſneez

3 o 2 ing
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ever ſo violent.-As ſoon as you begin your ſpeech, ſays Aristophanes, I

ſhall ſet about doing what you bid me.--Eryximachus then began in this

manner:

THE SPEECH OF ERYXlMACIIUS.

SINCE Pauſanias, after ſetting out ſo excellently well, ended his diſcourſe

imperfectly, it ſeems a talk incumbent on me, to finiſh the argument

which he began. For, in distinguiſhing two different kinds of Love, he made,

I think, a very proper and just distinction. But that Love gives us an

attraction not only to beautiful perſons, but to many other things beſide;

and that he dwells not only in human hearts, but has alſo his ſeat in other

beings, in the bodies of all animals, and in the vegetable productions of the

earth; in fine, that he lives throughout all nature; my own art, that of

medicine, has given me occaſion to obſerve; and to remark, how great and

wonderful a God is Love, stretching every where his attractive power, and

reaching at all things, whether human or divine. I ſhall instance first in

medicine; that I may pay my first regards to my own profeſſion. I ſay

then, that our bodies partake of this twofold love. For bodily health and

diſeaſe bear an analogy to the two different diſpoſitions of the ſoul men

tioned by Pauſanias. And as the body in a state of health, and the body

when diſeaſed, are in themſelves very different one from the other, ſo they

love and long for very different things. The love in a healthy body is of

one kind; the love in a diſeaſed body is Of another kind, quite different.

Now, as Pauſanias ſays, it is honourable to comply with a good lover, but

diſhonourable to yield to one who is vicious: ſo is it with reſpect to the

body : whatever is in a ſound and healthy state, it is commendable and' right

to pleaſe; it is the phyſician's duty ſo to do, and the effectual doing of it

ing comes upon a man in a fit of the hiccups, it puts an end to the diſorder." Upon this general

rule, no doubt, was ſounded the preſent preſcription of Eryximachus. Dr. G. E. Stahl, however,

uſed to tell his pupils, as appears from his Collegþium minus, caſ. 53. that the rule indeed was true,

where the ſneezing was ſpontaneous, or the work of nature; but that a ſneezing procured by art,

or forced, was never recommended. " Sternutationcs," ſays he, " ſponte ſingultui ſupervenientes,

ſolvunt quidem ſingultum 3 ſed arte productze non commendantur." But we must remark, that

this great modern is here putting the caſe, not of the hiccups when they are the only diſorder;

but oſ a malignant fever, and thoſe ſymptomatic hiccups which are often the concomitants of

that and other dangerous diſeaſes.-S.

9 ' denotes
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denotes him truly a phyſician '. But to gratify that which is diſeaſed and

bad, is blameable'; and the phyſician, who would practiſe agreeably to the

rules oſ art, must deny it the gratiſication which it demands 3. For medical

ſcience, to givea ſummary and brief account of it, is the knowledge oſ

thoſe amorous paſſions of the body, which tend to filling and emptying 4.

Accordingly, the man who in theſe paſſions or appetites can distinguiſh the

right love from that which is wrong, he has most of all men the ſcience

belonging to a phyſician. And the man who is able to effect a change, ſo

as in the place oſ one oſ tholl; loves to introduce the other; and knows

how to infuſe love into thoſe bodies which have it not, yet ought to have

it; and how to expell a love with which they are but ought not to be

' The words uſed by Plato, in this place, are still stronger, and ſignify-" denominates him a

phyſician." For the preſervation oſ health, through a right uſe oſ the non-naturals, that is, ſuch a

one as is agreeable to nature, reſpecting the difference oſ ſex, age, temperament oſ body, climatc,

ſeaſon of the year, and other circumstances, was accounted in the days of Plato not only a part,

but the principal one too, oſ the art oſ medicine 3 and was by the old Greek phyſicians carried to

a degree oſ accuracy and perfection abſolutely unknown or totally neglected in aſter-ages.-S.

3 This paſſage is iizufiſflfed by that of Hippocrates, near the end of his treatiſe de Morbo Sacro.

XFn-Hn auth 'a raven/Lard, am Wſwd'nv TFVXEIV, wpc'prpcrra; 'ry vowy 'ro 'Iraxslutaifa-rov EHZU'II', ,u.n 're

OIM' m' vuvvctzſ imo my ye; Tx; auvuflua; Saw-et na: avfsrar, imo a: 7cu roAsmcu &On/51 na' ayaupau'rar.

Having ſpoken oſ nouriſhment, he ſays, that "the phyſician ſhould take care not to nouriſh and

increaſe diſcaſes, but as ſoon as poſſible to exhaust and wear them out; applying to every diſeaſe

that which is hostile and repugnant to it thc most, not that which is friendly, oſ the ſame temper

with it, or habitual to it; for by the latter it acquires grow th and vigour; by the former it decays

and is extinguiſhcd." 'l his, by the way, is the ſoundation of an excellent practic rule; and that

is, in Chronical diſeaſes ſometimes to change the medicines, though at ſirst ſound ever ſo beneficial,

when they arc become too familiar, and the diſeaſe is habituated to bear them a for they would

then by degtees loſe their eflicacy.-S.

' l* 'ſo administer proper remedies, ſays our great master, is to counteract the genius or nature

of the diſeaſe; and never to concur or corrrcſpond with it. lum; ammy, U. tear] an &my-am 'ry

mon. Hippoc. Epidcm. l. vi. 95. n. 7.--S.

4 What follows, when flript oſ the metaphor neceſſary on the occaſion, is the ſame thing with

this of Hippocrates, Ta nay-m: 'raw nay-now 'any Warm. Ia'rpmi yap t'Tx WFO'IGSH; 'cat ame-prora'

apair-m; par 'run erflawwov, 'ſpot-'Hent 3: wvtMumvmv. 6 Be nowe-m. Town narrow, rup-na; mrpog.

Lib. de Flatihus, not ſai- from the beginning. " Contraties are a cure one for the other. For the

practice of the art of medicine conſists of two operations, adding and ſubtracting', or ſupplying

and drawing off; a drawing off oſ that which is over-abundant, a ſupplying of that which is

drſrcient. Whoever can perform theſe in the best manner, he is the belt plryſiciun."-S.

poſieſſed ;
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poſſeſſed; he is a ſkilful practiſer of his art. For thoſe things in the body

which are most at variance must he be able to reconcile to each other ',

and to conciliate amity betWCen them and mutual love. The things most at

variance are ſuch as are the most contrary one to the other; as the cold is

to the hot, the bitter to the ſweet, the dry to the moist, and all others of

that ſort '. Into theſe things, thus at variance, our ancestor Eſculapius

had power to inſpire a ſpirit of love and eOncord.; and, as our friends here

the poets tell us, and as I believe, framing into a ſystem the rules for ſo

doing, was properly the author of our art. So that medicine; in the manner

I have deſcribed, is all under the direction and management of Love. So is

the gymnastic art in like manner 3; and ſo is the art of agriculture 4. And

that muſic is ſo too, is evident to every man who conſiders the nature of

this art with the least attention; and is perhaps the very thing which Hera

clitus meant to ſay: for his way of expreffing himſelf is inaccurate and

obſcure. " The one 5," ſays he, " diſagreeing with itſelf, yet proceeds in

amicable concord; like the harmony made by the bow and lyre." Now it

' See Hippocrates, throughout his treatiſe de Naturzi Hominis.-8.

' That is, all ſuch contrary qualities in the humours of the body as are diflinguiſhable by ſenſe-5.

3 The end of the mediCal art is health; that of the gymnaſlic is strength, or an athletic habit

of body. But in the means they make uſe of to gain their ſeveral ends, ſavouring and indulging

the diſpoſition of body which is right, countetacting and correcting ſuch as are wrong, theſe arts

are exactly analogous one to the other.-S.

* 'ſhe genius and condition of the ſoil bear an analogy to the temperament and preſent state

of the body; the different kinds of manure and other cultivation are analogous to food and medi

cine. A good ſoil is improved by a manure homogcneous to it; a bad ſoil meliorated by an

oppoſite method of cultivation, altering its nature and condition. As to the metaphor, the ſame

has been always uſed in agriculture to this day. We fay, that ſuch a ſoil loves ſuch a manure;

and that ſuch a tree, plant, or other vegetable, loves and delights in ſuch a ſail; when they are

correſpondent, when the nature of the one is fitted to that of the other, and is favourable to it in

making it thrive and flouriſh.-_-S.

5 'The author of the treatiſe HEF' n'am, Cor-cerning 'be world, printed among the works of

Aristotle, and uſually aſcribed to him, though not from any deciſive authority, cites the following

paſſage from the ſame Heraclitus, which may ſerve to illustrate the preſent: VWaJ-Clu; om- xui ouxi

num, 'Wepoyrvor xa' Floor-penner, made' 'an didden, 'm ex warm-w iv, xau eE Eva; 'ay-rit. i. e. " You

must connect the perfect and the imperfect, the agreeing and the diſagreeing, the conſonant and

the diſſonant, and from all things one, and from one all things." In which paſſage, by 'be one-from

all thing: he means the univerſe ; and by all 'bingrflom gin, he inai uates the ſubſiſtenec of all things

from zþ: on', the ineffable principle of all.-T.

6 is
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is Very abſurd to ſay, that in harmony any diſagrcement can find place; or

that the componen't parts of harmony can ever diſagree. But- his meaning

perhaps was this ; that things in their own nature d-iſagreeing, that is, ſounds,

ſome ſhrill and others deep, at length brought to an agreement by the muſi

cal art, compoſe harmony. For harmony can-not conſist of ſhrill' and deep

ſounds, whilst they remain in diſagreem'ent: becauſe harmony is conſonanCe,

or a conſpiration of ſounds; and conſbnance is one kind of agreement: but

it is impoſſible that any agreement ſhould be between diſagreeing things, ſo

long as they diſagreei and no leſs impoſſible is it, that things between

which there is no agreement ſhould at the ſame time harmonize together,

ſo as to produce harmony. And as it is with ſound ſo is it with motion;

the quick meaſures and the ſlow ones, by nature diſagreeing, but afterwards

brought to agree together, compoſe rhythm. In both theſe caſes ', where

things differ and are oppoſite to one another, it is the art of muſic which

brings about the reconcilcment and agreement; just as the art of medicine

does in the former caſe '; inſpiring them in the ſame manner with the

ſpirit of love and concord. And thus muſical ſcience is the knowledge of

thoſe amorous conjunctions whoſe offspring are harmony and rhythm.

Now in the ſystems themſelves, whether of harmony or of rhythm, there is

no difficulty at all in knowing the amorofls Conjunctions: for here love is

not distinguiſhed into two kinds. But when the intention is to apply

rhythm and harmony to the ears of ſome audience, then comes the difficulty ;

then is there need of a ſkilful artist, whether in compoſing the odes, and

ſetting them to muſic, or in making a right choice of thoſe ready compoſed

and ſet 3, and properly adapting them to the geniuses of youth. For here

that distinction takes place; here must we recur again to that rule of Pau

ſanias, that the decent, the well-ordered, and the virtuous it is right to

gratify,

' That of diſagreeing ſounds, and that of diſagreeing meaſures of time.-S.

* That of the diſugrceing qualities of the humours in a human body.-S.

3 Poetry and muſic were employed by the Grecian masters of education as a principal meansv

to form the manners of their youth, to inſpire them with becoming ſentiments, and excite them

to worthy actions. ln the choice, therefore, of poetry and muſic, proper for this purpoſe, great

judgment was uſed, and much care taken. It was not left, as now-a-days, to the fancy or humour

of men, whoſe profeſſion is only to teach words, or muſical notes, with their ſeveral combinations.

Legillators and magistratcs then thought it an object the moſt worthy of their own attention : andv

the
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gratify, for the ſake of preſerving their love, and of improving ſuch as are

yet deficient in virtue. The Love by whom theſe are inſpired is the noble,

the celestial ; that Love who attends the celestial muſe. But the attendant

of Polyhymnia, and the follower of every muſe at random, is the other Love,

he of the vulgar kind: whom we ought cautiouſly to indulge, whenever we

indulge him ; that he may enjoy his own pleaſures without introducing

diſorder and debauchery. And this is an aſſair oſ no leſs difficulty than in

our art it is to manage prudently the appetites which regard the table; ſo

as to permit them the enjoyment of their proper pleaſures, without danger

oſdiſeaſes. Thus, in the practice of muſic, and ofmedicine, and in every

other employment, whether human or divine, we are to preſcrve, as far as

conſistently we may, both Loves: for both are to be found in all things I.

Full of both is the constitution of the annual ſeaſons. And when thoſe

contraries in nature before mentioned, the hot and the cold, the dry and

the moist, under the influence of the modest Love, admit a ſober correſpond

ence together, and temperate commixture; they bring along with them,

when they come, fair ſeaſons, fine weather, and health to men, brute ani

mals, and plants, doing injury to none. But when that Love who inſpires

lawl-eſs and ungoverned paffion prevails in the constitution of the ſeaſon, he

corrupts, injures and ruins many of the fair forms of nature. For the uſual

fruits of this Love are plagues, and other preter-natural difeaſes, which come

upon animals, and vegetables too; mildews, hail-storms, and blights being

generated from the irregular ſtate of the amorous affections in thoſe elemen

tary beings, and the want of temperance in their conjunctions: the know

ledge of which their amorous affections, and conſequent conjunctions, con

ſidered as owing to the aſpects of the heavenly bodies, and as reſpecting the

ſeaſons of the year, is called astronomy. Further, all kinds of ſacrifice, and

all the ſubjects of the divincr's art ', thoſe agents employed in carrying on

the greatest philoſophers, who ſramed models of government according to idea] perfection, or

laid down maxims (it to be obſerved by every wiſe state, treat it as a ſubject oſhighcst import

ance; and accortlingly are very exact and particular in explaining the natural effects of every

ſpecies of muſic, or muſical poetry, on the mind. See Plato's Republic, '0. ii. and iii. his'Laws,

b. ii. and vii. and Aristotle's Politics, b. viii.-S.

' That is, the rational, the regular, and the ſober, together with the ſenſual, the lawleſs, and

the wild or infinite. See Plato's Philebus, throughout.

' Such as dreams, omens, the flight or' birds, &e.

a reciprocal
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a reciprocal intercourſe between the Gods and mortals, are employed with

no other view than to prcſerve the right love, and cure that which is

wrong. For every ſpecies of impiety is the uſual conſequence oſ not yield

ing to and gratiſying the better Love, the regular; and of not paying to

him, but to the other Love ', our principal regards, in every thing we do

relating to our parents, whether living or deceaſ, and in every thing re

lating to the Gods. In all ſuch caſes, to ſuperintend the Loves, to cheriſh

the right, and cure the wrong, is the buſineſs of divination. And thus

Divination is an artist, ſkilled in procuring and promoting ſriendlineſs and

good correſpondence between the Gods and men, through her knowledge of

what amorous affections in men tend to piety and justice, and what are

oppoſite to theſe, and lead the contrary way. So widely exten'ſive, ſo highly

predominant, or rather all-prevailing, is the power oſ Love. Oſ all love in

general this is true; but eſpecially, and the most true is it, of that Love who

attains his ends in the attainment of good things, and enjoys them without

ever exceeding the bounds of temperance, or violating the laws of justice.

For it is this Love who bears the chief ſway both in the human nature and

the divine; it is this Love who procures for us every kind oſ happineſs;

enabling us to live in ſocial converſe one with another, and in friendſhip

with beings ſo much ſuperior to ourſelves, the Gods. It is poffible now

after all, that, in the panegyric I have made on Love, I may have omitted,

as well as Pauſimias, many topics oſ his due praiſe: it has not, however,

been done deſignedly; and iſ I have leſt aught unſaid, it is your buſineſs,

Aristophanes, to ſupply that deficiency: or, iſ your intentions are to celebrate

the God in a different way, now that your hiecups are over, you may begin.

To this Aristophanes replied, I am now indeed no longe-r troubled with

my hiccups: but they would not be eaſy before 1 brought the ſneezings to

them. I wonder that a modest and decent part oſ the body ſhould be in

love with and long for theſe ticklings, or he pleaſed with ſuch boiſlerous

' In the Greek text ſome corruption has here crept in. Stephens has endeavoured to amend

it in a manner agreeable to Plato's ſtyle In other places, it must be conſeſſed. Yet we must prc

ſer the omillion of the word my' before rov Erepov, becauſe the ſentence is made much eaſier by this

alteration; and becauſe the accidental inſertion of the word my' may eaſily be accoun'ed for; as

will appear to any good critic in this way, who will bepleaſcd to conſultthc original.-S.

VOL. m. A 3 P roaring
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roaring noiſes, ſuch as ſneezing is: for, as ſoon as I hadiprocured it a good

ſneezing, immediately it was quiet.-Eryximachus upon this ſaid, Friend

Aristophanes, conſider what you are about: you are raiſing up a ſpirit of

ridicule here, just as you are going to begin your ſpeech; and put me upon

the watch, to lay hold of ſomething or other in it for the company to laugh

at, when you might, if you pleaſed, have ſpoken in quiet-To which Aristo

phanes in a good-humoured way replied, You are in the right, Eryximachus:

what 1 ſaid just now, let it be looked on as unſaid. But, pray, do not watch

me. For I am in pain for the ſpeech I am going to make; not for fear there

ſhould be any thing in it to laugh at; for a laugh would be an advantage

gained to me, and the natural product of my muſe; but for fear it ſhould be

really in itſelf ridiculous.--Y0u ſhoot your bolt, Aristophanes, ſaid Eryxima

chus, and then think to march off. But take care of what you ſay, and

expect to be called to a strict account for it. Perhaps, however, I ſhall be

gracious enough to ſpare you.-Arist0phanes then began z

THE SPEECH OF ARISTOPHANES.

MY intentions, Eryximachus, are to ſpeak in a way very different, I affiire

you, from the way taken by you and Pauſanias in your ſpeeches. To me

men fieem utterly inſenſible what the power of Love is. For, were they ſen

ſible of it, they would build temples and erect altars to him the most magni

ficent, and would offer to him the noblest ſacrifices. He would not be

neglected as he is now, when none of theſe honours are paid him, though, of

all the Gods, Love ought the most to be thus honoured. For, of all the Gods,

Love is the most friendly to man, his relief 1 and remedy in thoſe evils thev

perfect cure of which would be productive of the highest happineſs to the

whole human race. I will do my best, therefore, to make his power known

to you, and you ſhall teach it to others. But you must first be informed

what the human nature is, and what changes it has undergone. For our

nature of old was different from what it is at preſent. In the first place,

1 Ia-rpo; TOWNV, that is, um', not avOpmrm, as Racine, and all the former tranſlators except

Cornarius, erroneouſly imagined. Their mistake was owing plainly to the wrong punctuation i'n

all editions of the original in this place.-S.

there
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there were antiently three ſorts ', or ſubordinate ſpecies, of the human kindi

not as at preſent, only two, male and female; there being, then, a third

ſpecies beſide, which partook oſ both the others: the name only ofwhich

ſpecies now remains, the ſpecies itſelf being extinct and lost. For then ex

isted actually and flouriſhed hermaphroditCS, who partook of both the other

ſpecies, the male and the female. But they are now become merely a name,

a name of abuſe and of reproach. In the next place, the entire form of every

individual of the human kind was cylindrical; for their bodies, back and ſides

together, were every where, from top to bottom, circular. Every one had

four hands, and the ſame number of legs. They had two faces, each, upon

their round necks, every way both alike: but theſe two faces belonged but

to one head ; on the ſides of which were placed theſe faces, oppoſite one to

the other. Each had alſo four ears, and two distinctions of the ſex. From

this deſcription, it is eaſy to conceive how all the other parts of the human

body were doubled. They walked upon whichever legs they pleaſed, on any

fide; and, as they walk now, upright. But when any one wanted to go

with expedition, then, as tumblers, after pitching on their hands, throw

their legs upward, and bring them over, and thus tumble themſelves round;

in the ſame manner did the people ofthoſe days, ſupported by their eight limbs

alternately, and wheeled along with great diſpatch. Now you are to know,

that theſe three ſpecies ofthe human race were preciſely ſo many in num

ber, and their bodies made in ſuch a form, for this reaſon,<-becauſe the male

kind was produced originally by the ſun, the female roſe from the earth, and

the third, which partOOk of the other two, was the offspring of the moon;

' Plato is ſo far from being a careleſs writer, that he has always ſome concealed and important

meaning, even in things apparently the most trivial and abſurd. For what can be apparently more

abſurd than this account which Aristophanes gives of the changes which the human nature has

undergone ? And yet it occultly inſmuatcs a very important truth, that kindred human ſouls,

both of a male and female characteristic, were in a more perfect state of existence United with each

other, much more proſoundly than they can he in the preſent state. However, though it inſinu.

ates a more perfect condition of being, yet it is by no means that oſ the ſoul in its highest state of

felicity. For the tylin lric bodies indicate its being ſtill converſant with, or rolling about, genera

tion, i. e. the regions unde' the moon. Plato, therefore, probably indicates in this fable an aeriak

.<:0nditi0n of being. For thongh the ſoul, while living there in a deſcending condition, is in reality

in a fallen ſlate, yet ſhe is more perfect than when reſident on the earth. Agreenhly, and perhaps

with alluſion to this fable, which I doubt not is of greater Antiquity than Plato, Pythagoras deſmed

a friend to be n man'r aI/m- ſayſ-T.

3P 2 for
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for the moon, you know, partakes oſ both the others, the ſun and the earth.

The bodies, therefore, of each kind were round, and the manner of their

running was circular, in reſemblance of their first parents. Their force and

strength were prodigious; their minds elevated and haughty; ſo they under

took to invade heaven. \And oſ them is related the ſame fact which Homer

relates oſ Ephialtus and Otus, that they ſet about raiſing an aſcent up to the

\kies, with intention to attack the Gods. Upon which Jupiter and the other

Deities conſulted together what they ſhould do to theſe rebels ' ; but could

come to no determination about the puniſhment proper to be inflicted on them.

They could not refolve upon destroying them by thunder, as they did the

giants; for thus the whole human race would be extinct; and then the ho_

nours paid them by that race would be extinct together with it, and their

temples come to ruin. Nor yet could they ſuffer thoſe mortals to continue

in their inſoleuce. At length Jupiter, after much conſideration oſ ſo difficult

a caſe, ſaid, I have a device, by which the race of men may be preſerved, and

yet an end put to their inſolence ; as 'my device will much diminiſh the great

neſs of their ſtrength. For I intend, you must know, to divide every one of

them into two: by which means their strength will be much abated, and at

the ſinne time their number much increaſed, to our advantage and the in

creaſe of our honour. They ſhall walk upright upon two legs ; and iſ any

remains of inſolence ſhall ever appear in them, and they reſolve not to be at

quiet, I will again divide them, each into two; and they ſhall go upon one

leg, hoppincr. As he ſaid, ſo did he; he cut all the human race in twain, as

people cut eggs' to fill-t them for keepind. The face, together with the

halſ

' Human ſouls, though in a more excellent condition of being when living in the air than when

inhabitants of the earth, yet when they are deſcending, or gravitating to earth, they may be justly

called rebele, becauſe they not only abandon their true country, but are hostile to its manners and

laws. Hence, as they no longer cheriſh, but oppoſe, legitimate conceptions of divine natures, they

may be justly ſaid to be hostile to the Godm-T.

* The Greek original in this place stands at full length thus: rho'vr'p or' ra an: meum; man Wom

ng wpixsum, m" &va-Hip or' m. on 'ran 9pt£m Now the abſurdity of ſuppoſing eggs ever to have been

cut with hairs, when knives, much better instruments for that purpoſe, were at hand, first lcd us

to imagine that the paſſage might be corrupt. On a little examination, it appeared probable to us,

from the repetition of the words (Lamp o" m me, that the latter part of this ſentence was nothing

more than a various reading in the margin of ſome antient copy. Trying, then, the two laſt words,

'rang
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half-neck of every half-body, he ordered Apollo to turn half round, and ſix

it on that ſide where the other half of the body was cut off; with intention

that all people, vicwing themſelves on that ſide where they had ſuffered the

loſs of half themſelves, might be brought to a ſober way of thinking, and

learn to behave with more modesty. For what remained neceſſary to be

done, he bid him exerciſe his own healing art.-Acc0rdingly, Apollo turned

the face of every one about to the reverſe of its former ſituation : and draw

ing the ſkin together, like a purſe, from all parts oſ the body, over that which

is now called the belly, up to one oriſice or opening, he tied up at the middle

of the belly this orifice, now called the navel. He then ſmoothed most part

ofthe wrinkles of the ſkin, after having framed the bones of the breast under

it; in the ſame manner as ſhoemakers ſmOOth the wrinkles of the leather,

when they have stretched it upon the last. But a few wrinkles, thoſe on the

belly and navel, he let remain, for a memorial of their old crime andv puniſh

ment. Now, when all the human race were thus biſected, every ſection

longed for its fellow half. And when theſe happened to meet together, they

mutually embraced, folded in ench other's arms, and wiſhing they could

grow together and be united. The conſeqUence of this was, that they both

died, through famine, and the other evils naturally brought on by idleneſs. And

if one of theſe halves died, and left the other behind, the ſurviving half was

immediately employed in looking about for another partner ; and whether it

happened to meet with the half ofa whole woman, (which half we now call

a woman,) or with the half of a whole man, they were continually embra

cing. After all, Jupiter', ſeeing them thus in danger ofdestruction, took pity

on them, and contrived another device; which was, to place the distinction

of ſex before: for till then this had still remained on the other ſide; and

ful; Syria', by the abbreviations common in old manuſcripts, we made our conjecture ſlill more

probable (to ourſelves at least) by reading the latter part of the ſentence thus :-i"1, immp m ma

num/72; si; raplxemv, which words we ſup-poſe Written in the margin after this manner. ii &UWEP

in m on: 1. a; rapxzm. the initinl letter of 'rE/HOYT'; being put ſor the whole word, as uſual in ſuch

caſes. Thus the laſt words, being read (its it was common to do for the greater expedition) by

ſome ignorant libmrian to the new copyiſt, literally as they were written, were eaſily mistaken by

a writer uuattentive to the ſenſe, and made 'rang Sap-fry. That it was customary with the antient:

to ſalt and pickle eggs for keeping, after boiling them hard, (it isto be ſuppoſed,) and cutting them

in two, we learn from Alcxis the comic poet, as cited by Athenzus, pag. 57 and 60, as alſo from

Columella : which laſt-mentioned author tells us further, that ſometimes they were hardened for

that purpoſe in a picklc heated over the fire-5.

they
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they had engendered, not one with another, but with the earth, like graſs

hoppers. This'ſcheme jupiter carried into execution; and thus made the

work of generation to be thenceforth carried on by both ſcxes jointly, the

female conceiving from the male. Now, in making this the ſole way of

generating, Jupiter had theſe ends in view : that, if a man ſhould meet with

a woman, they might, in the embrace, generate together, and the human

kind be thus continued; but if he met with another man, that then both

might be ſurfeited with ſuch commixture; and that, immediately ceaſing

from their embraces, they might apply themſelves to buſineſs, and turn their

studies and purſuits to the other affairs of life. From all this it appears how

deeply mutual love is implanted by nature in all ofthe human race; bringing

them again to their pristine form; coupling them together; endeavouring

out of two to make one, and thus to remedy the evils introduced into the

human nature. So that every one of us at preſent is but the tally ofa human

creature; which has been cut like a polypus ', and out of one made

two. Hence it comes, that we are all in continual ſearch of our ſeveral

counterparts, to tally with us. As many men, accordingly, as are ſections

of that double form called the hermaphrodite, are lovers of women : and of

this ſpecies are the multitude of takes. So, on the other hand, as many

women as are addict-ed to the love of men are ſprung from the ſame am

phibious race. But ſuch women as are ſections of the female form are not

much inclined to men ; their affections tend rather to their own ſex : and of

this kind are the Sapphic lovers. Men, in like manner, ſuch as are ſections

of the male form, follow the males: and whilst they are children, being

originally fragments of men, it is men they love, and it is in men's company

and careſſes they are most delighted. Thoſe children and thoſe youths who

are of this ſort are the best, as being the most manly in their temper and

diſpoſition. Some people, I know, ſay, they are ſhameleſs and impudent:

but in this they wrong them ; for it is not impudencc and want ofmodesty,

but it is manly aſſurance, with a manly temper and turn of mind, by which

' All learned naturalists know the great uncertainty we are in now-a-days concerning the

later animals of all kinds mentioned by the antients. Under this difficulty of aſcertaining what

animal is meant by the xþi-r-ra mentioned here by Plato, we have tranſlated it a polypus, becauſe

the wonderful property aſcribed here to the J/'l'rſa is the ſame with that in the polypus, which

3 few years ſince afforded great cntertainment to the virtuoſi in many parts of Europe-5,

they
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they are led to aſſociate with thoſe whom they reſemble. A ſhrewd con

jecture may hence be formed, from what race they originally ſpring; acon

jccturejustifled by their conduct afterwards, For only boys ofthis manly kind,

when they arrive at the age of maturity, apply themſelves to political affairs 't

and as they advance further in the age of manhood, they delight to encourage

and forward the youth of their own ſeX in manly studies and employments ;

but have naturally no inclination to marry and beget children: they do it

only in conformity to the laws, and would chooſe to live unmarried, in a state

oſ friendſhip. Such perſons as theſe are indeed by nature formed for friend

ſhip ſolely, and to embrace always whatever is congenial with themſelves.

Now, whenever it fortunes that a man meets with that very counterpart of

himſelf, his other half, they are both ſmitten with love in a wondrous man

ner; they recogniſe their antient intimacy ; they are strongly attracted toge

ther by a conſciouſneſſ that they belong to each other; and are unwilling to

be parted, or become ſeparate again, though for ever ſo ſhort a time. Thoſe

pairs who of free choice live together throughout life, are ſuch as have met

with this good fortune. Yet are none of them able to tell what it is they

would have one from the other. For it does not ſeem to be the venereal.

congreſs. In all appearance, it is not merely for the ſake of this that they

feel ſuch extreme delight in the company of each other; and ſeek it, when

they have it not, with ſo eager a deſire. It is evident, that their ſouls long

for ſome other thing, which neither can explain ; ſomething which they can

only give obſcure hints of, in the way of mnigmas; and each party can only

gueſs at in the other, as it were, by divination. But when they are toge

ther, and careſſmg each other, were Vulcan to stand by with his tools in his

hand, and ſay, " Mortals ! what is it ye want, and would have, one from the

other P"--and finding them at a loſs what to anſwer, were he to demand of

them again, and ſay, " Is this what ye long for; to be united together with

the most entire union, ſo as never, either by night or day, to be ſeparate from

each othch If ye long for this, I will melt you down, both of you toge

ther, and together form you both again ;. that, instead of two, ye may be

come one; whilst ye live, living a join-t life, as one perſon; and when ye

1 Aristophanes in this ſentence hints at Pauſanias: but for fear his hint ſhould not be apprc.

headed by the company, he takes care to explain it to them himſelf, near the concluſion oſ his

ſpeech, by an ironical and affected caution in guardiag againſt the being ſo understood.-S.

come
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come to die, dying at once one death ; and afterwards, in the state of ſouls

departed, continuing still undivided. Conſider now within yourſelves, whe

ther ye like the propoſal, and whether ye would be glad to have it carried

into execution."--I am certain, that not a ſingle mortal to whom Vulcan

ſhould make this offer would reject it. It would appear that none had any

other wiſh ; and every man would be conſcious to himſelf, that the ſecret

deſire which he had of old conceived in his heart, was at length brought to

light and expreſſed in clear language, that is, to be mingled and melted in

with his beloved, and out of two to be made one. The cauſe of which

deſire in us all is this, that our pristine nature was ſuch as I have deſcribed

it; \ve were once whole. The deſire and purſuit of this wholeneſs of out'

nature, our becoming whole again, is called Love. For, as I ſaid, we were

antiently one: but now, as a puniſhment for our breach of the laws of

justice, the Gods have compelled us to live aſunder in ſeparate bodies : just

as the people of Arcady are treated by the Spartans '. If, therefore, we be

have not to the Gods with reverence and decency, there is reaſon to fear we

ſhall be again cleft in ſundcr, and go about with our guilt delineated in our

figure, like thoſe who have their crimes engraven on pillars, our noſes ſlit,

and our bodies ſplit in two. The conſideration of this ſhould engage every

man to promote the univerſal practice of piety toward the Gods; that we

may eſcape this misfortune, and attain to that better state, as it ſhall pleaſe

Love to guide and lead us. Above all, let none of us act in oppoſition to

this benign Dei-ty ; whom none oppoſe but ſuch as are at enmity with the

Gods. For, if we are reconciled to Love, and gain his favour, we ſhall ſind

out and meet with our naturally beloved, the other half of ourſelves; which

' As Arcndia conſisted ehiefiy of plains and pasture lands, the people. of that country lind

for many ages led a pastoral kind of life, difperſed in ſmall villages; and lived in the enjoyment

of perfect peace and liberty. But in proceſs of time, when they were in danger of falling under

the yoke of the Spartans, their neighbours, whom they obſerved a warlike people, growing in

greatneſs, and afpiring to the dominion of all the Peloponnefus, they began to build and ſ0rtiſy

cities, where they aſſembled and conſulted together ſo: their common interests. This union gave

them con-rage, not only to be mixiliaries in war to the enemies of the Spartans, but at length, as

pri-nc-ipals themſelves, to make frequent inronds imo the Spartan territories. The Spartam, theft'

fore,-carrying the war into the country of the Arcadians, compelled them to demoliſh the fortifi

cations of their chief cities, and even to quit their habitations there, and return to their antient

manner of living in v-illages.-S.

at
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at preſent is the good fortune but oſ few. Eryximachus now must not carp

at what I ſay, on a ſuſpicion that I mean Pauſanias and Agatho: though

perhaps they may be of the fortunate few: but I ſay it of all in general,

whether men or women, through the whole human race, that every one of

us might be happy, had we the perfection of Love, and were to meet with

our own proper paramours, recovering thus the ſimilitude of our pristinc

nature. If this fortune then be the best abſolutely, it follows, that the best

in our preſent circumstances must be that which approaches to it the

nearest; and that is, to meet with partners in love, whoſe temper and diſ

poſition are the most agreeable and ſimilar to our own. In giving glory to

the divine cauſe of this ſimilarity and mutual fitneſs, we celebrate in a

proper manner the praiſe of Love; a deity who gives us in our preſent

condition ſo much relief and Conſolation, by leading us to our own again;

and further, gives us the fairest hopes, that, if we pay due regard and reve

rence to the Gods, he will hereafter, in recovering to us our antient nature,

and curing the evils we now endure, make us blest and happy.

Thus, Eryximachus, you have my ſpeech concerning Love, a ſpeech of

a different kind from yours, and no way interfering with what you have

ſaid. Therefore, as I deſired of you before, do not, l pray you, make a

jest of it; that we may hear, peaceably and quietly, all the ſpeeches which

remain to be ſpoken; or rather both the ſpeeches; for I think only thoſe

of Agatho and Socrates are yet behind.-Well; I ſhall not diſobey yOu,

ſaid Eryximachus: for I must acknowledge that I have been highly enter

tained and pleaſed with your ſpeech. If I was not perfectly well aſſured

that Socrates and Agatho were deeply verſed in the ſcience of Love, I ſhould

much fear they would be at a loſs for ſomething to ſay, ſo Copiouſiy and ſo

xarioufly has the ſubject been already handled. But now, notwithstanding

this, I am under no concern about the ſucceſs of thoſe great masters.-I do

not wonder, ſaid Socrates, that you are free from all concern, Eryximachus,

about the matter; ſince you have come off ſo lionourably yourſelf, and are

out of all danger. But if you were in the circumstances I am in, much

more in thoſe which I ſhall be in when Agatho ſhall have made his ſpeech,

your fears would be not a few, and your distreſſes, like mine at preſent, no

trifies.--l ſee, ſaid Agatho, you have a mind, Socrates, by ſuch ſuggestions,

to do as enchanters do with their drugs, that is, to diſorder and disturb my

VOL. m. 3 q thoughts,
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thoughts, with imagining this company here to be big with expectations of

hearing ſome fine ſpeech from me.--l must have forgotten then, Agatho,

ſaid Socrates, the courage and greatneſs of mind which you diſcovered

lately, and of which I was a ſpectator, when you came upon the stage, to

gether with the actors just going to exhibit your compoſitions; when you

looked ſo large an audience in the face without being in the least daunted;

I must have forgotten this, if I thought you could be now disturbed on

account of us, who are comparatively ſo few in number.-l hope, Socrates,

ſaid Agatho, you do not imagine me ſo full of a theatre, as not to know

that a few men of ſenſe make an aſſembly more reſpectablc and awful to a

man who thinks justly, than a multitude of fools.e-l ſhould be greatly miſ

taken indeed, ſaid Socrates, ifl imagined in you, Agatho, any thing which

ſavoured of rusticity or ill breeding. I am ſatisfied enough, that if you met

with any whom you ſuppoſed wiſe, you would regard them more than you

would the multitude. But I doubt-we have no pretenſions to any ſuch

particular regard, becauſe we were at the theatre, and made a part of that

multitude. The caſe, l ſuppoſe, is in truth this: Were you in the preſence

of other ſort of men, that is, the wiſe; in reverence to them, perhaps, you

would be aſhamed if you were then employed in any action you thought

unbecoming or diſhonourable. Is it not ſo? or how ſay you P-It is true,

ſaid Agatho.-And would you not, ſaid Socrates to him again, revere the

multitude too, and be aſhamed even in their preſence, if you were ſeen by

them doing any thing you thought baſe or wrong P-Phaedrus here interpoſed;

and ſaid, My friend Agatho, if you go on giving anſwers to all the questions

put to you by Socrates, he will be under no manner of concern, what becomes

of our affair of the ſpeeches, or what the rest of us here are doing in the

mean time. It is ſufficient for him, if he has but ſomebody to talk with in

his own way, eſpecially if it be a perſon who is handſome. I must confeſs I

take milch pleaſure myſelf in hearing Socrates diſpute: but it is neceſiary

for me to look to the affair I ſet on foot myſelf, that of the panegyrics

on Love, and to take care that I have a ſpeech from every perſon in this

aſſembly. When you have, each of you, paid your tribute to the God,

you may then diſpute, with all my heart, at your own pleaſure.-You ſay

well, Phaedrus, ſaid Agatho ; and nothing hinders but that I begin my ſpeech.

For I ſhall not want frequent opportunities of diſputing again with Socrates.
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THE SPEECH OF AGATHO.

I SHALL begin by ſhowing in what way a panegyric on Love ought to be

made ', and then proceed that Way in making one myſelf. For none of

thoſe who have gone before me have, in my opinion, celebrated the praiſe

of Love; but all have made it their ſole buſineſs to felicitate human kind

upon the good they enjoy through the beneficence of that God. For what

he is in himſelf, he from whom all this happineſs is derived, none of them

has ſhown. Now, whatever the ſubject of our panegyric be, there is but

one right way to take in the compoſing it: and that is, the ſhowing how

excellent is the nature, and how good are the operations or effects, ofthat

perſon or thing we are to praiſe. In this way it is that we ought to make

our panegyrics on Love; praiſing, first, the excellence and ahſolute good

neſs of his own nature, and then his relative goodneſs to us in the bleſſings

he bestows. According to this method, I take upon me, in the first place,

to ſay, if without offence to what is ſacred and divine I may be allowed to

ſay it, that, though all the Gods enjoy a state of bleſſedneſs, yet Love is

blcst above all others, as he excells them all in beauty and in Virtue. The

most beautiful he must be, for theſe reaſons: first, in that he is the youngest

of the Gods, my Phatdrus l Of this he himſelf gives us a convincing proof,

by his running away from Old Age, and outrnnning him who is evidently ſo

ſwift-footed. For Old Age, you know, arrives and is with us ſooner than

we deſire. Between Love and him there is a natural antipathy : ſo that

Love comes not within a wide distance of him 3 ; but makes his abode with

' The following ſpeech abounds with wit; but it is wit oſ a rumbling and inconſistent kind,

without any ſixcd idea; ſo far is it from aiming at truth. The beginning oſ it is a juſt ſpeci

men of the whole. For after Agatho has undertaken to give a deſcription of the pe'rſon and

qualities of Love under the very first article of this deſcription, the youthſulnefs of Love, he

uſcslhe word law, in no fewer than four different ſenſes. In the ſirst place, he means, as

Socrates afterwards obſerves of him, that which is loved. rather than that which loves; that is,

outward beauty, rather than the paſſion which it excites. immediately he changes this idea for

that of the paſlion itſelf. Then at once, without giving notice, he takes a ſlight to the first cauſe

of orderly motion in the univerſe. And this he immediately conſonnds with the harmony of

nature, the complete effect oſ that cauſe.

I We have taken the liberty oſ tranſlating here, as iſ in the Greek it was printed qui' two;

mMou ſſAnvtuguv, and not on? ning, ar. 'an-5.

3 Q 2 youth,
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youth, and is always found in company with the young. For, as the old:

proverb rightly has it, ** Like always goes to like." I must own, therefore,

though I agree with Phaedrus in many other of his opinions, I cannot agree

with him in this, that Love is elder than Saturn and Japetus. Of all the

Gods, l affirm, he is the youngest, and enjoys perpetual youth. Accordc

ingly I contend, that, if any ſuch events happened among the Gods as

Heſiod and Parmenides report, they were occaſioned by the power of

Neceffity, not that of Love. For, had Love been with them, there had

been no castrations ', no chains, none of thoſe many other acts ofviolence

had been done or ſuffered amongst them: but friendſhip and peace had

flouriſhed in heaven, as they now do, and have ever done, ſince Love began

his reign, and became chief amongst the Gods. Thus then it appears that

Love is young. Nor is he leſs delicate and tender. But he wants a poet,

ſuch as Homer was, to expreſs in fit terms how great his tenderneſs. Now

Homer, where he tells us that Ate or Miſehief was a goddeſs, of a ſubtle and

fine frame, thus deſcribes the tenderneſs and delicacy of her feet -,

The tender-footed Goddeſs ſhuns the ground -,.

With airy step, upon the heads of men

Sets her fine treading, and from head to head

Trips it along full nimbly. 

The poet here produces a fair proof, l think, of her tenderneſs, her going

on the ſoft place rather than the harde The ſame argument ſhall I make

uſe of, to prove the tenderneſs of Love. For he neither walks on the X

ground, nor goes upon human heads (which in truth are places not alto

gether ſoft); but the ſoftest places poſſible to be found does Love make the

places of his range, and of bis dwelling too. For in the manners and in the

ſouls of Gods and men he fixes his. abode :_ not in all ſouls indiſcriminatcly;

for, if he lights on any whoſe manners are rough, away he marches, and

takes up his reſidence in tender ſouls, whoſe manners are the ſoftest. Since,

therefore, with his feet, and all over his fine frame, he endures not to touch

any but the ſoftest perſons, nor in any but their ſoftest parts, he cannot but

be extremely delicate and tender. Thus have we ſeen that Love is full of

' For the proper manner in which theſe things are to he understood, ſee the apology for

the fables of Homer, in Vol. I. of this work-Te l

5 youth,
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youth, delicacy and tenderneſs. He is, beſides, of a ſoft and yielding ſub

stance. For it would be impoſſible for him to diffuſe himſelf through every

part of us, and penetrate into our inmost ſoul, or to make his first entry

and his final exit unperceived by us, if his ſubstance were hard and reſisting

to the touch. But a clear proof of his yielding, eaſy and pliant form is that

graceſulneſs of perſon, which it is certain belongs to him in the highest

degree by the acknowledgment of all: for Ungraceſulneſs and Love never

agree, but are always viſibly at variance. That he excels in beauty of

colour, is evident from his way of life, in that he is continually COIIVerlZint

with flowers, his own likeneſs. For Love reſides not in a body, or in a

ſoul, or any other place, where flowers never ſprung; or, if they did, where

they are all fallen, and the place quite deflowered. But wherever a ſpot

is to be found flowery and fragrant, he there ſeats himſelf and ſettles his

abode. Concerning the beauty of this deity thus much is ſufficient ' ; though

much still remains unſaid. I am to ſpeak next on the ſubject of his virtue '.

And here the highest praiſe which can be attributed to any being is justly

due to Love; that he does no injury to God or man ; nor by God or man

can he be injured.. He never acts through compulſion or force himſelf;

for compulſiorx or force cannot reach Love: nor ever forces he or compels

others; for every being obeys freely and willingly every dictate and c0m_

mand of Love: where both parties then are willing, and each is freely

conſenting to the other, thoſe in the city who are kings, the laws, ſay there

is. no injustice done. But not only the perfection of justice belongs to

Love; he is equally endued with conſummate temperance. For to be

ſuperior to pleaſure, and to govern the deſires of it, is every where called

temperance. Now it is univerſally agreed, that no pleaſure is ſuperior to.

Love; but, on the contrary, that all pleaſures are his inferiors. lf ſo, they

must be ſubjects and ſervants, all of them, to Love; and he must rule, and

be the master. Having dominion thus over all pleaſures and all deſires, in .

' Thus far Agatho has confounded the object of Love, the amiable, with the paflion itſelf, con.

ſidered as refined, and peculiarly belonging to the human ſpecies.-S. p

I From allegory, and metaphor, and true wit, Agatho deſcends to pun and quibble, and play

ing on wards, with ſcarce a ſemblance of just thought. In this next part of his deſcription he

means, by Love, that groſſcr part of the paſſion, common to all animals a and this too he con.

founds with the ſatisfaction of it through enjoyment.-S. '

the
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the highest degree must he be temperate. Then, in point of valour, not

Mars himſelf can pretend to vie with Love. For it is not, Mars has

Love, but Love has Mars 1 ; the Love, as fame ſays, of Venus. Now the

perſon who has another in his poſſeſſion must have the mastery over that

perſon whom he poſſeſſes. The ſubduer and master then of him who in

valour excels all others, must himſelf in that virtue excel without exception

all. Thus we have already ſhown the justice, temperance, and fortitude of

this God. To ſhow his wiſdom is yet wanting: and l must do my best to

be no way wanting to my ſubject. In the first place then, that I may

honour my own art, like Eryximachus, with my ſirst regards, in the wiſdom

of poetry Love is ſo great a master, that he is able to make any one a poet *.

For, though a man be ever ſo much a stranger to the Muſes, yet, as ſoon as

his ſoul is touched by Love, he becomes a poet. It concerns me to lay a

particular streſs on this argument, to prove Love an excellent poet', in all

that kind of creative power* which is the proper province of the Muſes.

For no being can impart to another that which itſelf has not, or teach an

other

' To apprehend the wit oſ this paſſage, we must obſerve, that the word l-nr is here uſed in two

ſenſes: in the firſt part of the ſentence, it means the ſoul being aſſcctcd with the paſſion; in the next,

it means the paſſion poſſeſſing the ſoul. There is the ſame double meaning oſ the word lutlu'a in

the Latin, and every modern language derived from it ; and it is no ſoleciſm in Engliſh. But there

ſeems to be more wit and ſmartueſs in a repartee of Aristippus, in which he played on the ſame

word, though ſomewhat diſſerently; when, on his being reproached with having Lais, a celebrated

courtezan, for his mistreſs, he replied, EXU, an' ouu EXONEL True, l have her, that is, enjoy her;

but ſhe has not me; that is, has mc not in her [rowen-3.

7 Agatlto, in this part of his deſcription, uſes the word L0ve in three diſſerent ſenſes: firſt, as

it means that ſine paſſion in the human ſpecies only, uhieh, by rouſmg and improving the ſacultics

of the ſoul, ſupplies the want and does the office of genius: next, as it means the paſſion, whoſe

power is exerted chiefly in the body, and, by exciting every animal to the work of generation,

execu'es the ends for which nature implanted it in them all: lastly, as it means a particular

genius or strong bent of the mind from nature to ſome particular study, which ſeldom fails of

improving nml perfecting every art.-S.

a In this ſentence Agatho justifies the character which Socratet had given of him just before,

and ſhows himſelf a truly polite and well-bred man. For, upon his mention oſ the art oſ poetry,

in which he had lately appeared ſo excellent, he here modestly declines the attributing any merit.

in that reſpect to his own poetic genius, as if he was: favourite of the Muſes; and with great

gallantry trausſfl's the praiſe, bestowed upon himſelf, to Love z as iſ Love, and not the Muſes, had

inſpired him. - S.

'* Plato has here contrived an opportunity for Agatho to play upon a word, or uſe it in more

9 ſenſes
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other that uhich ltſclſhllOVVS not. in the other kind of the creative power,

the making oſ animals, it is uudcniably to the wiſdom of this deity that all

living things owe their generation and production. Then, for the works of

the meebanic arts, know we not that every artiſt who hath Love for his teacher

becomes eminent and illustrious; but that the artist whom Love inſpircs not

and animatcs never riſes from obſcurity? The bowman's art, the art ofhcal

ing, and that ofrlivination, were the inventions oprollo, under the guidance

ofLovc, and the influence ofhis auſpicious power. So that the God of W'iſ

dom himſelf, we ſee, was the diſciple ofthe God oſLove. Prompted by Love,

the Muſes invented the art ofmuſic, Vulcan the art ofworking metals, Minerva

the art ofweaving, and jupitcr the art of well governingr the Gods and mortals.

From the beginning of that aera were the affairs of the Gods well ſettled;

from the time when Love aroſe and interpoſed among them,-the Love cer

tainly of beauty; for diſorder and deſormity are by no means the objects of

Love. Antecedent to that time it was, as I obſerved before, that thoſe many

ſad and strange accidents, they tell us, befell the Gods : it was when Neceffity

reigned and ruled in all things. But as ſoon as the Charms of beauty gave

birth to the God whom We celebrate, with him roſe every good which bleſſes

either Gods or mortals.-Thus, Phaedrus, in the ſirst place Love, as he ap

pears to me, is most excellent himſelf in beauty and in virtue; in the next

place, he is the cauſe oſ the like excellencies in other beings. I feel within

me an inclination to make a verſe or two on this ſubject, on the effects

which Love produces _:

ſenſes than one. For the Greek word waiving, which we have tranſlated creative power, ſignifies

not only making or creation, but poetry too: as the word mmrnr ſignifies both creator and poet.

Taking advantage of theſe different meanings, Agatho attributes mows', or creation, to each of

the three kinds of Love mentioned in note 2, p. 486, as the work or effect oſeach. To the first he

attributes poetry, an art which creates, as it were, or makes out of nothing real, out oſ the mere

imagination of the poet, its own ſubject. To the next he justly aſcribcs the making or generating

oſ animals in a way peculiar to Nature; who, beginning-from the ſmallcst materials, and collect

ing all the rest by inſenſible degrees from all neighbouring quarters, forming all the while, and

animating whilst ſhe forms, ſeems to create out oſ nothing too. And Love, in the ſenſe in which

he uſes the word last, he no leſs justly ſuppoſes to have the principal hand in making the moſt

excellent works oſ every art, where the artist hath his ſubject-matter ready created, and lying all

at once before him, and apparently, therefore, creates nOthing but the ſorn).-S.

'r'no
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The rugged main he ſmooths, the rage of men

He ſoftens; thro' the troubled air he ſpread'

A calm, and lulls the unquiet ſoul to rest.

It is he who frees us from reſerve and ſtrangeneſs; and who procures us open

neſs and intimacy: it is he who establiſhes ſocial meetings and aſſemblies,
i ſuch as this of ours : in festival entertainments, in dances, and in feasts, he

is the manager, the leader, and the founder; introducing-courteſy and ſweet

neſs, baniſhing rusticity and ſavageneſs; diſpenſing abroad benevolence and

kindneſs, restraining malignity and ill-will: propitious, gracious, and good

to all: the admired ſpectacle of wiſe men, the heart-felt delight of Gods:

the eni/y of thoſe to whoſe lot he falls not, the acquifition of ſuch only as are

fortunate: the parent of delicacy and tenderneſs, of elegance and grace, of

.attractive charms and amorous deſires : obſervant of good, overlooking evil :

in difficulties, in "fears, in'ſllent wiſhes, and in ſoft addreſſes, the protector, the

encourager, the patron, and the inſpirer: of Gods and men, of all linked to

gether, the beauty and the ornament: a guide 'to all which is good and ami

able, the best and the most charming: Whom it is the duty of every one to

follow; joining in chorus to his praiſe, or bearing part in that ſweet ſong

ſung'by Love himſelf, with which he ſoftens the heart and ſooths themind

of every God and mortal.-This is my ſpeech, Phaedrus, which I conſecrate

to Love; a ſpeech, partly jocoſe and partly ſerious, ſuch as the best of my

poor abilities in wit and eloquence are able to furniſh out.

When Agatho had done ſpeaking, Aristodemus told me, the room rang

with the applauſes of the company ; all of them loudly declaring, that

Agarho's ſpeech on Love was worthy of himſelf, and worthy of the God in

whoſe honour it was ſpoken.-Up0n which Socrates, directing his eyes to

Eryximachus, ſaid, Well, what think you now, you ſon of Acumenus?

Think you not thatl had good grounds for thoſe fears I told you I was

under? and that l ſpake prophetically, when I ſaid that Agatho would make

an admirable ſpeech, and that I vſhould be driven to distreſs ?-The firſt

thing, replied .Eryximachus, l think you foretold truly, " that Agatho's

ſpeech would be excellent ;"-but the other, that " yourſelf would be driven

to distreſs," I do not believe was a true prophecy.-How, my good friend,

ſaid
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ſaid Socrates, ſhould I avoid being at a loſs, and distreſſed for ſomething to

ſay? or how, indeed, could any other perſon, who was to ſpeak, after-a

ſpeech on the ſame ſubject ſo full of beauty and variety ? It was not, I must

acknowledge, in all reſpects, and in all the parts of it, equally admirable: but

who, that heard the concluſion, could help being astoniſhed at the elegant

choice of words, and beauty of the diction ? For my part, when I conſider

how little I ſhall be able to ſay any thing that will not fall far ſhort of it, I

ſhould be tempted to run away for very ſhame, had I any poſſibility of mak

ing my eſcape. For, whilst he was ſpeaking, he put me in mind of Gorgias :

and, to ſay the truth, that which Homer relates struck me at that time very

ſenſibly. Now, thought I, what if Agatho ſhould at the last ſend forth the

head of that ſormidablc ſpeaker Gorgias l to aſſault my imagination; and

thus

* This paſſage in the Greek runs this z-EooCoulmv w' F-O' rsAw-mv a Ayaaaw ſop-my nepaam Brim

away er rp now son 'rov spear Ao-yov 'rend-25, x. r. A. In this, as alſo in the preceding ſentence, where

Gorgias is mentioned, Cornarius would have us read ſorrow, instead of ſop-wan, and conſc

quenily, in this last, dure; instead oſ "him, referring this attribute to Agatho; and quite inſen

ſibl'c, as it ſeems, to the many strokes of humour in this paſſage : for he gravely gives this notable

reaſon for his alteration,-that the head of Gorgias, truly, had no ſuch power as is here attributed

to it. But he has forgotten to clear up a ſmall difficulty which attends his alteration ; and that

is, how Agatho the Handſome, for ſo he was commenly called, or Agatho's handſome ſpeech,

ſhould immediately put Socrates in mind of the Gorgon's head. The train of thought here is

evidently this: Agatho put Socrates in mind of Gorgins, through the ſimilitude of their styles;

the thought of Gorgias put him in mind of Gorgon, through the ſimilitudepf their names; and,

perhaps, becauſe he thought them both alike ſſEAr-Ipar, prodigies; and the thought of Gorgon

brought to his mind the following paſſage in Homer's Odyſſey, l. xi.

 
--- me He xxwpou des; npu,

Mn not I'opystn' nepaznv dame vrsMpau,

EE aiſido; mld-m' avant: Hspaspovua.

Pale ſtar then ſeized me, and the dreadful thought,

--Now ſhould the Gorgon's head, that prodigy

Terriſic, by stern Proſerpine be ſcnt,

Forth from her vicwleſs realm, to aſſault my eyes,

Viſible in all its horrors'.  

It is eaſy tocbſerve, that Socrates not only alludes humorouſly to l-lomer's thought in this paſſage,

but, to heighten the humour, has uſed ſeveral of Homer's words. XVe have followed him in ſo

doing, where it was poſſible for us; adapting theſe paſſages one to the other in the tranſlation.

v0L. Ul- 3 a But
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thus ſhould, by the concluſion of his ſpeech, stop my ſpeech, and tum into

stone my ſpeaking ſaculties l-I conſidered, how ridiculous it was in me to

profeſs myſelſa great master in love matters, and conſent to bear a part with

you in making panegyrics on Love, when at the ſame time l was entirely

ignorant of the affair we undertook, and knew not the right way to celebrate

the praiſe oſ any thing. For l was ſo ſilly ' as to imagine that wc ought

never to ſay any thing but what was true in our encomiums on any ſubject

whatever; that the real properties of it were the materials which lay before

us, as it were, to work on; and that the buſineſs ofa panegyrist was no

thing more than out of theſe materials to ſelect the handſomest and best,

and frame them together in the most ſkilful and the best manner. Prepoſ

ſeſſed with this imagination, I had entertained a strong opinion that I ſhould

ſpeak well on the ſubject propoſed, becauſe I well knew what praiſes were

with truth to be aſcribed to Love. Whereas lnow find that this is not

the right way of making a panegyric ,- but that, when we praiſe, we are to

attribute to our ſubject all qualities which are great and good, whether they

truly belong to it or not. Should our encomiums happen to be falſe, the

doing, where it was poſſible for us; adapting theſe paſſages one to the other in the tranſlation.

But in one oſ the words, an important one to the humour, we ſound it ſcarcely poſſible. For the

word Brim, here in Homer, ſignifies terrible, or ſrightſul; and the ſame word as uſed here by

Plato ſignifies great, weighty, or powerful. Now in Engliſh both theſe meanings are not to be

expreſſed ſully and exactly by the ſame word. The word U formidahle," however, though it

would weaken the ſenſe in Homer, may ſerve to expreſs the alluſion in Plato to Homer's t' terrific."

This double meaning of the word Term, and the ſimilitude of ſound between Gorgon and Gorgias,

or between rope-11 [meam] and rop'ytrm, ſeem to be humorous imitations of the style of A gatho

and Gorgias, who were, both oſ them, fond of ſuch puns and puerilities. It is neceſſary to take

notice of ſome other words in this paſſage, becauſe Stephens has thrown in a ſuſpicion of their not

being genuine, the words rv To Aoyg>,-probably imagining them to be a marginal gloſs on the word

away: whereas they are in truth abſolutely neceſſary to the ſenſe; Myp here being oppoſed to spygo,

to the actual ſending forth, and preſenting viſibly, the head oſ Gorgias, Beſides that the omiſſion

oſ thoſe words would much diminiſh the glare oſ another Gorgiaſm, which ſeems intended in

Asyrw, M'rty, and Myov, the repetition of the words " ſpeak " and '* ſpeech."--S.

' Socrates, having ſatirized Agatho's style, with regard to the affected ornaments of it, and its

want oſ ſimplicity; but doing it with that delicate and ſine humour in which he led the way to

all the politer ſatiriſls, particularly to the Roman poet Horace, and our own Addiſon; proceed'

now, in that ironical way peculiar to himſelf, to ſatirize the ſentiments in Agatho's ſpeech, with

regard to their want oſ truth, justneſs of thought, and pertinence to the ſubject.-S.

9 falſehood
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falſehood of them, to be ſure, is not material. For the propoſal, it ſeems,

was this, that each of us ſhould make a panegyric, which, by common con

ſent, was to paſs and be taken for a panegyric made on Love; and not to

make a panegyric pr0perly belonging to Love, or ſuch a one as he truly

merited. Hence it is, l preſume, that you gather from all quarters every

topic of praiſe, and attribute to Love all kinds of perfection ; repreſenting'

him and his operations to be of ſuch a nature, that he cannot fail ofappear

ing in the highest degree beautiful and good-to all thoſe I mean who are

unacquainted with him-for he certainly can never be deemed ſo by thoſe

who know him: and thus the panegyric is made fine and pompous. But,

for my part, I was an utter stranger to the compoſing of panegyrics after

this manner; and in my ignorance it was that l agreed to be one of the

compoſers. Only with my tongue, therefore, did I engage myſelf: my

mind was no party to the agreement. And ſo farewell to it; forI ſhall

never make panegyrics in this way: I ſhould not, indeed, know how. Not

but that I am ready to ſpeak the truth concerning the ſubject propoſed, iſ

you have any inclination to hear it, and if l may be allowed to ſpeak after

my own manner; for I mean not to ſet my ſpeech in competition with any

ofyours, and ſo I'll] the riſk of being deſervedly laughed at. Conſider, there

fore, Pluedrus, for Tt is your affair, whether ſuch a kind of ſpeech as you

have to expect from de would be agreeable to you ; and whether you would

like to hear the truth Tctpoken concerning Love in terms no higher than are

adequate and fitting, and with ſuch a diſpoſition of the ſeveral particulars as

ſhall happen to ariſ. from the nature of the ſubject. Phaedrus, then, and the

rest of the company, made it theirjoint request to him, that he would ſpeak

in the manner which he himſelf judged to be the most proper.-But stay,

ſaid Socrates; give me leave first to propoſe to Agatho a few questions ; that,

after we have agreed together on ſome neceſſary premiſes, I may the better

proceed to what l have to ſay. You have my conſent, ſaid Pheedrus; ſo pro

poſe your questions.--Socratcs then, as Aristodemus told me, began in this

manner :

INTRODUCTION TO THE SPEECH OF SOCRATES.

IN my opinion, my friend Agatho, you began your ſpeech well, in ſay

ing that we ought in the first place to ſet forth the nature of Love, what he

3 R 2 is
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is in himſelf, and afterward to ſhow his effects, and what he operates in:

others. This introduction of yours I much approve of. Now, then, tell

me further concerning Love: and ſince you have ſo fairly and amply di

ſpl'ayed the other parts of his nature and character, anſwer me alſo to this

question, whether Love is a being of ſuch a kind as to be of ſomething '; or

whether he is of nothing? I aſk you not, whether he is of ſome father or

mother; for the question, whether Love is the love of father or mother,

would be ridiculous; but I mean it in the ſame ſenſe as if the ſubject of my

question was the very thing now mentioned, that is, a father; and the queſ

tion itſelf was, whether a father was the father of ſomething, or not :ſi in

this caſe you would certainly anſwer, if you anſwered rightly, that axfather

was the father of a ſon or of a daughter z-would you not P'-_Certainly I

ſhould, ſaid Agatho.-And an anſwer of the ſame kind you would give me,

ſaid Socrates, if I aſked you concerning a mother.-Agatho again aſſented;

--AnſWer me now, ſaid Socrates, to a question or two more, that you may

the better apprehend my meaning. Suppoſe I were to aſk you concerning

a brother, with regard to that very circumstance, his being a brother, is he

brother'to ſome perſon or not P-Agatho anſwered in the affirmative.--And

is not this perſon, ſaid Socrates, either a brother ora ſister P-To which when

Agatho had aſſented, Try then, ſaid Socrates, to tell me concerning Love;

is it the love of nothing, or of ſomething P-Ofſomething, by all means, re:

plied Agatho.--VVhatever you think that ſomething to be, ſaid Socrates, for

the preſent keep your thought to yourſelf; only remember it. And let me

aſk y this question further, relating to Love: Does Love deſire that

ſomething of which it is the love, or does it not P-Deſires it, anſwered

Agatho, without doubt.-Whether, when poſſeſſed of that which it deſires,

of that which it is in love with, does it then deſire it? or only when not poſl

ſeſſed of it P-Only when not poſſeſſed of it, it is probable, replied Agatho.

-lnstead of being probable, ſaid Socrates, conſider if it be not neceſſary that

every being which feels any deſire ſhould deſire only that which it is in

want of; and that as far as any being is free from want, ſo far it must be

free alſo from deſire. Now to me, Agatho, this appears in the highest

I That is, whether his nature is ahſolute, not of neceſſity inferring the coexistence of any other

being; or whether it is relative, in which the being of ſome correlative is implied.-S.

degree
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dEgree neceſſary. But hoſſw does it appear to you P-To me in the ſame

manner, replied Agatho.--You ſay well, ſaid Socrates. I aſk you then,

Gan- a man whoſe iize is large Wiſh to be a man oſ large ſize? or a man

who is strong, can he wiſh to be strong P-The impoſſibility of this, replied

Agatho,.follows from what we have just now agreed in. For the man who -

is-what he would wiſh to be, must in that reſpect, and ſo far, be free from

want-True, ſaid Socrates: for, iſ it were POffiblC that the strong could

wiſh to bestrong, the ſwift wiſh to be ſwift, and the healthy wiſh to be

healthy, one might then perhaps imagine it equally poſſible in all castes of

the like kind, that . ſuch as are poſſeſſed of any thing good or advantageous

could deſire. that which they already haVC. I-mention this in general, to

preventu our being impoſed upon. For the perſon who enjoys any of theſe

advantages, iſ you conſider, Agatho, must appear to you to have of neceſſity

at preſent that zwhiCl) he has, whether he wills. it, or not: and how can this

ever be the object of his deſire? Should any man, therefore, ſay thus: I, who

am now in health, deſire to be healthy; .0r, I, who now have riches, deſire '

to be rich, and long for thoſe very, things which I have; we ſhould make

him this reply.:+-You mean, friend, you that are at preſent poſſeſſed of riches, .

or health, or strength, would be glad to continue in poſſeffi'on of them al.

ways: (or at this preſent you poſſeſs them, whether you will or not. When

you ſay, therefore, that. you deſire what is preſent with you, conſider, whe-*

ther you. mean any other thing than this; you would be glad that what is

preſentwith you now might be preſent with you for the time to come.

Would he not acknowledge, think you, that this was his only meaning ' ?

Agatho agreed that he would.-This then, ſaid Socrates, is to love and

deſire that fromwhich he is now at ſome distance, neither as yet has he ; and

that is, the preſerving of what he poſſeſſes at the preſent, and his continuing

in poſſeffion of it for the future-It certainly is ſo, replied Agatho.--This

man, therefore, ſaid Socrates, and every one who feels deſire, deſires that

which lies not ready for his enjoyment, that which is not preſent with him,

' In Stephcns's edition of the originalwe here read, aAM 'n &mio-yon' an; as if the confeſſion was

demanded from Agatho in his own perſon. In all the formerleditions, however, it is rightly

printed, &ac-Anon' ay. But we preſume they are all wrong in giving us aMo 'I'l [But am] instead

of anon [31' Zvag] whether; mifled probably by the preced'ng ſentence, Where aMa 'n ſignifies my

ot/zer thingſ-and is therefore rightly there divided into two words.-S.. .

than
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that which he has not, that which he himſelf is not, and that which he is in

want of; ſuch things only being the objects oſlove and of deſire.-Agatho to

this entirely aſſented-Come then, ſaid Socrates, let us agree upon theſe

Concluſions: Is not Love, in the first place, love of ſomething ? in the next

place, is it not love of that which is wanting Z-Clearly ſo, replied Aga.

tho.--N0w then, ſaid Socrates, recollect what it was you told us in your ſpeech

was the proper object of Love. But l, if you pleaſe, will remind you of it.

I think you ſaid ſomething like this, " that the affairs of the Gods were put

in good order, and well establiſhed, through love of things beautiful: for

that things of oppoſite kind to theſe could never be the objects of love."

Did you not tell us ſome ſuch thing P-I own it, anſwered Agatho.-You

own the truth, my good friend, replied Socrates. Now, iſ this be as you

ſay, must not Love be love of beauty, and not of deformity ?--l agree, ſaid

Agatho.-And have you not agreed too, ſaid Socrates, that Love is love of

ſomething which is wanting, and not ofany thing poſſeſſed already P-True,

replied Agatho.-It follows then, laid Socrates, that Love is not in poſſeſſion,

but in want, of beauty.-It follows of neceſſity, ſaid Agath0.-*Well then,

ſaid Socrates, that to which beauty is abſolutely wanting, that which is

totally unpoſſeſſed of beauty, do you call that beautiful P-Certainly not, re

plied Agatho.-Are you still then, ſaid Socrates, of the ſame opinion, that

Love is beautiful, if we have reaſoned 1'ightly?-Agatho then made anſwer:

I am in danger, Socrates, oſ being found ignorant in the ſubject l undertook

to praiſe.-Y0u have honestly and fairly ſpoken, ſaid Socrates. And

now anſwer me to this little question more: Think you not that every

thing good is alſo fair and beautiful P-I d0, replied Agatho.-Ifthen, ſaid

Socrates, Love be in want of beauty, and iſ every thing good be fair and

beautiful, Love must be in want of good too.-l am not able, replied Aga

tho, to argue against you, Socrates; and therefore I admit it to be true what

you ſay.--You are not able, my beloved Agatho, ſaid Socrates, to argue

against the truth: for to argue against Socrates is nothing difficult. And

here ſhall l diſmiſs you from being further questioned. But the diſcourſe

concerning Love, which I heard formerly from Diotima the prophcteſs, a

woman wiſe and knowing in theſe and many other ſubjects; ſo proſoundly

knowing, that when the plague ſeemed to be approaching Athens, and when

the people offered ſacrifice to avert it, ſhe cauſed the coming ofthat distemper

[0.
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to be delayed for the ſpace of ten years; (ſhe it was who instructed me in

the knowledge of all things that appertain to Love;) a diſcourſe, I ſay, on

this ſubject, which I once heard from her, I will try if I can relate again to

you; laying down, for the foundation of it, thoſe points agreed on just now

between me and Agatho; but purpoſing, however, to relate the whole of this

by myſelf, as well as I am able.

THE SPEECH OF SOCRATES.

RIGHT and proper is it, Agatho, to follow the method marked out by

you; in the first place, to declare what kind of a being Love is, and after"

wards to ſhow what are the effects produced by him. Now I think the

eaſiest way that I can take, in executing this plan, will be to lay before you

the whole of this doctrine in the very manner and order in which I myſelf

was examined and lectured on the ſubject by Diotima. She began with me,

on my ſaying to her much the ſame things that were aſſerted just now by

Agatho; that Love was a deity excellent in goodneſs, and was alſo one of

thoſe who were fair and beautiful. And ſhe refuted me with the ſame

arguments I have made uſe of to refute Agatho; proving to me that Love,

according to my own account of him, was neither beautiful nor good.

How ſay you, Diotima? then ſaid I. Is Love an ugly and an evil being P

Soſt, replied ſhe ; no abuſive language: do you imagine that every being who

is not beautiful, must of courſe be ugly P-NVithout doubt, anſwered I,--And

every being who is not wiſe, ſaid ſhe, do you conclude it must be ignorant P

Do you not ſee there is ſomething between wiſdom and ignorance 1 P-I

aſked her, what that could be.-To think of things rightly, as being what

they really are, without being able to aſſign a reaſon why they are ſuch.

Do you not perceive, ſaid ſhe, that this is not to have the ſcience or true

knowledge of them? For, where the cauſe or reaſon of a thing remains un

known ', how can there be ſcience? Nor yet is it ignorance: for that

which

1 See the Mcno near the concluſion, and the ſiſth and ſeventh books of the Republic. lt

may ſuffice for the preſent to obſerve, that true opinion is a medium between wiſdom properly

ſo called, i. e. an intellcctual knowledge of the cauſes and principles of things, and igno

ſatten-T.

1' We have here taken the liberty to paraphraſe a little, for the ſake of rcndcring this paffigc

more
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which. errs not from the truth, how ſhould that be ignorance? Such then is

right-opinion, ſomething between wiſdom and ignorance-You are cer

tainly in the right, ſaid I.-Deem it not neceſſary then, ſaid ſhe, that what

is not beautiful ſhould be ugly; or that what is not good must of conſe

quence be evil. To apply this to the caſe of Love; thOUgh you have agreed,

he is neither good nor beautiful, yet imagine not he must evervthe more on

that account be ugly and evil; but ſomething between thoſe oppoſites.

Well, ſaid I, but he is acknowledged by all to'be a powerful God, however.

By all whoknow him, do you mean, ſaid ſhe, or by all who know him not ?-

By all univerſally, replied l.--Upon which ſhe ſmiled, and ſaid, How,

Socrates, ſhould .he be acknowledged a powerful God by thoſe who abſo

lutely deny his divinity ?-Who are they? ſaid ].--You yourſelf, replied

.ſhe, are one of them, and I am another.-Explain your meaning, ſaid I.-
My meaning, ſaid ſhe, is eaſyſito be explained. For anſwer me to this

question: Say you not that the Gods are, all of them, blest and happy?

or would you offer to ſay of any one of the Gods, that he was not a blest

and happy beingP-Not I, for my part, ſaid I, by Jupiter.-By a happy

being, ſaid ſhe, do you not mean a being poſſeſſed of things fair. beautiful

and good P-It is granted, anſwered I.-And you granted before, ſaid ſhe,

that Love, from his indigence and want of things good and'beautiful, deſired

thoſe things of which he was destitute-I allowed it.-How then, ſaid ſhe,

can he .be a God, he who is destitute of things fair, beautiful and good P

.lt appears, ſaid I, that he by no means carp-You ſee then, ſaid ſhe, that,

evenrin your own judgment, Love is no God.--'\Vhat! ſaid I, must Love

then be a mortal P-Far from that, replied ſhe-Of what nature was he

then? I aſked her.-Of like kind, anſwered ſhe, with thoſe natures we have

just now been ſpeaking of, an intermediate one, between, the mortal and

more eaſy to be understood. In the Greek it runs thus, aAo-yav 'yap wpawa am; ay un (man-um;

Aristotle expreſſes the ſame meaning in the ſame conciſe way, thus, um: M'you 'my 'i amor-ram.

Ethic. Nicomnch. lib. vi. cap. 6. where Aoyo; is the ſame thing with that which Plato in his

Meno calls dower/an; at'l'lag, that is, the rational account of a thing, deriving it from its cauſe.

.For the cauſe [the formal cauſe] of every particular truth is ſome general truth, in which that

particular is virtually included. Accordingly, in a pCrſLct ſyllogiſm we may ſee the truth ofthe

concluſion virtually included in the truth of the major propoſition. Nor can we properly be ſaid

to know any one truth, till we ſee the whole of that higher truth, in which tlieþparticular one is

pozitained._S.

.5 the
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the immortal.-But what in particular, O DiotimaE-A great dzcmon ',

replied

' The following admirable account of Love, in which it is ſhown why hc is called by I'lato a

great daemon, is from the MS. commentary of Proclus on the First Alcibiades :

There are different pr0perties of different Gods: for ſome are artiſicerz of wholes, of the form

of beings, and of their eſſential Ornament: but others are the ſuppliers of life, and are the fourees

of its various genera: but others preſervc the unchzmgeable order, and guard the indiſſoluble con

nection of things; and others, lastly, who are allotted a different power, preferrc all things by

their beneficent energies. In like manner every amatory order is the cauſe to all things of con

verſion to divine beauty, leading back, conjoining, and establiſhing all ſecondary natures in the

beautiful, repleniſhing themſrom thence, and irradinting all things with the gifts ofits light. On

this account it is aſſertcd in The Banquet that Low is a great dzemon, becauſe Love ſirſl demon

strates in itſelf a power of this kind, and is the medium between the object of deſire and the

deſiring nature, and is the cauſe of the converſion of ſubſequent to prior natures. The whole

amatory ſeries, therefore, being establiſhed in the vestibule of the cauſe of beauty, calls upwards

all things to this cauſe, and forms a middle progreſſion between the object of Love and the

natures which are recallcd by Love. Hence it pre-establiſhes in itſelf the exemplar of the whole

daemoniacal order, obtaining the ſame middle ſituation among the Gods as dremons between

divine and mortal natures. Since, therefore, eVety amatory ſeries poſſeſſes this property among

the Gods, we mull'. conſider its uniform and occult ſummit as ineffably establiſhed in the first

orders of the Gods, and conjoined with the first and intelligible beauty; but its middle proceſs

as ſhining forth among the ſupcrmundane Gods, with an intellectual condition; but its third

progreſſion as poſieſiing an exempt power among the liberated Gods; and its fourth as mul

tifariouſly diſiributcd about the world, producing many orders and powers from itſelf, and distri

buting gifts of this kind to the different parts of the world. But after the unific and first prin

ciple oſ Love, and after the tripartite eſſencc perfected from thence, a various multitude of Loves

ſhines forth with divine light, from whence the choirs of angels are filled with Love; and the

herds of daemons full of this God attend on the Gods who are recalled to intelligible beauty.

Add too, that the army of heroes, together with dazmons and angels, are agitated about the partici

pation of the beautiful with divine bacchanalian fury. Lastly, all things are excited, revive and

ilourifh, through the influx of the beautiful. But the ſouls of ſuch men as receive an inſpiration

of this kind, and are. naturally allied to the God, aſſiduoufly move about beauty, and fall into the

realms of generation, for the purpoſe of benefiting more imperfect ſouls, and providing for thoſe

natures which require to be ſaved. The Gods indeed and the attendants on the Cods, abiding in

their proper habits, benefit all following natures, and convert them to themſelves: but the ſouls of

men deſcending, and touching on the coast of generation, imitate the beneficent providence of the

Gods. As, therefore, ſouls establiſhed according to ſome other God deſcend with purity into the

regions of mortality, and benefit ſouls that revolve in it ; and ſome indeed benefit more imperfect

ſouls by prophecy, others by mystic ceremonies, and others by divine medicinal ſkill: ſo likewiſe ſoule

that chooſe anv amatory life arc moved about the deity who prefides over beautifulnatures, for

the purpoſe of taking cure of well-born ſouls. But from apparent beauty they are led back to

divine beauty, and together with themſelves elevate thoſe who are the objects of their love.

ver. 111. 3 s ' And
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replied ſhe. For the deciſion-kind 7 is of an intermediate nature between

the divine and the human.-\Vhat is the power and virtue, ſaid I, of this

intermediate

And this alſo divine Love primarily effects in intelligibles: for he unites himſelf to the

object of love, extends to it the participants of his power, and inſerts in all things one

bond, and one indiſſoluble friendſhip with each other, and with the beautiful itſelf. Sonls,

therefore, poſſeſſed with love, and participating the inſpiration thence derived, in conſe

quence of uſing an undeſiled vchicle, are led from apparent to intelligible beauty, and make

this the end of their energy. Likewiſe enkindling a light in more imperfect ſouls, they alſo lead

theſe back to a divine nature. and are divinely agitated together with them about the fountain of

all-perfect beauty.

But ſuch ſouls as from a perverſe education fall from the gift which is thence derived', but are

allotted an amatory nature, theſe, through their ignorance oftrue beauty, are buſily employed about

that which is material and diviſible, at which alſo they are astoniſhed in conſequence of not

knowing the paffion which they ſuffer. _ Hence they abandon every thing divine, and gradually

decline into impiety and the darkneſs of matter. They appear indeed to hasten lo a union with

the beautiful, in the ſame manner as perfectly amatory ſouls; but they are ignorant of the union,

and tend to a diffipated condition of life, and to the ſea of diſlimilitude. They are alſo conjoined

with the baſe itſelf, and material privation of form. For where are material natures able to per

vade through each other? Or where is apparent beauty, put' and genuine, being thus mingled

with matter, and replete with the deformity of its ſubject? Some ſouls, therefore, genuinely

participate the gifts of Love, and by others theſe gifts are perverted. For as according to Pla

tinus the defluxion of intellect produces craft, and an erroneous participation of wiſdom ſophistry,

ſo likewiſe the illumination oſ Love, when it meets with a depraved recipient, produces a tyrannic

and intemperate life.

After this, in another part of the ſame admirable commentary, he preſents us, as he ſays, with

ſome of the more arcane aſſertions concerning Love ; and theſe are as follow:

Love is neither to be placed in the first nor among the last of beings. Not in the firſt, becauſe

the object of Love is ſuperior to Love: nor yet among the last, becauſe the lover participate:

of Love. It is requiſite, therefore, that Love ſhould be establiſhed between the object of love

and the lover, and that it ſhould be posterior to the beautiful, but prior to every nature endued

with love. Where then does it first ſubfist? How does it extend itſelf through the univerſe,

and with what monads does it leap forth ?

There are three hypostaſes, therefore, among the intelligible and occult Gods ; and the firſt

indeed is characterized by ib: good, understanding the good itstlf, and reſiding in that place where

according to the oracle the paternal monad abides: but the ſecond is characterizcd by wiſdom',

where the first intelligence flouriſhes; and the third by 'be beautfful, where, as Timacus ſays, the most

beautiful of intelligibles abides. But there are three monad' according to theſe intelligiblc cauſes

ſublisting uniformly according to cauſe in intelligibles, but first unſolding themſelves into light

in

' For a copious account of damons, their nature, ſpecies, and employments, ſee the ſecond

Note on the First Alcibiades.
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intermediate kind of being P-To tranſmit and to interpret to the Gods, ſaid

* ſhe,

in the ineſſable order* of the Gods, I meanfirſt/2, truth, and low. Andflritb indeed establiſhes

all things in good; but Il'llſ/l unfolds all the knowledge in beings; and lastly, law eonverts all

things, and congregates them into the nature ofthe beautiful. This triad indeed thence proceeds

through all the orders of the Gods, and imparts to all things by its light a union with intelligible

itſelf. It alſo unfolds itſelf differently in different orders, every where combining its powers with

the idioms of the Gods. And among ſome it ſubſifls ineffahly, incomprehenſibly, and uni

fically; but among others, as the cauſe of connecting and binding; and among others, as endued

with a perfective and forming power. Here again it ſubfists intellectually and paternally; there,

in a manner entirely motive, viviſic, and cffective: here, as governing and aſſimilating; there, in

a liberated and nndefiled manner; and elſewhere, according to a multiplied and diviſive mode.

Love, therefore, ſupernally deſcends from intelligibles to mundane concerns, calling all things

upwards to divine beauty. Truth alſo proceeds through all things, illuminating all things with

knowledge. And lastly, ſaith proceeds through the univerſe, establiſhing all things unically in

good. Hence the oracles aſſert that all things are governed by, and abide in, theſe. And on this

account they order Theurgists to conjoin themſelves to divinity through this triad. intelligible'

themſelves, indeed, do not require the amatory medium, On account of their ineffable union. But

where there is a union and ſeparation of beings, there alſo Love abides. For it is the hinder and

conciliator oſ natures postcrior and prior to itſelf; but the convertor of ſubſequent into prior, and

the anagogic and perfecting cauſe of imperfect natures.

The oracles, therefore, ſpeak of Love as binding, and reſiding in all things: and hence, if it

connects all things, it alſo copulates us with the governments oſ daemons. But Diotima calls

Love a great daemon, becauſe it every where fills up the medium between deſiring and deſirable

natures. And, indeed, that which is the object of Love vindicates to itſelf the firſt order, but

that which loves is in the third order from the beloved object. Laflly, Love uſurps a middle ſitua

tion between each, congregating and collecting together that which deſires and that which i'

deſired, and filling ſubordinate from better natures. But among the intelligible and occult God'

it unites intelligible intellect to the first and ſecret beauty by acertain life better than intelli

gence. Hence, the theologist of the Greeks calls this Love blind; for he ſays " feeding in his

breast blind, rapid Love;" 'norpauvwv 'part-dreary meum-re' maw tpu-ra. But in natures posterior

to intelligibles, it imports by illumination an indiſſoluble hond to all things perfected by itſelf: for

a bond is a certain union, but accompanied with much feparation- On this account the oracles

are accustomed to call the fire of this Love a copularor: for, proceeding from intelligible intellect,

it binds all following natures with each other, and with itſelf. Hence, it conjoins all the Gods

with intelligible beauty, and dxmons with Cods; but it conjoins us with both Gods and demons

In the Gods, indeed, it has a,primary ſubſistenee, in dazmons a fecondary one, and in partial

ſouls a fuhſiſhncc through a certain third proceſſion from principles. Again, in the Gods it

fubſiſis above offence: for every genus of Gods is ſupereſſential. But in demons it ſubſists accord.

ing to effenee; and in ſouls according to illumination. And this triple order appears ſimilar to

3' i. e. In the ſummit tiſ-that order which is calied intelligible and at the ſame time intellectuai.

332 the
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ſhe, what comes from men; and to men, in like manner, what comes from the

Gods; from men their petitions and their ſacrifices; from the Gods, in return,

the revelation of their will. Thus theſe beings, standing in the middle rank

between divine and human, ſill up the vacant ſpace, and link together all in

telligent nature. Through their intervention proceeds every kind ofdivination,

and the prieſlly art relating to ſacrifices, and the mysteries and incantations,

with the whole ofdivination and magic. For divinity is not mingled with man;

but by means of that middle nature is carried on all converſe and communica

tion between the Gods and mortnls, whether in ſleep or waking. \Vhoever has

wiſdom and ſkill in things of this kind is a daemoniacal man: the knowing and

ſkilful in any other thing, whether in the arts, or certain manual operations,

are illiberal and ſordid. Theſe dazmons are many and various. One of

them is Love-But, ſaid l, from what parents was he born P-The history

of his parcntage, replied ſhe, is ſomewhat long to relate: however, I will

give you the relation. At the birth of Venus, the Gods, to celebrate that

event, made a feast; at which was preſent, amongst the rest, Plcnty f, the

ſon

the triple power of intellect. For one intellect ſubſist: as imparticipable, being exempt from al)

partial genera ; but another as participated, of which alſo the ſouls of the Gods participate as of

a better nature; and another is from this ingenerated in ſouls, and which is, indeed, 'heir per

fection. And theſe three distinctions of intellect Timazus himſelf ſignifies. 'ſhat Love, there

fore, which ſubſists in the Gods muſt be conſidered as analogous to imparticipable intellect: for

this is exempt from all the beings which receive and are illuminaled by its nature. But dmmoni

acal Love is analogous to participatcd intellect: for this is eſſential, and is perfected from itſelf,

in the ſame manner as participated intellect is proximately reſident in ſouls. And the third

Love is analogous to intellect which ſubſists as a habit, and which inſerts an illumination in ſouls.

Nor is it unjuſlly that we conſider Love as coordinate with this intellectual diſſcrcnee : for in in

telligible intellect i-t poſſeſſes its first and occult hypoſlaſis: and if it thence leaps forth, it is alſo

establiſhed there according to cauſe. And it appears to me that Plato, finding that intelligiblc

intellect was called by Orpheus both Love and a great I)a:mon, was himſelf pleaſed to celebrate

Love in a ſimilar manner. Very properly, therefore, does Diotima call it a great dazmon; and

Socrates conjoins the diſcourſe about Love with that concerning Dzemons. For, as every thing

tiaemoniacal is ſuſpended from the amatory medium, ſo alſo the diſcourſe concerning a datmoniacal.

nature is conjoined with that concerning Love, and is allied to it. For Love is a medium between

the object of love and the lover; and a dzeznon is a medium bet-ween man and (ll\'llllly.-**-,F.

1 By Fit-rily, the ſon of Counſel, we must understand that divine cauſe of abundance which ſub

ſists in Jupiter the demiurgus of the world. For Jupiter is called M'rnr, or Counſel, by Orpheus,

as we are informed by Proclus in Tim. p. 102. Poverty is Matter, which in itſelf is destitute of

8 all
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ſon of Counſel. After they had ſupped, Poverty came a-bcgging, an abun

dance of dainties being there, and loitered about the door. Just then Plenty,

intoxicated with nectarl, (for as yet wine' was not) went out into the

gardens of Jupiter; and oppreſſed with the load of liquor that he had drunk,

fell aſleep 3. Poverty, therefore, deſiring through her indigence to have a

child from Plenty, artfully lay down by him, and became with child of Love.

Hence it is that Love is the constant follower and attendant of Venus, as

having been begotten on the birth-day of that Goddeſis : being alſo, by his

natural diſpoſition, fond of all beauty, he is the more attached to Venus her

ſelf on account of her being beautiful. Now, as Love is the ſon of Plenty

and of Poverty, the condition of his life and fortune is as follows :' ln the

first place, he is always poor; and is far from being either ſair or tender, as

the multitude imagine him; for he is rough, and hard, and dry, without

ſhoes to his feet, and without a houſe or any covering to his head; always

grovelling on the earth, and lying on the bare ground, at doors, and in the

streets, in the open air; partaking thus of his mother's diſpoſition, and living

in perpetual want. On the other hand, he derives from his father's ſide

qualities very different from thoſe others: for hence it is that he is full oſ

deſigns upon the good and the fair : hence it is that he is courageous,

ſprightly, and prompt to action; a mighty ſportſman, always coutriving

ſome new device to entrap his game: much addicted to thought, and fruit

ful in expedients; all his life philoſophizing; powerful in magic and enchant

ment, nor leſs ſo in ſophistry. His nature is not mortal, in the common;

all things, but is ſilled as far as it can be ſilled from PIrnty, whoſe overflowing fullneſs terminates

in its dark and rebounding ſeat. Plato, therefore, in calling Love the offspring oſ P/mty and

Poverty, appears to comprehend its whole ſeries. For Love, conſidered as the ſame with Deſire,

is, according to its ſubſistcnce in Jupiter, the ſon of Plzwty -, but, according to its ultimate ſubſist

ence, it is the offspring of Matter: for Matter alſo deſires good, though her deſire is most debilc

and evaneſcent. But by Poverty being pregnant with Love at the birth of Venus, Plato occultly

intimates that the divine abundance in the demiurgus of the world proceeds into matter in con

junction with the illuminations of divine beauty.-T.

' Intoxicalion with nectar ſignifies that deific energy through which divine natures are enabled

to provide immutablþ' for all things-T.

" This ſignifies nothing more than that wine belongs to the ſenſible, and not to the intelligible

world. Bythe garden: of Jupiter, we may conceive that the ſplendour, grace, and empyrxan

lrenuty of t'ne demiurgic illuminations of the maker of the univerſe are ſignified-T.  

3 Sleep, when applied to divine natures, ſignifies an energy ſeparate from ſenſi'olcs.-T.

way
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way oſmortality, nor yet'is it immortal, after the manner of the immortal

Gods; for ſometimes, in one and the ſame day, he lives and flouriſhes, when

he happens to fare well; and preſently afterwards he dies; and ſoon after

that revives again, as partaking of his father's nature. Whatever abundance

flows in upon him is continually stealing away from him: ſo that Love is

never abſolutely in a state either of affluence or of indigence. Again, he is

ſeated in the midst between Wiſdom and Ignorance. For the caſe is this

with regard to wiſdom :--N0nc of the Gods philoſhphize, or deſire to become

wiſe; for they are ſo; and if there be any other being beſidethe Gods who

is truly wiſe, neither does ſuch a being philoſophizc. Nor yet does philo

ſophy, or the ſearch of VViſdom, belong to the ignorant '. For on this very

aCCOunt is the condition of lgnorance ſo wretched, that notwithstanding ſhe

is neither fair, good, nor wiſe, yet ſhe thinks ſhe has no need of any kind of

amendment or improvement. *So that the ignorant, not imagining them

ſelves in need, neither ſeek nor deſire that which they think they want not.

-Who are they then, O Diotima, ſaid I, who philoſophize, iſ they are nei

ther the wiſe nor the ignorantP-Tbat is evident, ſaid ſhe: even a child

may now diſcover that they must be ſuch as ſtand in the middle rank of being;

in the number ofwhom is Love. For wiſdom is among the things of highest

beauty; and all beauty is the object of love. It follows therefore of ne

ceſiity, that Love is a philoſopher, or a lover oſ wiſdom; and that, as ſuch,

he stands between the adept in wiſdom and the wholly ignorant; This, as

well as all the reſt of his condition, is owing to his parentage; as he derives

his birth from a father wiſe and rich in all things, and from a mother un

wiſe and in want of all things. Such, dear Socrates, is the nature of this

dmmon. But that you had other thoughts of that being, whom you took for

Love, is not at all ſurpriſing. For, if l may gueſs from the deſcription you

gave oſ him yourſelf, you ſeem to have taken for Love that which is beloved,

not that which loves: and from this miſlake it aroſe, as I imagine, that

Love appeared to you in all reſpects ſo beauteous. For the object of love,

the amiable, is truly beauteous and delicate, is perfect and completely bleſt.

But to the ſubject of love, the lover, belongs a different nature, ſuch a

' This paſſage in the Greek original is thus printed: all-'o yap "no w-n xamrav anactm; but

we preſume that either the last word of theſe ſhould be printed quors, figurzuively meaning

quem, or elſe, that the first words ſhould be thus printed, any 'rup Town-S

one
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one as I have deſcribed to you-Be it granted ſuch, Diotima, ſaid I; for

what you tcll me bids fair to be the truth. But now, ſuch being his nature,

of what advantage is he to human kind P-This, Socrates, ſaid ſhe, in the

next place, I ſhall do my best to teach you. Already then it appears what

kind of being Love is, and of what parents he was born : and that his object

is beauty you yourſelf have aſſerted. Now what anſwer ſhall we make

ſhould we be aſked this question, " O Socrates and Diotima! how or

in what reſpect mean ye, when ye ſay that beauty is the object OſLove 2 "_.

To expreſs the meaning of my question in plainer terms, ſaid ſhe, '\-Vhat

is it which the lover oſbcauty longs for ?-T0 be in poſſeſiion, fiiid l, of the

beloved beauty.--Your anſwer, ſaid ſhe, draws on a further question: \Vhat

will be the state or condition oſ that man who is in poſſeſſion of his beloved'

beauty P-I told her, I could by no means anſwer readily to ſuch a questi0n.-

Suppoſe then, ſaid ſhe, that changing the ſubject of the question, and putting

good in the place of beauty, one were to aſk you thus, and ſay, Anſwer me,

Socrates, to this question, What is it which the lover oſ good longs for ?-

To be in poſſeſſion oſthat good, anſwered I.-And what, ſhe aſked me again,

will be the state of that man who is in poſſeſſion of good P-This, ſaid l, is

a question I can anſwer with much leſs difficulty, thus: that ſuch a man will

be happy-Right, ſaid ſhe; for by the poſſeſſing oſ good things it is that;

the happy are in that happy state which they enjoy. Nor is there any room

to question further, and aſk, Why, or for the ſake of what, a man wiſhes to

be happy; but a concluſive anſwer appears to have been given, fully ſatis

ſactory.-Trne, ſaid I, without diſpute-Now this wiſhing. and this long

ing, ſaid ſhe, let me aſk you, whether in your opinion it is common to all,

men; whether you think that all wiſh to be always in poſſeffion of things'

good; or how otherwiſcſi-l think just ſo, replied I, that ſuch a wiſh is

common to all.<-\Vell then, Socrates, ſaid ſhe, must we not acknowledge'

that all men are in love; ſeeing that the affections of them all are always

fixed on the ſame things? or ſhall we ſay that ſome are in love, and ſome

are not ?--It is a thought, ſaid I, which, I confeſs, a little ſurpriſes me.--

Be not ſurpriſed, ſiiid ſhe ; ſor the caſe is nothing more than this, that the

name of love, which belongs to all love in general, we appropriate to one

particular kind of love, ſingch out from the others, which we distinguiſh

by other names-To make me conceive your meaning more perfectly, ſaid

I, can_.
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I', cannot you produce ſome other caſe parallel to this ?-l can, ſIiid ſhe.

The following caſe is parallel: Making or creating, you know, comPrchends

many kinds of operation. For all cauſe by which any thing proceeds out

of non-being into beingt is creation. So that all the operations and all i

the works executed throngh any of the arts, are indeed ſo many creations:

and all the artists and the Workmen are real creators, makers, or poets.

True, ſaid I.--And yet you know, continued ſhe, they are not all oſ them

called poets or makers, but are distinguiſhed by different names: whilst one.

particular kind of creation, that which is performed in metre through the

hſuſe's art, is ſingled out from the other kinds; and the name, to which

they have all an equal right, is given to that alone. For that alone is called:

poeſy or making: and the artists in this ſpecies of creation only are pecu

liarly distinguiſhed by the name of poets or makers.-Perſectly right, ſaid I.

--Just ſo is it then in the caſe Of Love, ſaid ſhe. Univerſally all deſire of

things good, and all that longing after happineſs, which is in every individual.

oſ human kind, is the mighty Deity of Love, who by ſecret ways and stra

tagems ſubdues and governs the hearts oſ all. His votaries in many various

ways, ſuch as thoſe engaged in the purſuit oſ wealth, or strength oſ body, or

wiſdom, are not ſaid to be in love; nor is the name oſ lover allowed to.

any ſuch. But to thoſe only who are devoted to Love in one particular way,

and addict themſelves to one certain ſpecies oſ love, wc appropriate thoſe

terms of lovcte, and lovers, and the being in love, which ought to be con

ſidered as general terms, applicable in common to all the different kinds.-

In all appearance, ſaid I, you are entirely in the right.--She proceeded, how

ever, to confirm the truth of what ſhe had ſaid, in the following manner :-

There is a ſaying, continued ſhe, that lovers are in ſearch of the other half

of themſelves. But my doctrine is, that We love neither the half', nor even

the whole oſ ourſelves, if it happen not, my friend, ſome way or other to be

l Being does not here ſignify being or entity in general, but the particular form or eſſence of

any thing, the being what it is. So non-being, just before, does not ſignify ahſolute non-entity, but

the non-being of ſome particular thing, or the want of ſome ſcrm, which is afterwards introduced

into existence. Accordingly creation, immediately after, ſignifies not what is now-a-days gcnc.

rally understood by that term, a making oſ ſomething out of mere nothing; for Plato ſeems to

have had no notion of the poſſibility of this; but here is to be understood the making ſome form

or being, in the ſenſe just now mentioned, newly to exist, a particular one, which existed not

beſore.-S.

good.
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good. For we are willing to have our ſcet and our hands cut off, though

our OWll, iſ we deem them incurably and abſolutcly evil. It is not to what

is their own that men have ſo strong an attachtnent, nor do they treat it ſo

tenderly on that account, unleſs there be a man who thinks good to be his

own, and proper-ly belonging to him, but evil to' be foreign to his nature.

80 true is it, that there is no other object oflove to man than good alone.

Or do you think there is P-By Jupiter, ſaid l, there appears to me no other.

Is this now ſufficient ſor us? ſaid ſhe: and have we done justice to our ar

gument if we finiſh it with this ſimple and fiend-er concluſion, that all men

love what is good F-VVhy not? ſaid I.--VVhat? ſaid ſhe; must we not add

this, that they long to have poſſeffion Oſ the loved good ?--This, ſaid I, must

be added.-And not only now to have poſſeffion of it, ſaid ſhe again, but

to have poſſeſſion oſ it ſor ever too; must not this be added furtherP-This

further, ſaid I.-Lov.e then, in ſine, ſaid ſhe, is the deſire of having good in

perpetual poſſeffiou.-_ Most true, ſaid l ; in every tittle you are right.-Since

then, ſaid ſhe, this general deſire is found always to ſubſist and to operate in all,

can you tell me in what particular way it operates on thoſe who are com

monly ſaid to be in love? what the aim is of ſuch lovers, and what the

work or effect of this kind of love P-Were I able to tell, O Diotima, re'

plied l, I ſhould not have been ſo ſull oſ admiration at your wiſdom; nor

ſhould I have applied myſelf to you to he taught theſe very things, if I already

knew them.--Well, ſaid ſhe, I will teach you then. The aim of theſe

lovers, and the work of this love, is to generate upon the beautiful as well

'in a mental \\ ay as in that which is corporeal.-Y0ur words, ſaid l, have

need of ſome diviner to interpret them: I confeſs l do not apprehend their

meaning.-I will expreſs myſelf then, ſaid ſhe, in plainer language. All ot'

human race, O Socrates, are full ofthe ſceds of generation, both in their bodies

and in their minds z and when they arrive at maturity oſ age, they naturally

long to generate. But generate they cannot upon the ugly or uncomely, and

only upon the ſair and the agreeable. For the work oſgeneration is carried on,

you know, by means of the natural commerce between the two ſexes: and

this is a work above human art, it is divine. For to conceive and to impreg

nate is to imortalize the kind: it is producing immortality out of an animal

which is mortal. ln each oſ the ſcxes, therefore, is ſome immortal and

divine principle, the cauſe of conception in the one, and of impregnation in

NOL. III- 3 T the
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the Other. But in neither of them can this principle operate effectuaily, un.

leſs the ſubject on which it operates be ſuitable to it and correſponding,

Now deformity and uglineſs but ill ſuit with aught which is divine. Beauty

alone agrees with it and correſponds. For Beauty is that Celestial influence

which ſavours, and that goddeſs who patronizes, the work of generation.

Hence, whenever that which teems with generative poWer approaches that

which is beautiful, it ſmiles benignly; and through the delight it feels,

opening and diffufing itſelf abroad, breeds or generates. But whenever it

meets with that which is deformed or ugly, it grows moroſe, ſaddens, and

contracts itſelf ; it turns away, retires back, and generates not; but, restrain.

ing the ſwollen power within, which is ready to burst forth, it bears the

burthen with uneaſineſs. Hence it is that they who are full of this, and

long to generate, employ much of their creative power upon that which is

beautiful: it is becauſe the beſiautiful frees them from thoſe generative

throes with which they labour. But, Socrates, this is not, as you imagined,

the love of beauty.--What is it then? ſaid I.--It is the love, replied ſhe, of

generating and begetting iſſue, there where we find beauty.-Be it ſo, ſaid I.

-It certainly is ſo, ſhe replied.--But, ſaid I, what has Love to do with gene

rating P-Becauſe generating, anſWered ſhe, perpetuates and in ſome manner

immortalizes that which is mortal. Now, that the deſire of immortality

must always accompany the love of good, follows from what we before

agreed in, that love was the deſire of having good in perpetual poſſeſſion.

For the neceſſary conſequence of that poſition is this, that Love deſires

immortality.

All theſe things learned I formerly in a converſation with Diotima, diſ)

eourſing upon LOve. At another time ſhe thus questioned me; What do

you imagine, Socrates, to be the cauſe of that love, and that deſire which

lately was the ſubject of converſation between you and me? Do you not

obſerve, how vehement are the paſiions of all brute animals ' when the ſeaſon

comes

' 'The following account of the generation of animals and their ſucceſſion in a continued ſeries

of individuals, by which the kind is ſor ever kept up in existence, gives us a just repreſentation

of all outward nature: for it is in the ſame manner that the world itſelf, though continually

paſſing away, and changing in every part, yet remains ſor ever the ſame in its whole and entire

ſorm'; liſe continually arifing, and repairing the nuns made by death in every kind oſ things;

and
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comes'in which they couple? Birds as Well as beasts, you may perceive

them all ſick with love: ſo intenſe is their deſire, in the first place, to

generate and breed. Nor is their ardour leſs afterwards in the rearing of

their young. In defence of theſe, you ſee them ready to engage in fight,

the weakest animals with the strongest. To ſupport theſe, you ſee them

willingly themſelves periſhing with famine; in ſhort, doing and ſuffering

for their ſakes the utmost poſſible. Thoſe indeed oſ human kind, continued

ſhe, one might imagine acted thus from a motive oſ reaſon in themſelves:

but, in brute animals, can you aſſign the cauſe why the affections of love

ſhould be ſo deep and strong P-I told her, I was at a loſs to account for it.-

And do you think, ſaid ſhe, ever to become a thorough adept-in the ſcience

oſ love, if you are at a loſs in a caſe ſo eaſy P-elt is for this very reaſon, ſaid

I, Diotima, as I lately told you, that I come to you for instruction : it is

becauſe I am ſenſible how much I want it. Do you, therefore, teach me

what the cauſe is of thoſe vehement affections you mentioned just now, and

of every other ſentiment and paſſion incident to love.-Upon which ſhe

ſaid, If you believe that love is, what you have often owned it to be, the

deſire of having good in perpetual poſſeſſion, you will be at no loſs to con

ceive what the Cauſe is of thoſe affections. For the caſe of brute animals

and that of the human kind are in this reſpect exactly the ſame; in both

the ſame principle prevails ; the mortal nature ſeeks to be perpetuated, and,

as far as poſſible, immortalized. Now this is poſſible in one only way, that

is, by generation; in which ſome new living thing is constantly produced

to ſupply the place of the deceaſed old one. And in no other manner than

this is liſe continued to any individual being, of which we ſay that it lives

ſtill, and pronounce it to be the ſame being. Thus every man, for instance,

from his inſancy on to old age, is called the ſame perſon ; though he never

has any thing in him which abides with him, and is continually a new

man; having lost the man he was in his hair, in his fleſh, in his bones, in

his blood, in ſine in his whole body. Nor in his body only, but in his ſoul

and the freſh growth keeping pace with the decay. To preſetve this li\ ing beauty in ſuch its

immortality and unfading youth, animals have thoſe affections, impulſes or instincts, here de

ſcribed, given to them, as imported from the mundane ſoul : analogous to which are the powers of

gravitntion, attraction, mixture, coheſion, and others of like kind, which are indeed ſo many

vital powers given to the inſcnſible parts of the univerſe, as pan-taking of the life of nature-4

3 T 2 too,
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too, does he undergo inceſſant change. His ways, his mariners, his opinions,

his deſires and pleaſures; his fears and ſorrows; none of theſe ever continue

in any man the ſame; but new ones are generated and ſpring up in him,

whi-lst the former ſade and die away. But a paradox much greater than;

any yet mentioned is with regard to knowledge: not only ſome new por

tions of knowledge we acquire ', whilst we loſe others, of which we had'

before been masters; andv never continue long the ſame perſons as to the ſum

of' our preſent knowledge; but we ſuffer alſo the like change in every

particular article of that knowledge. For what we call meditation ſuppoſes

ſome knowledge to have actually, as it were, left us; and indeed oblivion:

is the departure of this knowledge 2 meditation then, raiſing up in the teem.

of this departed knowledge a freſh remembrance in. our minds, preſerves

in ſome manner and continues to us that which we had lost; ſo as to make

the memory of it, the likeneſs; ſeem the very ſame thine', Indeed every:

thing mortal is preſerved in this only way, not by the ahſolute ſameneſs of

it for ever, like things divine, but by leaving behind it, when it departs, dies,

or vaniſhes, another in its room, a new being, bearing its reſemblance. Byr

this contrivance in nature, Socrates, does body, and every other thing naturally

mortal, partake of immortalityr Immortal after a different manner is

that which naturally is immortal. Wonder not, therefore, that all beings

are by nature lovingly affected towards their offspring. For this affectionatc

regard, this love, follows every being for the ſake of imtnortality._-Theſe

things, ſaid I, O Diotima, wiſest of women l undoubtedly are ſo.-T0

which ſhe, in the language of the most accompliſhed ſophists, replied, You

may be aſſured, Socrates,.it is the truth. Nor is it leſs plain, from instances

ofa different kind, that immortality is the great aim and end of all. For, if.

you obſerve how the love of fame and glory operates on men, and what

effect it has upon their conduct, you must wonder at their folly in labouring

ſo much and ſuffering ſo greatly in the purſuit of it, unleſs you conſider the

mighty power of that paſſion which poſſeſſes them, a zeal to become

illustrious in after-ages, and to acquire a fame that may last for ever and be

immortal. For this, more than for the ſake of their families or friends, are

' All this neceſſarily follows from the nature of the human ſoul; all her mrrgin being temporal,

though her eſſnu is eternal. She is however able to energize ſupcr-temporally through a union

with an intellect ſuperio: to her own-T. *

they
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they ready to encounter dangers, to expend their treaſures, to undergo the

licverest hardſhips, and to meet death itſelf. Do you think, continued ſhe,

that Alcestis would have died for her huſband Admetus to preſerve his

life? or that Achilles would have died for his friend Patroclus to avenge

his death? or that your Athenian Codrus would have died for his children's

ſake to ſecure to them the ſucceffion of his kingdom? had they not iman

gined their virtue would live for ever in the remembrance of posterity,

as it actually does t-iroughout all Greece at ths very day. Aſſure yourſelf

their conduct had been quite diſſerdnt, had they not been full of this

imagination. For, with a view to the immortality of virtue, and the never

dying glory which attends it, have all great actions ever been performed; a

view which inſpires and animates the performers, in proportion to the

degree of their own perſonal worth and excellence. For they are governed

by that univerſal paſſion, the deſire of immortality. But though immor

tality be thus ſought by all men, yet men oſ different diſpoſitions ſeek it by

different ways. In men of certain constitutions, the generative power 'lies

ehiefly and eminently in their bodies. Such perſons are particularly fond

of the other ſex, and court intimacies ehiefly with the fair : they are eaſily

enſſamoured in the vulgar way of love; and procure to themſelves, by be

getting children, the preſervation oſ their names, a remembranCe of them=

ſelves which they hope will be immortal, a happineſs to endure for ever.

In men of another stamp, the faculties of generation are, in as eminent a

degree, of the mental kind. For thoſe there are who are more prolific in

their ſouls than in their bodies; and are full of the ſeeds of ſuch an

offspring as it peculiarly belongs to the human ſoul to conceive and to gene

rate. And what offspring is this, but wiſdom and every other virtue?

Thoſe who generate most, and who are parents of the most numerous

progcny in thisway, are the poets, and ſuch artists of other kinds as are ſaid

to have been the inventors of their reſpective arts. But by far the most

excellent and beauteous part of wiſdbm is that which is converſant in the

founding and well-ordering oſ cities and other habitations of men ; a part of

wiſdom distinguiſhed by the names of temperance and justice. When the

ſoul of any man has been teeming with the ſeeds of this wiſdom from his

youth (and of divine ſillllz it is the native property thus to teem), as ſoon as

he arrives at maturity of age, and thoſe ſeeds are fully ripened, he longs to

ſow
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ſow them in the ſouls of others, and thus to propagate wiſdom. In this

fituation of his mind, his whole employment, I ſuppoſe, is to look about and

ſearch for beauty, where he may generate; for never can he generate on

aught which is ugly or uncomely. Meeting first then with outward beauty,

that of the body, he welcomes and embraces it; but turns away from where

he ſees deformity in the body; for his ſoul is full of love. But if, in his

further and deeper ſearch, he has the good fortune to meet with the inward

and hidden beauty of a well-natured and generous ſoul, he then entirely

attaches himſelf, and adheres cloſely to the whole perſon in whom it is found,

the compound of ſoul and body. He now finds in himſelfa facility and a.

copiouſneſs of expreffion when he entertains this partner of his ſoul with

diſcourſes concerning virtue; by what means it is acquired; what is a

character completely good; what studics ſhould be purſued; what arts be

learnt; and how time ſhould he employed in order to the forming ſuch a

character. Deſirous, therefore, thus to form and perfect the object of his

love, he undertakes the office of preceptor, Indeed, whilst he is converſing

intimately with that which is fair, thoſe ſeeds of Wiſdom, which he was

before big with, burst forth ſpontaneous, and he generates. From this

time, whether in the preſence or abſence of his mistreſs, his mind and

memory become prompt and active; and he readily produces all his mental

store. Both the parents then join in cheriſhing, roaring up, and eultivating

the fruits oſ their love and amorous converſe. Hence it is that a friend

ſhip of the firmest kind cements ſuch a pair; and they are held together

by a much stricter band of union than by an offspring of their bodies;

having a common and joint interest in an offspring from themſelves more

beautiful vand more immortal. Who would not chooſe to be the father of

ſuch children, rather than of mortals ſprung from his body? Who that

conſiders Homer, Heiiod, and other excellent poets, with the admiration

they deſerve, would not vx iſh for ſuch an iſſue as they left behind them, an

iſſue of this mental kind, ſuch as perpetuates their memory with the highest

honour, and procures for them an immortality of fame ? Or ſuch a poste

tity, ſaid ſhe, as that whoſe foundation Lycurgus laid at Laccdermon, a race

of which himſelf was the first father, the preſervers of, their country and of

all Greece? Amongst yourſelves, what honours are paid to the memory of

Solon, who begat the Laws! And abroad as well as at home how illustrious

are
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are the names ofmany others, Barbarians as well as Grecians, who have ex

hibited to the world many noble actions, and have thus begotten all kinds

of virtue ! To men like theſe have temples often been erected, on account

ofſuch their progeuy : but never was any man thus honoured on account of

his mortal merely human offspring. In the mysteries of Love thus far per

haps, Socrates, you may be initiated and advanced. ' But to he perfected,

and to attain the intuition of what is ſecret and inmostfi introductory

to which is all the rest, if undertaken and performed with a mind rightly

diſpoſed, I doubt whether you may_be able. However, ſaid ſhe, not to

be wanting in a readineſs to give you thorough information, I will do my

beſt to conduct you till we have reached the end. Do but you your best

to follow me. Whoever then enters upon this great affair in a proper man

ner, and begins according to a right method, must have been from his ear

liest youth converſant with bodies that are beautiful. Prepared by this ac

quaintance with beauty, he must, in the first place, if his leader3 lead aright,

fall in love with ſome one particular perſon, fair and beauteous; and on her

beget fine ſentiments and fair diſcourſe. He must afterwards conſider, that

the beauty of outward form, that which he admires ſo highly in his favourite

fair one, is ſister to a beauty of the ſame kind, which he cannot but ſee in

ſome other fair. If he can then purſue this corporeal beauty, and trace it

wherever it is to be found, thronghout the human ſpecies, he must want

' We have here a pauſe, or brcalr, more ſolemn and awſul than any to be met with elſewhere

in Plato. But it has great propriety in this place, as it becomes the ſublime and mytterious cha

racter of Diotima; and as it is neceſſary, beſides, for uſhering in with the greater ſolemnity thoſe

very ſublime and mysterious ſpeculzitions which follow it.--S.

3 Great decorum of character is here obſerved in putting into the mouth of the prophetefs a

metaphor, taken from the method of initiarion into thoſe religious mysteries which at that time

were held in the higheſt reverence. For, to make this initiation perfect, three orderly steps or

degrees were to be taken. 'ſhe first was called purgation, the ſecond illumination, and the third

intuition; to which last but few perſons were ever deemed worthy to be raiſed.-Agreeuble to this

gradution is the method obſerved by Diotima in her initiation of Socrates into the mysteries of

wiſdom. Her conſutation of his pretended former notions, but, in reality, of tlze preceding

ſpeeches in this dialogue, anſwers to the purgative part of initiation into the religious mysteries.

Her ſucceeding poſitive instructions in the true doctrine of Love anſwer to the illuminative part.

And what remains of her diſcourſe, as ſhe herſelf here plainly gives us to understand, alludes to

'he last part of the religious iuiliation, the intuitire.-S.

3 That is, his dmmon.-T. understauding

7
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understanding not to Conceive, that beauty is one and the ſame thing iii all

beau-teous bodies. \Vith this conception in his mind, he must become a

lover of all viſible forms, which are partakers of this benuty ; and in conſe

quence o-f this general love, he must moderate the exceſs of that paffion for

one only female form, which had hitherto engroſſed him wholly: for he

cannot now entertain thoughts extravagantly high of the beauty of'any par

ticular fair one, a beauty not peculiar to her, but which ſhe partakes of in

common with all other corporeal forms that are beauteous, After this, if

he thinks thtly, and knows to estimate the value of things justly, he will

esteem that beauty which is inward, and lies deep in the ſoul, to be of

greater value and worthy of more regard than that which is outward, and

adorns only the body. As ſoon, therefore, as he meets with a perſon of a

beauteous ſoul and generous nature, though flowering forth but a little'in

ſuperſicial beauty, with this little he is ſatisfied; he has all he wants; he

truly loves, and affiduouſly employs all his thoughts and all his care on the

object of his affection. Reſearching in his mind and memory, he draws forth,

he generates ſuch notions of things, ſuch reaſonings and diſcourſes, as may

best improve his beloved in virtue. Thus he arrives, of courſe, to view

.beauty in the arts ', the ſubjects of diſcipline and study; and comes to dif

cover, that beauty is congenial in them all. He now,ſſtherefore, accounts

all beauty corporeal to be of mean and inconſiderable value, as being but a

ſmall and inconſiderable part of beauty. From the arts he proceeds further

to the ſciences, and beholds beauty no leſs in theſe '. And by this time hav

ing

' The word here uſed by Plato is nn-rnilw/udt, 'm which he means to include all the particulars

oſ right diſcipline; every study, and every exerciſe enjoined or recommended by antient policy to

the youth of good families and fortunes; in a word, all the accompliſhments formed by aliberalcdu

cation. Theſe may all be reduced to three kinds; habits of regular and polite behaviour, know

ledge oſ the liberal arts, and practice of the liberal exerciſes of the body. But as all oſthem depend

on principles of art, and are acquired by study and diſcipline, we have uſed theſe very words

art,ſludy, and dfftiþ/ine, in tranſlating l'lato's sort'rnE'tugzam, as the muſt expreſſlve of his whole

meaning-8.

3 The ſciences here meant are thoſe by the Platoniſls termed mathematical, as being the man

yard, the learning, which they deemed a neceſſary preparation for the ſtudy of true philoſophy.

Theſe were arithmetic, geometry, muſic in its theory, and astronomy. > In theſe ſciences every step

which the mind takes is from beauty to beauty : for every thcorcm new to the mind in any of

- theſe:
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ing ſeen, and now conſidering within himſelf, that beauty is manifold and

various, he is no longer, like one oſ our domestics who has conceived a

particular affection for ſome child of the family, a mean and illiberal ſlave

to the beauty of any one particular, whether perſon or art, study or prac

tice; but bcraking himſelf to the ample ſea of beauty, and ſurveying it with

the eye of intellect, he bcgcts many beautiful and magnificent reaſon

ings, and dianoe'tic conceptions in proliſic philoſophy, till thus being

strengthened and increaſed, he perceives what that one ' ſcience is

which is ſo ſingularly great, as to be the ſcience of ſo ſingularly great a

beauty. ' But now try, continued ſhe, to give me all the attention you are

master of. \Vhoever then is advanced thus far in the mysteries of Love by

a right and regular progreſs of contemplation, approaching now to perfect in

tuition, ſuddenly he will diſcover, bursting into view, a beauty astoniſhingly

admirable ; that very beauty, to the gaining a ſight of which the aim of all

his preceding studies and labours had been directed : a beauty, whoſe peculiar

characters are theſe: In the ſirst place, it never had a beginning, nor will

ever have an end, but always rs, and always flouriſhes in perfection, unſuſ

ceptible of growth or of decay. In the next place, it is not beautiful only

when looked at one way, or ſeen in one light; at the ſame time that,

viewed another way, or ſeen in ſome other light, it i far from being beau

tiful: it is not beautiful only at certain times, or with reference only to cer

tain circumstances of things; being at other times, or when things are other

wiſe circumstanced, quite the contrary: nor is it beautiful only in ſome

theſe ſciences opens to her view ſome proportion or ſymmetry, ſome harmony or order, undiſ

covered before. Each diſſercnt ſcience ſeems a different world of beauty, still enlarging on the

mind's eye, as her vicws become more and more extenſive in the ſcience. For proportion in

arithmetic diſſcrs from proportion in geometry; muſical proportion differs from them both ; and

the ſcience of the celestial orbs, of their ſeveral revolutions, their mutual aſpects, and their di

stanccs ſrom each other, and from their common centre, is couverſant in each of thoſe three

different proportions, and comprehends them all.-S. .

' This one ſcience is comprehended in Plato's dialectic, concerning which ſee the Introduc

tion to the Parmeuides.-T.

2 This, which is the laſt pauſe in the ſpeech, intended to renew and invigorate the attention,

is very ruquiſnc in this place, for it precedes a deſcription as admirable and as full of wonder as

the being which it deſcribes: and accordingly the strongeſt attention is here expreſsly de

inandcd._5. -

VOL. m. ſſ 3 U places,
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places, or as it appears to ſome perſons; whilst in other places, and to other

perſons, its appearance is the reverſe of beautiful. Nor can this beauty,

which is indeed no other than the beautiful itſelf, ever be the object of ima

gination; as if it had ſome face or hands of its own, or any other parts be

longing to body: nor is it ſome particular reaſon, nor ſome particular ſci

ence. It reſides not in any other being, not in any animal, for tinstance;

nor in the earth, nor in the heavens, nor in any other part of theruniverfe ;

but, ſimple and ſeparate from other things, it ſubſists alone with itſelf, and

poſſeſſes an eſſence eternally uniform. All other forms which are beauteous

participate ofthis; but in ſuch a manner they participate, that by their gene

ration or destruction this ſuffers no diminution, receives no addition, not

undergoes any kind of alteration. When from thoſe lower beauties, re

aſcending by the right way of Love, a man begins to gain a ſight of this

ſupreme beauty, he must have almost attained ſomewhat of his end. Now

to go, or to be led by another, along the right way of Love, is this : begin

ning from thoſe beauties of lower rank, to proceed in a continual aſcent,

all the way propoſing this highest beauty as the end; and uſing the rest but

as ſo many steps in the aſcent; to proceed from one to two, from two t

to all beauteous bodies; from the beauty of bodies to that of ſouls '; from

the beauty of ſouls to that of'arts; from the beauty of arts to that of diſcii

plines; until at length from the diſciplines he arrives at that diſcipline which

is the diſcipline of no other thing than of that ſupreme beauty; and thus

finally attains to know what is the beautiful itſelf.-Here is to be found, dear

Socrates, ſaid the stranger-propheteſs 3, here if any where, the happy life,

the

' Plato, irfſrwaking of the 'Rent in corporeal beauty, very properly ſays, that after paſſing

from one to two, we must proceed to all beautiful bodies: for it is neceſſary to aſcend rapidly

from the beauty oſ body to a higher beauty. Mr. Sydenham, therefore, by changing the word

two (though uſed by Plato) for many in his tranſlation, has, I conceive, entirely perverted the

accurate ſenſe oſ the preſent paſſagc.-T.

* In the Greek original there ſeems here to he a conſiderable omiſſion, which wc have endea

vourcd to ſupply as follows the ſupplementul words beingthoſc included between theſe marks []*,

(two 'raw va own-am' [rm 'tas xaxa; druxaz um 1:er Twuszv duzwv] tm 'm Ham tm'rndrupara, x. r. A.

Some ſuch words are plainly neceſſary to make this recapitulation'agreeable to the account at large

given before-3.

3 In all editions of the Greek original we here read Mavmmn. This ſeems to have been the

' * ground
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the ultimate object of deſire to man: it is to live in beholding this conſum

mate beauty; the ſight of which if ever you attain, it will appear not to be

in gold *, nor in magnificent attire, nor in beautiful youths or damſels : with

ſuch, however, at preſent, many of you are ſo entirely taken up, and with

the ſight of them ſo abſolutely charmed, that you would rejoice to ſpend

your whole lives, were it poſſible, in the preſence of thoſe enchanting ob

jects, without any thoughts of eating or drinking, but feasting your eyes

only with their beauty, and living always in the bare ſight of it. If this be

ſo, what effect, think you, would the ſight of beauty itſelfhave upon a man,

were he to ſee it pure and genuine, not corrupted and stained all over with

the mixture of fleſh, and colours, and much more of like periſhing and

fading traſh; but were able to view that divine eſſence, the beautiful itſelf,

in its own fimplicity of form ? Think you, ſaid ſhe, that the life of ſuch a

man would be contemptible or mean; of the man who always directed his

eye toward the right object, who looked always at real beauty, and was con

verſant with it continually? Perceive you not, ſaid ſhe, that in beholding

the beautiful with that eye, with which alone it is poſſible to behold it, thus,

and thus only, could a man ever attain to generate, not the images or flam

blances of virtue, as not having his intimate commercc with an image or a.

ſemblance; but virtue true, real, and ſubstantial, from the converſe and em

braces of that which is real and true. Thus begctting true virtue, and

bringing her up till ſhe is grown mature, he would become a favourite of

ground on which Harry Stcphcns and Dr. Davis built their ſuppoſition, that the word [Am-run,

where it occurred in a prior paſſage, was a corrupt rending, and ſhould be clnnged into Mzmmn.

But we are inclined to think, that the paſſage now before us ought to be accommodated to that,

rather than to this; eſpecially ſince the readingr of [Am/'ſum in this place, as well as in that other,

is favoured by the Latin tranſlation oſ Ficinus; a tranllation which has always had the autho

1ity oſ a manuſcript allowed it, as having been made from a manuſcript copy, not conſultetl by any

of the editors, with an exactneſs almost verbal, and accordingly with very little regard to style,

and with no great attention to the ſcnſe.-S.

, ' I am ſorry to ſay that nothing can be more abſurd than the notes of Mr. Sydcnham on this

part of the dialogue. ln conſequence ofbcing perfectly ignorant of the polythciſm of the Greeks,

he is continually offering violence to the meaning of Plato, in order to make that philoſopher join

with him in ridiculing the religion of Greece. iHence, according to Mr. Sydenlram, Pl tto, wl e 1

's that the beautiful itſelf is not in gold, nor in beautiful yvuths or damſels, intends by

it .=v ſin - de gilt flames, and the notion that ſuch beaſſiſni forms as theſe of Ganymede and che

were the ornaments oſ the court of heaven, and the delight tsz'p'tcr lzimſelſl-T.

31; 2 the
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the Gods; and at length would be, if any man ever be, himſelf one of the

immortals.-The doctrines which I have now delivered to you, Phaedrus, and

to the 'reſt of my friends here, I was taught by Diotima, and am perſuaded

they are true. Full of this perſuafion myſelf, I endeavour to perſuade others,

'and to ſhow them, that it is difficult for any man to find a better guide or

affistant to him than Love, in his way to happineſs. And on this account,

I further contend, that every man ought to pay all due honours to that patron

of human nature. For my own part, I make it my chief study to cultivate

the art which Love teaches, and employ myſelf upon the ſubjects proper for

the exerciſe of that art with a particular attention; ehcouraginſſg others to

follow my example, and at all times, as well as now, celebrating the power

and virtue of Love as far as Iam able-This ſpeech, Phaedrus, you may

accept, if you are ſo pleaſed, for a panegyric in praiſe of Love: or if you

Chooſe to call it by any other name, and to take it in any-other ſenſe, be that

its right name, and that its proper acceptation.

THE SPEECH OF ALCIBlADES.

SOCRATES having-thus ſpoken, the rest praiſed his oration; but Aristo

phanes endeavoured to ſay ſomething, becauſe Socrates in his ſpeech had

mentioned him. On a ſudden, however, a loud knocking was heard at the

door of the the porch, together with the voices of the intoxicated, and the

ſound of the pipe. Upon this Agatho ſaid to the ſervants, See who are there ;.

and if there is any one among them fit for this company, call him in : if not,

lay that we are no longer drinking. Not long after this the voice of Alcibi

ades, who was very much intoxicated, WflS heard in the court, aſking where

Agatho was, and commanding to be led to him. The flute-player, there

fore, and ſome other of his companions, brought him to Agatho, and stood

with him at the doors, he being crowned with a garland of ivy and Violets,

having many fillets on his head, and exclaiming, All hail, my friends l Either

receive as your aſſociate in drinking a man very much intoxicated, or let us

depart, crowning Agatho alone, for whoſe ſake we came. For l could

not, ſays he, be with you yesterday; hot now I come with fillets on my head,

that, from my own, I may crown the head of the wiſest and the most beau

tiful perſon, if I may be allowed ſo to ſpeak. Do you, therefore, laugh at

9 me
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me as one intoxicated? However, though you may laugh, l well know that

I ſpeak the truth. But tell me immediately, whether I may come in to him

or not; and whether you continue drinking or not? All the company,

therefore, was in an uproar, and ordered him to enter and ſeat himſelf;

which he accordingly did, and called for Agatho. Agatho, therefore, came,

led by his companions ; and Alcibiades at the ſame time taking off his fillets,

that he might crown him, did not ſee Socrates, though he ſat before him, but

ſat neat Agatho, and between him and Socrates: for Socrates had made way

for him that he might ſit. Alcibiades, therefore, being ſeated, ſaluted and

crowned Agatho: and then Agatho ſaid, Boys, take offthe ſhoes of Alcibiades,

that he may recline as the third among us. Alcibiades ſaid, By all means, but

aſked, Who is this third drinking companion of ours 9- and at the ſame time

turning himſelf round ſaw Socrates; but ſeeing him, he started, and ex

claimed, O Hercules! what is this? Are you again fitting here to enſnare

me? as it is uſual with you to appear ſuddenly where I least expected to find

you. And now for what purpoſe are you here? And why do you ſit in this

place, and not with Aristophanes, or with ſome other who is ridiculous, and

wiſhes to be ſo? But you have contrived to ſit with the most beautiful of the

guests. Then Socrates ſaid to Agatho, See if you can affist me; for the love

of this man is not to me a vile thing; ſince from the time in which I began

to love him I am no longer at liberty either to behold or ſpeak to any beau

tiful perſon. Or does not he, in conſequence of emulating and envying me

in amatory affairs, contrive wonderful devices, and alſo revile and ſcarcely

keep his hands from me? See, therefore, that he does not do this now, but

conciliate us; or, if he ſhould attempt violence, affist me: for the mania of

this man, and his amatory impulſe, very much terrify tue-Alcibiades then

ſaid, There is no occaſion for any coneiliation between you and me. I ſhall,

l]C-WC\ er, at ſome other time take vengeance on you for theſe things. But now,

Agatho, ſiiys he, give me ſome of thc fillets, that I may crown the wonderful

head of this man, that he may not blame me that I have crowned you, but not

him who vanquiſhes all men in diſcourſe, not only lately as you have done,

but at all times. And at the ſame time receiving the fillcts, he crowned So

crates,and ſeated himſelf. Being ſeated, therefore, he ſaid, Come, gentlemen,

drink, for you appear to me to be ſober. This, however, is not to be

, allowed; for it was agreed that we ſhould drink. I therefore engage to be

your
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your leader in drinking, till you have drunk enough. But, Agatho, paſs the

cup, if there is any large one. Or, rather, there is no occaſion for this; but

Bring hither, boy, ſaid he, that Cooling veſſel, which ſeems to hold more

than eight cotylz'. Having filled this veſſel, he first drank himſelf, and

afterwards ordered them to pour out of it for Socrates, and at the ſame time

ſaid, This stratagem of mine, gentlemen, is nothing to Socrates ; for, let him

drink as much as any one may command, he will not he in the least intox

icated *. Socrates, therefore, the boy having poured out of the large veſſel,

drank. But then Eryximaehus ſaid, How ſhall we do, Alcibiades? Shall

we neither ſay any thing, nor ſing any thing, over the cup; but act exactly

like thoſe that are thirsty? Upon this Alcibiades ſaid, Hail, Eryximachns!

best of men, ſprung from the best and most prudent of fathers. And hail

to you, ſaid Eryximachus. But what ſhall we do? That which you order

us; for it is neceſſary to be obedient to you. For a man who is a phyſician

is equivalent to many others. Command, therefore, whatever you pleaſe.

Hear then, ſaid Eryximachus. Before you entered, it ſeemed to us to be

proper that every one, beginning at the right hand, ſhould deliver an oration

in praiſe of Love, to the best of his ability. All the rest of us, therefore,

have delivered our orations; and it is just, ſince you have not ſpoken, but

have drunk, that you alſo ſhould deliver one : and when'you have ſpoken, you

may order Socrates to do whatever you pleaſe, and he may alſo order him

on his right hand, and in a ſimilar manner with reſpect to the rest. Ei'yxi

machus then ſaid, You ſpeak well, Alcibiades; but it is not equitable that a

man intoxieutcd ſhould engage in a verbal competition with thoſe that are

ſober. But, O bleſſed man, has Socrates perſimded you with reſpect to any

F That is, 79,th of a peck.

3 What i into ſays near the end of his first book of Laws concerning drinking largely, may ſerve

as a.comment on \\liat is here, and in other parts oſ this oration, related of Socrates: a If ſome

one," ſays he, " confiding in his own nature, and being properly prepared by meditation, ſhould not

refuſe to exerciſe himſelf with many drinking aſſociates, and ſhould evince, in the neceſſary con.

ſumption of the liquor, a power ſo tranſeendent and strong, as neither greatly to err thronghimpu.

dence, nor to be changed through virtue; but towards the end of the liquor ſhould depart with

out bcing intoxicated, fearing any human potion the least of all things',-in this caſe, he would

do ſomething well." And to this Clinias, one of the perſons oſ the dialogue, replies: " Certainly.

For ſuch a one, by thus acting, would conduct himſelf with temperance and mcdcfly." Plato,

doubtleſs, alluded to Socrates in writing this.

thing
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thing uhieh he just now ſaid? Or do you knozv that every thing which he

ſaid isjust the contrary? For iſ l, he being preſent, ſhould praiſe any one,

whether God or man, except himſelſ, he would not keep his hands from me.

Will you not predict better things? ſaid Socrates. By Neptunc, ſaid Alci

biades, ſay nothing to theſe things; ſor I ſhall praiſe no other perſon when

you are preſent. Do ſo then, find Eryximachus: iſ you will, praile Socrates.

How do you ſhy? lind Alcibiades. Does it ſeem to you fit, O Eryximachus,

that l ſhould attack this man, and revenge myſelf before you P So then, ſaid

Socrates, what have you in_ your mind P Willyou praiſe me for things ridi

culous? or what will you do? I ſhall ſpeak the truth. But ſee iſ you per

mit me. Indeed, ſaid Socrates, lnot only permit, but order you to ſpeak

the truth. Iſhall by all means do ſo, ſaid Alcibiades. But obſerve, if] ſhould

aſſert any thing that is not true, step me when you pleaſe, and ſay that in this

I have ſpoken falſely; for I ſhallnot willingly lie in any thing. And do

not wonder iſ, in conſequence oſ recollecting, I narrate different circum

flances from different places; ſor it is not an eaſy thing ſor a man in my

condition to enumerate readily, and in ſucceſiion, thy wonderful nature.

But, gentlemen, I will thus endeavour to praiſe Socrates through images.

He indeed vr ill, perhaps, ſuſpect that l ſhall turn my diſcourſe to things ridi

culous; 'out the image will be for the ſake of truth, and not for the liikc oſ

the ridiculous.

I ſay, then, that Socrates is moſt ſimilar to thoſe Silenuses that are ſeated

in the workſhops oſ statuaries, which the artists have ſabricated with pipes

or flutes in their hands; and which, when they are biſected, appear to con

tain within statues X of the Gods. And I again ſay, that he reſembles the

' Correſponding with this is the ſollowing paſſage from the Scholia of Maximus on the works

of the Pſcuclo-Dionylins the Areopagite: EKUVOK 'ſay (1. e. Grteci) am rim; avzlpiav-ra; manam', Mrs

xnng, [um To?" tzov-mg, sin; Efflux; umour. crown 3: aurov; &la-'mous Supa; exovnxg, szamp 'remain/'7

manus. enrwtlsv ow auwv'srfflwar ayawx'ra, in' wsCov Hem, sEuflsv 3: mranv You; &FPW' ſpurn-own oav 64

ifyou wrung, tide' 32 TOUTNV, Sieur KIUTN' nzAMma/on; uxov. Dionyſii Opera, tom. ii. p. 209. i. e.

*' 'ſhe Greeks made certain statutes, having neither hands not feet, which they called Hermne.

They faſhioned theſe with nvenues, like turrcts on a wall. lVithin theſe, therefore, they plaited

the stzitues of the Cods whom they worſhipped ; but they cloſed the Hernia: externally. Hence

theſe Hernia: appeared to be things oſ no value; but inwardly they contained the ornaments of

the Gods themſelves."

ſatyr'
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ſatyr Marſyas. That yoUr outward form, therefore, is ſimilar to theſe,

O Socrates, even you yourſelf will not deny; but that you alſo reſemble

them in other things, hear in the next place. You are contumelious : or are

you not? For, if you do not acknowledge it, I will bring witneſſes. Are

you not alſo a piper much more wonderful than Marſyas ' ? For he charmed

men through instruments, by a power proceeding from the mouth; and he

alſo accompliſhes this even now, when any one uſes that modulation. For

I call the modulation of Olympus' that of Marſyas, becauſe he instructcd

Olympus in it. That harmony, therefore, whether it is produced by a good

piper, or by a bad female player on the pipe, alone detains the hearers, and

manifests, becauſe it is divine, thoſe that stand in need3 of the Gods and

the mysteries; but you in this reſpect only differ from that harmony, that

you effect this very ſame thing by mere words without instruments. \Ve,

therefore, when we hear ſome other perſon relating the diſcourſe of another,

though he that relates it ſhould be a very good rhetorician, yet we pay, as I

may ſay, no attention to it; but when any one hears you, or another perſon,

relating your diſcourſes, though he that repeats them ſhould be a bad ſpeaker,

and whether it be a woman, or a man, or a lad, that is the auditor, we are

astoniſhed and poſſeſſed. I therefore, my friends, unleſs I ſhould appear to

be very much intoxicated, will tell you upon oath in what manner] have

been affected by the diſcourſes of this man, and how I am even now affected.

' A celebrated piper of Celaane in Phrygia. He was ſo ſkilful in playing on the flute, that he

is generally conſidered as the inventor of it. It is fabled of him, that he challenged Apollo to a

trial of his ſkill as a muſician 3 and, being vanquiſhed, the God flayed him alive.

* Olympus was both a poet and a muſician: he was the diſciple of Marſyas, and flouriſhed be

fore the Trojan war.

3 Proclus, in his MS. Commentary on the First Alcibiades, where he makes a diviſion of muſi

cal inſtruments, obſerves, that thoſe of an exciting nature were'most adapted to enthuſiastic energy.

Hence, ſays he, in the myſteries, and in the greatest of mystic ſacrifices, the pipe is uſeſul; for

- they employ its motive power in order to excite the dianoEric part to divinity. Too 3" lum-rius me;

evflmmav ctum-ran" 310 3" na' u- TO'; Furrnpm; nal ey ran; TiAtTal; xpwmo; awwg. xpaw-rar 'rup aurou 19

'um-'mea vrpo; rnv rn; Dan-ma; E'flpſlv rm To Decay. Such, therefore, as were exciled by the melody of

the pipe in a very ſmall degree, may be ſuppoſed to be implied by thoſe that stand in need of the

Gods and mysteries; as the other machinery of the mysteries, in conjunction with the pipe, would

neceſſarily produce that excitation which the pipe alone was, in ſuch as theſe, incapable of

effecting.

For
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For wnen I hear him, my heart leaps much more than that of thoſe who

celebrate the mysteries of the Corybantes; and my tears flow from his diſ

courſes. I alſo ſee many others affected in the ſame manner. But when I

hear Pericles, and other good rhetoricians, I think, indeed, that they ſpeak

well, but I ſuffer nothing of this kind ;* nor is my ſoul agitated with tumult,

nor is it indignant, as ifit were in a ſervile condition. But by this Marſyas

I am often ſo affected, that it appears to me I ought not to live while I lead

ſuch a life asI do. You will not, Socrates, ſay that theſe things are not

true. And even now l perceive that, if I were willing to listen to him, I

could not bear it, but ſhould be affected in the very ſame manner. For he

would compel me to acknowledge, that, being yet deficient in many things,

I neglect myſelf, but attend to the affairs of the Athenians '. By violence,

therefore, restraining my ears, I depart from him, flying, as it were, from

the Syrens, lest I ſhould ſit with him till I became old. From him alone

likewiſe, of all men, l ſuffer that which no one would think to be in me, to

be aſhamed of ſomething. But I am abaſhed before him alone. ForI am

conſcious thatl am unable to deny that what he exhorts me to do ought not

to be done; but when I depart from him, I am vanquiſhed by the honour

which I receive from the multitude. I therefore avoid, and fly from him ;

and whenl ſee him l am aſhamed, in conſequence of what I had conſented

to do. And often, indeed, it would be a pleaſure to me no longer to ſee him

among men : and yet again, if this ſhould happen, I Well know that I ſhould

be in a much greater degree afflicted ; ſo that I am ignorant in what man

ner I ſhould uſe this man. And from the modulations, indeed, of this ſatyr,

both I and many others have ſuffered ſuch-like things.

But hear from me how much he reſembles ſuch things as I ſhall affimilate

him to, and what a wonderful power he poſſeſſes. For be well aſſured of

this, that no one of you knows him ; but I will manifest him, ſince I have

begun to ſpeak. You ſee then that he is diſpoſed in a very amatory manner

towards beautiful things; and that he is always converſant with and asto

niſhed about theſe. And again, he knows all things, and yet knows uo

thin'g'; ſo that this figure of him is very Silenical; for he is externally

invested

' Scethc First Alcibiades.

3 Very few have penetratcd the proToun-l meaning of Socrates when he ſaid that he knew no

VOL. in. 3 x thing.
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invested with it, like a carved Silenus. But when he is opened inwardly,

would you think, O my fellow guests, how replete he is with temperance?

Know alſo, that neither if any one is beautiful, does he pay any attention to

his beauty, but deſpiſes it far beyond what you would ſuppoſe ; nor does he

esteem any one for being rich, or for poſſeſſing any other honour from the

things which are conſidered as bleſſed by the multitude. But he thinks that

all theſe poſſeffions are of no worth, and that weare nothing. He alſo

paſſes the whole of his life among men in irony and jest; but when he is

ſerious and is opened, I know not whether any one of you has ſcen the

images which are within. [however once ſaw them, and they appeared

to me to be ſo divine, golden, all-beautiful and wonderful, that I was deter

mined to act in every reſpect conformably to the advice of Socrates. Think

ing too that he paid great attention to my beauty, I conſidered this as my

gain, and as a circumstance whnderfully fortunate, as I conceived that by

gratifying Socrates I ſhould hear from him all that he knew. For I formed

a great opinion of my beauty, and thought it admirable. Thus conceiving,

as prior to this I had never been with him alone without an attendant, I

then diſmiſſed my attendant, and remained with him alone: for it is neceſ

ſary to narrate every thing to you truly.

But now attend to me; and ifl lie, do you, Socrates, confute me. I was

with him, O my fellow gueſts, I alone with him alone, and expected that

he would immediately ſpeak to me in ſuch a manner as lovers are accustomed

to ſpeak to the objects of their love' in ſolitude; and I was delighted with

the expectation. Nothing however of this kind took place; but he diſ

courſed with me as uſual till evening, and then departed. After this, I

incited him to engage with me in gymnastic exerciſes, expecting that I

ſhould effect ſomething by this mean. We engaged, therefore, in theſe

exerciſes, and often wrestled together, no one being preſent. But what

occaſion is there to ſay more? I did not in the hast accompliſh my purpoſe.

Not ſucceeding, therefore, in this in any reſpect, it appeared to me that I

ſhould attack the man more strenuouſly, ſince it was my determination to

ſienſiiare him. Hear now then what the thing was. I invited him to ſup

thing. But he doubtleſs intended to ſignify by this the nothingncſs of human compared with

divine knowledge. For to bra-w that this is the true condition of human knowledge, it is

neceſſary to know previouſly all the natures ſuperior to man.

with
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with me, in reality forming the ſame stratagem as a lover would for the

objects of his love. He did not readily accept my invitation: however,

ſome time after he accepted it. But when he came, as ſoon as he had

ſupped, he wiſhed to depart; and then I being aſhamed conſented to his

going away. Again however attacking him, after ſupper, I diſcourſed with

him a conſiderable part of the night; and when he again wiſhed to depart,

obſerving that it was late, I compelled him to stay. He repoſed, therefore,

in a bed next to mine, and in which he had ſupped; and no other perſon

beſides us ſlept in the houſe. Thus far then, what I have ſaid is well, and

might have been ſaid to any one; but you must not hear me narrate what

follows without first admitting the proverb, that wine Without childhood ſ

and with childhood is true. Beſides, to leave in obſcurity the proud deed of

Socrates appears to me unjust in one who undertakes to praiſe him. To

which l may add, that l am affected in the ſame manner as he is who is

bitten by a Viper: for they ſay he is not willing to tell his feelings except

to thoſe that are in a ſimilar condition, as they alone can know them, and

will pardon every thing which he may dare to do and ſily through the pain.

I, therefore, have been bit by that which gives more pain, and which indeed

cauſes the most acute of all pains. For thoſe who have the heart or ſoul,

or whatever elſe it may be pr0per to call it, bit and wounded by philoſo

phic diſcourſes, find the pain to be much more acute than that produced

by the bite of the vipcr, and are impelled by it to do and ſay any thing;

when ſuch diſcourſes are received in a ſoul juvenile and not ignoble. Again,

therefore, looking at Phaedrus, Agatho, Eryximachus, Pauſanias, Aristo

demus, Aristophanes, and, in ſhort, Socrates, and the rest of the company;

Since all of you, ſaid he, partake with me of the mania and Bacchic fury of

philoſophy, on this account let all hear me. For you will pardon what I

then did, and what I now ſay'. But let the ſervants, or any other pro

fane 3 and ruſtic perſon that may be preſent, cloſe their ears with mighty

gates.

' Meaning that wine makes both children and others ſpeak the truth.

3 Plato when he wrote this had doubtleſs that Orphic verſe in his mind,

OOEZOM' In; Sun; tun, &upag 3" smewfle BEC'IM'.

i. e. "I ſpeak to thoſe to whom it is lawful; ſhut your gates, ye profane." And Proclus informs

3 x 2 u'
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gates. When, therefore, the lamp was exinguiſhed, and the ſervants had

left the room, it appeared to me requiſite to employ no diffimulation towards

him, but freely to tell him my ſentiments. And I ſaid, moving him, Socra

tes, are you aſleep? Not yet, he replied. Do you know then, what I

conceive? About what particularly? ſaid he. You appear to me, I replied,

to be the only lover worthy of me, though you are not forward in courting

me. But, as I am thus affected, I think it would be very stupid, not to

gratify you in this particular, and in any thing elſe of which you may be

in want, whether it be my property, or my friends :_ for nothing is to me

more honourable than to become the best of men. But I thin-k that no one

can give me more affistance in this than you. And l ſhould much more

fear the reprehenſions of the wiſe, in not gratiſying ſuch a man, than I

ſhould fear the many and the unwiſe by gratifying him. Socrates, having

heard me, ſaid, very ironically,ſi and very much after his uſual manner, O

beloved Alcibiades, you appear in reality to be no vile perſon, if what you ſay

concerning me is true, and there is in me a certain power, through which

you can be made better, and if alſo you perceive in me an immenſe beauty,

and very much excelling the elegance of your form. If, therefore, perceiv

ing this, you endeavour to have communion with me, and to change beauty for

beauty, you strive to poſſeſs much more than I do; for instead of the opinion

you endeavour to obtain the truth of beauty, and conceive that you ſhall in

reality exchange braſs for gold. But, O bleſſed youth, conſider more maturcly,

nor let me be concealed from you, who am nothing. For then indeed the

ſight

us in his MS. Commentary on the First Alcibiades, that there was an inſcription in the Ileu

ſinian grove forbidding the uninitiated to enter into the adyta or ſecret reccſſes of the temple.

Ton; 'yap si; 'to Tow EAeua'u-wv 'riper/o; eme-vant, :anv 'ra npoypapya m' XUFUV EWW 'NW &JWNVz Manna; CWI

'tal canne-'015. _

Alcibiades, therefore, as he is about to relate a circumstance which, conſidered independently

of the deſign with which it is mentioned, is indecent, very properly forbids the profane to he

auditors of it. For in this he follows the mysteries, in which, as l have ſhown in my Diſſcrtation

on them, p. 123, the indecent was introduced. In the mysteries too, as exhibitions of this kind

were deſigned to free the initiated from licentious paſſions by gratifying the ſight, and at the ſame

time vanquiſhing deſire through the nwſul ſanctity with which theſe rites were accompanied, ſo

what is now related by Alcibiades is introduced by Plato, in order to liberatc his countrymcu

from an unnatural vice. So that it bencfits the reader at the ſame time that it exalts the cha

racter
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ſight of the dianoijtic power begins to perceive 'acutely, when that of the

eye loſes its acme. You, however, are as yet at a distance from theſe things.

Having heard him, I replied, With reſpect to myſelf the particulars are ſuch

as I have told you, nor have I ſaid any thing different from what I conceive;

but do you adviſe in ſuch a manner as you may think best both for you and.

me. This, ſaid he, you ſay well: for in future let us, conſulting together,

do that which appears to be best for us, both about theſe and other parti

culars. Having heard and replied to theſe things, and ceaſing to ſpeak, as

ifI had thought that he was wounded with a dart, I roſe, and would not

ſuffer him to ſpeak any more; and wrapping myſelf round with this old

garment (for it was winter), I reclined in it, embracing in my arms this

truly divine 'and wonderful man, and thus lay the whole night. And again,

Socrates, neither will you ſay that I have aſſerted theſe things falſely. But

though I acted in this manner, yet he was Victorious, and deſpiſed, ridiculed,

and eyen inſulted my beauty. And as, O my fellow guests, you' are judges

of the haughtineſs of Socrates, I call the Gods and Goddeſſes to witneſs, that

I roſe from Socrates no otherwiſe than if I had ſlept with my father, or my

elder brother.

What then do you ſuppoſe were my thoughts after this, conceiving that

I had been deſpiſed, but admiring the nature, the temperance and fortitude

of this man? conceiving that l had met with ſuch a man for prudence and

fortitude, as I ſhould never have expected to find? Hence I could not be

in any reſpect angry with him, nor Could I abandon his converſation, nor

diſcover any means of alluring him. For I well knew that it is much more

difficult to ſubdue him by money, than it was to vanquiſh Ajax by the

racter of Socrates. Admitably, therefore, is it obſerved by Jamblichus, (De Myst. p. 22.) U that

as in comedics and tragedies, on beholding the paffions ofothers we repreſs our own, render them

moderate, and are purified from them 3 in like manner in the mysteries, by ſeeing and hearing

things indecent, we are liberated from the injury with which the performance of them is at

tended." He adds, " Things of this kind, therefore, are introduced for the ſake of healing out

ſoul, moderating the maladies which adhere to it through generation, and freeing it from its

bonds; and hence Heraclitus very properly called them remedies. Aw- rouro rv 17 nuing-Me xsu

'pa'yzpdiq adown-pra vmflu IEMFWI'N; 'avalen 'm owtia waQn, nal urrptw'rqm a'rtp'yafomaa, 'cat awaxaflmpmcr

U 11 rougizpolg, Human na'r nal anon/away' 'my wax-my, aaraAumeOa 171; m' 'run spvu' Mr' awwv may

art-Mount; EMCng. Oapamm; OUY ivsm Tn; sv 7.]va duxng, na' NTFIOTHTO; wv Fiat nu- yrmiv n'pweyo

pwwv cut-'31 'court-w, Mart-i; 7: mro 'ran &Mter-w, xar aſſaMayng xcxptv, 'm 'retard-m 'ſpoſwynm' na' Fta 'Nun
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9 ſword ;
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ſward; and that by which alone I thought he might be enſnared deceived

me. Hence I wandered about dubious, and more enſlaved by this man

than any one by any other. All theſe things, therefore, were at that time

effected by me. After this, he was my aſſociate and my daily guest in the

military eXpedition against Potidzra. And here, in the first place, he not

only ſurpaſſed me, but all others, in labours." Hence, when we Were

compelled through a deficiency of proviſions to fast, as is ſometimes the caſe

in armies, the rest were nothing to him with reſpect to endurance. Again,

in feasts at the military table, he alone was the only perſon that appeared to

enjoy them; and though he was unwilling to drink, yet when compelled

he vanquiſhed all the rest. And what is the most wonderful of all, no one

ever ſaw Socrates intoxicated. However, it ſeems to me thata confutation

of this will immediately follow '. But _with reſpect to endurance in the

ſeverity of the winter (for the winter there is very ſevere), he performed

wonders; and once, the cold being ſo dreadful that no one could venture

out of his tent, or, if he did venture, he was very abundantly clothed, and

had his feet bound and wrapt in wool and ſheep-ſkirts, Socrates then went

out with just the ſame clothing as beſore this he was aceustomed to wear.

He likewiſe marched through the ice without ſhoes, more eaſily than others

with ſhoes. But the ſoldiers beheld him as one who deſpiſed them. And

thus much for theſe particulars.

Again', what this strenuous man did and endured in that army, it is worth

while to hear. For thinking deeply about ſomething one morning, he stood

conſidering it; and though he was not able to diſcover what he was in

vestigating, he did not deſist, but stood exploring. It was now too mid-day,

and the ſoldiers perceived him, and wondering, ſaid one to the other, that

Socrates had stood from the morning cogitating '. At length ſome of the

Ionian

' Alcibiades ſays this as being intoxicated himſelf.

' Socrates is not the only instance of this dominion of the rational ſoul over the body, but a

ſimilar abſtraction is related oſ other philoſophers. It is ſaid of Xenocratcs, the diſciple oſ Plato,

that he was for one hour every day abstracted from body. Archimedes was ſo intent on geo

metrical figures that 'he was inſenſible to the capture oſ his country, and to the enemy standing

before him. Plotinus, as his diſciple Porphyry informs us, was often ſo abſiracted from body, as

to be united by an ineffable energy with the highest God ;and this alſo oncc happened to Porphyry.

Horaclitus and Democritus, in order to obtain this abstraction in perfection, withdrew into ſoli

tude.
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Ionian ſoldiers when it was evening, having ſupped (for it was then ſum

mer), laid themſelves down on the bare ground, that they 'might obſerve

whether he continued in the ſame posture through the night. But he stood

till it was morning and the ſun roſe; after which he departed, having first

adored the ſun. If you are alſo willing, hear how he conducted himſhlf in

battle; for it is but just to relate this. For in that engagement in which

the commanders ofthe army conſerred on me thoſe rewards which are uſually

given to ſuch as have pottdttctcd themſelves best in battle, no other man

ſaved me than Socrates; for, as l was wounded, he was not willing to leave

me, but preſerved both my arms and me. And I indeed, O Socrates, at

that time urged the commanders to give you the rewards which are be

stowed on the most valiant; and for ſaying this, you neither blame me, nor .

accuſe me of ſpeaking ſalſely. The commanders, however, looking to my

dignity, wiſhed to give me thoſe rewards, you alſo being more deſirous that

I ſhould receive them than yourſelf. _

Further still, O fellow guests, it was well worth while to behold Socrates

when our army fled from Delium; for I happened to be in that battle

among the cavalry, but Socrates was among the foot. The ranks, there-.

fore, being broken, he and I aches rctreated; and I meeting with and ſeeing

the troops, immediately exl orted them to take courage, and ſaid that I

would not abandon them. Here then I could ſee Socrates better than at

Potidaza; for I was in leſ: ſear, becauſe I was on horſeback. In the first

place, therefore, he guartly ſurpaſſed Laches in prudent caution; and, in

the next place, he appeared to me, O Aristophanes, to carry himſelfloftily,

as you alſo ſay he does here, and dat-ting his eye around calmly to ſurvey

both friends and enemies; ſo that it was manifest to every one, and even to

him that was at a. conſiderable distance, that he who touched this man.

tude. Hence the ſormer of theſe through inteuſe ſlndy was of a ſorrowful aſpect; and the

latter, when he began to recall his intellect from the ſenſes, and was impeded by his eyes, blinded

himſelf. In ſhort, all thoſe who have made great diſcoveries in the regions of ſcience have

accompliſhed this by retiring from body into the ſublime tower of intellect. Hence Plato ſays in

the Phaedrus, that the intellects of philoſophers eſpecially recover the wings of the ſoul, becauſe

they are always attentive to divine concerns ; and on this account he at one time calls ſuch phi

loſophers divine, and at another ſons oſ the Gods. Hence too Aristotle ſays, in his Problems,

that all who have excelled in any art have been melancholy, whether they were born ſuch, or

whether they became ſuch by continued meditation.

would
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would be very strenuouſly reſisted. Hence both he and his companion

retreated with ſecurity z- ſor ſcarcely was any one attacked who thus con.

ducted himſelf in the battle, but they purſued thoſe that fled rapidly and in

diſorder.

There are many other things, indeed, in which Socrates is admirable, and

for which he might be praiſed. And in other purſuits, others perhaps

may merit the ſame praiſe; but to reſemble no man, neither of the antient;

nor the moderns, this is a circumstance worthy of all wonder. For ſuch as

Achilles was, ſuch alſo it may be conjectured was Braſidas 1 and others:

and again, ſuch as Pericles was, ſuch alſo it may be ſaid were Antenor and

Nestor. And there are likewiſe others that after the ſame manner may

be compared with others. But ſuch a prodigy is this man, both as to him

ſelf and his diſcourſes, that no one by ſearching will find any man that

nearly reſembles him, neither among thoſe of the preſent age nor among

the antients. He can, therefore, only be ſaid to reſemble, both in himſelf

and his diſcourſes, thoſe things to which I have compared him, viz. no one

among men, 'but the Silenuses and Satyrs. For l omitted to mention this

before, that his diſcourſes are most ſimilar to the Silenuses when opened.

For the diſcourſes of Socrates, to him who is willing to hear them, will at

first appear to be perfectly ridiculous; ſince the nouns and verbs which he

employs externally enſold a certain gift ofa reviling Satyr. For he ſpeaks

of aſſes and their burthens, of copper-ſiniths, ſhoe-makers and tanners, and

he always appears to ſay the ſame things through the ſame; ſo that every

unſkilful and ignorant man will ridicule his words. But he who beholds his

diſcourſes when opened, and penetrates into their depth, will, in the first

place, find that they alone of all other diſcourſes contain intellect within

them; and, in the next place, that they are most divine, are replete with

numerous images of virtue, and have a very ample extent, or rather extend

themſelves to every thing which it is fit he ſhould conſider who intends to

become a truly worthy man. Theſe then are the things, my fellow guests, fpr

which l praiſe and alſo for which l blame Socrates. l have likewiſe inſerted m

them the injuries which he has done me. Nor has he alone acted 1n thismanner

towards me, but alſo towards Charmides the ſon of Glauco, Euthydemus the

7 Braſidas was a famous Spartan general, who, after many great victories obtained over Athens

and other Grecian states, died of a wound at Amphipolis, which Clcon the Athenian had beſieged

ſon
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ſon of Diocles, and very many others; for he has deceived theſe, as if he

had been their lover, when at the lame time he rather became the beloved

object himſelf. Hence, I caution you, O Agatho, not to be deceived by this

man, but, knowing what I have ſuffered, take care, and do not, as the pro

verb ſays of fools, become wiſe by experience.

Aristodemus related, that when Alcibiabes had thus ſpoken, the freedom of

his ſpeech excited a general laugh, becauſe he appeared to have for Socrates

an amatory regard. Socrates, therefore, ſaid, You ſeem to me, O Alcibiades,

to be ſober; for, otherwiſe, you would not have attempted in ſo elegant

and circuitous a manner to conceal that for the ſake of which you- have ſaid

all theſe things. nor would you have aſſerted that which, as if foreign from

the purpoſe, you have added at the end; as if' the intention of all that you

have ſaid was not to ſeparate me and Agatho. For you think that I ought

to love you and no other, and that Agatho ought to be loved by you, and by

no one beſides. Neither is this Satyric and Silenic drama of yours concealed

from, but is perfectly evident to, us. But, dear Agatho, may none of theſe

his contrivances ſucceed! and let us endeavour that nothing may ſeparate

you and me. To this Agatho replied, Indeed, Socrates, you appear to ſpeak

the truth; and I infer that he ſits between you and me, that he may ſepa

rate us. He will, however, derive no advantage from this ; for Iwill come

and ſit next to you. By all means, ſaid Socrates, come hither, and ſit below

me. O Jupiter! Alcibiades exclaimed, how much do l ſuffer from this

man l He thinks it is neceſſary to ſurpaſs me in every thing; but, O won

derful man, ſuffer Agatho, if no one elſe, to fit between us. It is impoſſible,

ſaid Socrates: for you have praiſed me, and it is neceſſary that I ſhould now

praiſe him titting at my right hand. If, therefore, Agatho reclin-es under

you, he certainly will not again praiſe me before he has been praiſed by me.

But ceaſe, O daemoniacal man, and do not envy my praiſe of the lad; for I

very much deſire to paſs an encomium on him. Excellent! excellent! ſaid

Agatho to Alcibiades: there is no reaſon why I ſhould stay here, but there

is every reaſon that l ſhould change my ſeat, that I may be praiſed by So

crates. Theſe things, ſaid Alcibiades, are uſual ; when Socrates is preſent,

it is impoſſible for any other to ſhare the favours of the beautiful. And now

obſerve how eaſily, and with what perſuaſve language, he draws this youth

to him. After this Agatho roſe, that he might ſit by Socrates : but on a ſud

VOL. m. 3 Y den
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den many revellers came to the gates, and, finding them open, in conſequence

of ſome one having gone out, they entered and ſeated themſelves. Hence,

all things were full of tumult; and as there was no longer any order ob

ſerved, every one was compelled to drink a great quantity oſ wine. Aristo

demus therefore ſaid, that Eryximachus and Phaedrus, and ſome others,

went home to take ſome ſleep; but that he ſlept there very abundantly, the

nights being long, and roſe about daybreak, the cocks then crowing. When,

therefore, he had riſen, he ſaw that ſome of the guests were aſleep, and that

others had departed; but that Agatho, Aristopbanes, and Socrates, were the

only perſons awake, and were drinking to the right hand out oſ a great bowl.

He alſo added, that Socrates was diſcourſing with them ; but that he did not

recollect what the diſcourſe was, becauſe he was not preſent at the begin

ning oſ it, as he was then aſleep. However, the ſum of it, he ſaid, was

this, that Socrates compelled them to acknowledge that it was the province

oſ the ſame perſon to compoſe comedy and tragedy; and that he who was by

art a tragic, was alſo a comic poet. When they had aſſented to theſe things

by compulfion, and not very readily, Aristodemus ſaid, they ſell aſleep;

and that Aristophanes ſell aſleep first, and afterwards, it being now day',

Agatho; but that Socrates, they being aſleep, riſing, went out, he as uſual

following him. And laſily, that Socrates went to the Lyceum, and, having

waſhed himſelf as at another time, converſed there the whole day, and in the

evening went home to rest,

THE END OF THE BANQUET
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